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1 Heavy-fermion physics and Kondo insulators

Heavy-fermion materials feature an enormous diversity of ground states producing a rich spectrum of fundamental and exotic physical phenomena. The members of this material class are lanthanide- or actinide-based intermetallic compounds, with the main representatives being Ce and Yb systems as well as compounds containing e.g. Pr, Sm, U or Pu [1–3]. Heavy fermions all have in common that their physics is driven by the interaction between the $4f$ or $5f$ electrons with the conduction band – which constitutes a system of localized magnetic moments residing in a sea of itinerant conduction electrons. The hybridization of $f$ and conduction electrons leads to two competing effects: (a) An inter-site interaction where $f$ electrons at different lattice sites couple with each other via the conduction electrons, favoring a magnetically ordered ground state. This is the so-called Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) interaction. (b) An on-site interaction where the conduction electrons tend to screen the local moments so that a non-magnetic state forms. This is the so-called Kondo screening. The competition of both effects leads to remarkable magnetic, thermodynamic and electronic characteristics at low temperatures [1, 4, 5]. The properties of such heavy-fermion materials may range from magnetically ordered to Kondo-screened or intermediate valent, and from metallic or (unconventionally) superconducting to Kondo-insulating with quantum critical phenomena and non-Fermi liquid behavior when going from one regime to the other. Kondo insulators, which are investigated in this thesis, have been recently connected with the field of topological insulators because some of them are expected to have non-trivial topologies [6]. Because of its vivid and diversified history, the importance of Kondo and heavy-fermion materials for the field of solid state physics, in particular for strongly correlated electron systems, continuously increased in the last 80 years [3].

1.1 Properties and concepts

**Historical outline**  The Kondo timeline starts off in 1934 when de Haas et al. [7] observed a minimum in the electrical resistivity of ‘dirty’ gold at low temperatures (around 4 K) and a follow-up increase of the resistivity for temperatures below. Other dilute magnetic alloys also showed such a behavior [8], already suggesting a connection to the presence of small amounts of magnetic impurities. A theoretical explanation for this anomaly was provided by Kondo in 1964 [9] on the basis of a microscopic model presented by Anderson three years earlier [10], in which the conditions for the existence of localized magnetic moments had been analyzed and a large on-site Coulomb repulsion was found to lead to an antiferromagnetic exchange interaction with the surrounding conduction sea. By applying third-order perturbation theory, Kondo revealed the importance of the logarithmic contribution in the scattering rate of the electrons of a magnetic moment and found that this log-term increases with decreasing temperature, giving rise to a minimum in the resistivity [9]. In other words, the antiferromagnetic coupling
between localized magnetic impurities and the itinerant conduction electrons forms an additional scattering channel which leads to a divergence of the electrical resistivity at low temperatures. This Kondo effect sets in below a characteristic energy scale defining the Kondo temperature $T_K$. The conduction electron cloud then screens the local moment and the so-called Kondo singlet state develops.

The next milestone dates back to 1975 when heavy-electron behavior was discovered. Andres et al. [11] found the linear specific heat coefficient in CeAl$_3$ to be $\gamma = 1620 \text{ mJ mol}^{-1} \text{K}^{-2}$ for $T$ below 150 K, which is about 1000 times larger than the values obtained for typical metals, meaning that the effective mass is significantly enhanced compared to the free electron mass – the material class of heavy fermion compounds was born! Still lacking an explanation for how the heavy quasiparticles exactly form, two years later Doniach suggested the Kondo lattice model to provide the theoretical description of the heavy-fermion behavior [12]. In this model, the periodical arrangement of localized magnetic moments (given by the $4f$ and $5f$ electrons of rare earth and actinide systems, respectively) in a crystalline structure is interpreted as a dense Kondo lattice, where at each lattice site the Kondo effect, i.e. the screening of the local moment by the conduction electrons, takes place. The already large interest in heavy fermions gained an additional boost in 1979 when Steglich et al. [13] discovered the first example of unconventional superconductivity in the heavy-fermion compound CeCu$_2$Si$_2$, thereby proving that magnetism and superconductivity are not disconnected phenomena. In the following years intensive work in the area deepened the theoretical understanding, and experimentally many more heavy-fermion systems and superconductors joined the team [1, 14–16]. The list of exotic physical phenomena happening in heavy-electron compounds became even longer in 1994 with the observation of a zero-temperature quantum phase transition (also known as quantum critical point) in Au-doped CeCu$_6$ [17].

**Characteristics of heavy fermions** Heavy fermions (HF) belong to the family of strongly correlated electron systems. In general, one speaks of ‘strong correlations’ whenever electron-electron interactions are large compared to the one-electron band width and govern the physical properties of the system. Transition-metal oxides, Mott-Hubbard insulators and high-$T_c$ cuprate superconductors also fall into this category. Correlated electron systems have a partially filled $d$ or $f$ shell for which the charge distribution is far from statistical. The behavior of these electrons can therefore no longer be described by an effective one-electron theory. Instead, a true many-body approach has to be applied to account for the correlated motion of those electrons.

In the case of HF, the strong coupling of the $f$ electrons to the conduction band is responsible for the partial delocalization of the $f$ electrons and the formation of heavily-dressed quasiparticles with huge effective masses $m^*$. At high temperatures (around room temperature) the local $f$ moments are only weakly interacting and the magnetic susceptibility is characterized by a Curie-Weiss dependence $\chi = \frac{N M^2}{3kT}$ with $M$ being the magnetic moment of an $f$ state [3]. When lowering the temperature below a characteristic temperature $T^*$, the heavy-electron band forms and the magnetic and electronic properties experience significant qualitative changes. The localized $f$ moments can be thought of as magnetic impurities situated in a crystalline environment, which at low temperatures become screened by the spins of the conduction
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electrons as a part of the Kondo effect. This lattice version of the single-ion Kondo effect is called the Kondo lattice [12]. At each Kondo lattice site a Kondo singlet forms and acts as a spinless scattering center, so that initially the electrical resistivity increases with decreasing $T$, before at $T^*$ it suddenly drops as phase coherence develops in the scattering channel [3], i.e. the localized magnetic moments do not act as independent scatterers any more. This coherent Kondo state is a lattice effect arising from the interacting localized spin states in the dense Kondo lattice. Note that $T^*$ is used here to distinguish the characteristic energy scale in Kondo lattice systems from the single-ion Kondo temperature $T_K$. However, in the following we refer to $T^*$ as $T_K$ (or Kondo temperature) for simplicity.

When it comes to a theoretical description, Landau’s Fermi liquid (FL) theory [18] has turned out to be able to explain many properties of some of the HF metals. Within the FL model a non-interacting electron fluid is considered to be adiabatically transformed into a corresponding interacting system, when the electron interactions are slowly ‘switched on’. The heavy quasiparticles forming in HFs can be interpreted as Landau quasiparticles, which differ from the ‘original’ electrons in their dynamical properties (e.g. by showing a renormalized mass and a reduced magnetic moment). Characteristic fingerprints of FL behavior at low temperatures are a linear temperature dependence of the specific heat $C(T) \propto \gamma T$, a nearly temperature-independent magnetic susceptibility $\chi(T)$ usually saturating at an enhanced value (one then speaks of enhanced Pauli paramagnetism), and a $T^2$-dependence in the electrical resistivity $\rho(T)$.

As a further consequence, two scaling laws can be deduced which also are classical signatures of the FL character of HF compounds, namely an approximately constant Wilson (or Sommerfeld) ratio $\chi/\gamma$ [19] and an approximately constant Kadowaki-Woods [20] quotient $A/\gamma^2$, where $A$ is the coefficient of the quadratic contribution to the electrical resistivity. Another remarkable attribute of HF can be seen when measuring their Fermi surface (FS) geometry and volume in de-Haas-van-Alphen or Shubnikov-de-Haas experiments: The former atomic-like $f$ electrons turn out to contribute to the FS volume and in some cases band structure calculations are able to reproduce the FS geometry, although the effective electron mass is significantly enhanced [3].

**Anderson model and Kondo lattice**

As mentioned above, the periodical version of a Kondo system, as it is formed by the localized magnetic moments in heavy-fermion materials, is called a Kondo lattice. We start with the description of a single magnetic $f$ impurity interacting with a conduction band host. Following Anderson [10], we have:

$$H_{\text{AIM}} = H_0 + H_{ff} + H_{0\sigma} + H_{ef}$$

$$= E_f n_f + U n_f \sigma n_{f\bar{\sigma}} + \sum_{k\sigma} \epsilon_k n_{k\sigma} + \sum_{k\sigma} V(k) \left[ c_{k\sigma}^\dagger f_{\sigma} + f_{\bar{\sigma}}^\dagger c_{k\sigma} \right]$$

(1.1)

This model is referred to as Anderson impurity model (AIM). Here $n_f$, $n_{f\downarrow}$, $n_{f\uparrow}$ and $n_{k\sigma}$ are the number operators. The first two terms $H_0$ and $H_{ff}$ render the formation of a local moment in the atomic limit, with $E_f$ being the energy of the $f$ state and $U$ the Coulomb interaction between two electrons in the $f$ shell. The hybridization coupling between the $f$ electrons and the conduction band is taken into account via the last two terms $H_{0\sigma}$ and $H_{ef}$, where $\epsilon_k$ is the momentum-dependent energy dispersion of the conduction band and $V(k)$ is the hybridization strength given by the orbital overlap between $f$ and the conduction states. In the mean-field
approximation presented in Ref. [10] the AIM explains the formation of the local moments. Furthermore, by taking into account spin fluctuations which can effectively flip the spin of the magnetic impurity [21], the screening of the impurity can be explained and the Kondo effect is found to produce the so-called Kondo resonance state close to the Fermi level $E_F$ [22, 23]. It reflects the large quasiparticle density of states (DOS) near $E_F$ due to the singlet ‘bound state’ of the conduction electrons with the localized spins [24]. Experimentally, the Kondo resonance can be observed by x-ray photoemission [25–28] or scanning tunneling spectroscopy [29–31]. Its position and width is proportional to $T_K$ and its intensity inversely proportional to $T_K$.

In order to capture the very special low-temperature physics of heavy-fermion compounds, Doniach proposed the transition to the Kondo lattice model [12]:

$$H_{KL} = \sum_{\mathbf{k}\sigma} \epsilon_{\mathbf{k}\sigma} c_{\mathbf{k}\sigma}^\dagger c_{\mathbf{k}\sigma} + J_{ex} \sum_i s_i S_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

As in $H_{AIM}$ the conduction electrons’ energy dispersion is given by $\epsilon_{\mathbf{k}}$. $S_i$ and $s_i$ are the spin-density operators of the localized and conduction electron spins, respectively, at every lattice site $i$, which are coupled via the exchange interaction $J_{ex}$. The coupling constant $J_{ex}$ is the crucial parameter here. On the one hand it is decisive for the Kondo effect and on the other hand it also determines the RKKY interaction [32–34]. The RKKY interaction is an inter-site effect and refers to the magnetic coupling between two localized moments via oscillations in the conduction electron spin density, whereas the Kondo interaction is an on-site effect. The strengths of these two interactions – expressed by the Kondo temperature $T_K$ and the ordering temperature $T_{RKKY}$ – depend differently on $J_{ex}$ [12]. The Kondo temperature scale is characterized by the exponential dependence $T_K \propto N(0)^{-1} e^{-1/(N(0) J_{ex})}$, where $N(0)$ is the density of conduction electron states. The RKKY interaction on the other hand scales quadratically with $J_{ex}$, ergo $T_{RKKY} \propto J_{ex}^2 N(0)$.

Important is that these two interactions compete with each other. While the Kondo interaction stabilizes the formation of effective singlet entities, the RKKY interaction wants to drive the system towards a magnetically ordered state (usually antiferromagnetic). Thus, two relevant and competing energy scales exist: In the case of a small exchange interaction $J_{ex}$ the RKKY-scale dominates and antiferromagnetic order with localized spins develops, whereas for large $J_{ex}$ the formation of singlet Kondo clouds prevails and a non-magnetic ground state with partially delocalized $f$ electrons forms. This competition between RKKY and Kondo interactions governs the physics of Kondo lattice materials and is qualitatively summarized in the Doniach phase diagram, which is shown in Fig. 1.1. Although Doniach’s original approach assumes a simplified one-dimensional Kondo lattice, the derived phase diagram still generally helps to understand the behavior of many HF compounds.

Depending on whether $J_{ex}$ is below or above a critical value $J_{ex}^c$, the system is either in the AFM regime or in a paramagnetic Fermi liquid state, as depicted in Fig. 1.1. The transition between these phases is achieved by tuning the exchange coupling $J_{ex}$, which in a more general picture can be regarded as an adjustable global parameter $\delta$ that influences the lattice density and thereby the degree of hybridization. In practice, the enhancement of $\delta$ is realized by external pressure, chemical substitution or a magnetic field, continuously reducing the AFM ordering temperature and migrating from a localized towards a more itinerant regime. Before entering the FL phase, in between the two regimes one often reaches a so-called quantum critical point (QCP), which resembles a zero-temperature quantum phase transition. The emergence of quantum
critical behavior in Kondo lattice materials arose particular interest because it goes along with deviations from the FL properties in the phase space close to the QCP [35]. In the case of this non-Fermi liquid (NFL) behavior, the above-mentioned signatures of a FL do not hold any more; instead one finds for instance $\rho(T) \propto T^n$ with $n$ between 1 and 1.5, or a logarithmic dependence in $C(T)$. Magnetic field induced quantum phase transitions can be found for example in YbRh$_2$Si$_2$ [35] or CeCoIn$_5$ [36, 37], and CeCu$_{6-x}$Au$_x$ is a prominent example where the QCP is reached via chemical substitution [38, 39]. In addition to that, unconventional superconductivity (SC) can occur in the vicinity of a QCP, as for example observed in CeIn$_3$ [40], CeCoIn$_5$ [41], CeCu$_2$Si$_2$, CeCu$_2$Ge$_2$ and CeCu$_2$(Si$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$)$_2$ [13, 42, 43], as well as in CePd$_2$Si$_2$ and CeRh$_2$Si$_2$ [44, 45]. Here the tuning towards the antiferromagnetic QCP takes place via pressure, pushing forward the idea of an unconventional magnetically-mediated pairing mechanism.

After all, the Doniach phase diagram is quite reminiscent of the rich phase diagram of cuprates, as both feature several competing ground states, one of which being superconducting – with the difference that the delocalization of the $f$ electrons happens due to their coupling to the conduction band and not because of addition or removal of charge carriers.
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Figure 1.2: (Redrawn following Fig. 17 in Ref. [3]) (a) Schematic band picture of the hybridized bands in a Kondo lattice system. The dashed and dotted gray lines ($E_f$ and $\varepsilon_k$) represent the unhybridized 4$f$ and conduction bands, respectively. The $c$-$f$ hybridization leads to the formation of an upper ($E_g^+$) and a lower ($E_g^-$) Fermi band (blue lines), which feature a direct and an indirect gap. (b) Corresponding renormalized density of states where the indirect hybridization gap can be seen close to the Fermi level.

Kondo insulators  The call for a universal formalism for the treatment of strongly correlated electron systems meets the problem of how to essentially consider the large interactions involved in this material class. Gauge theories, the so-called large N expansion and mean-field theory come into play, and for a deeper insight the interested reader may be referred to the diverse reviews on this topics and the references therein [2, 3, 46, 47]. An important consequence in the mean-field approach of the Kondo lattice is that the hybridization between the conduction and the $f$ electrons ($c$-$f$ hybridization), which in the most simple approximation is assumed to be $k$-independent, leads to a renormalized hybridized-band model with an upper ($E_g^+$) and a lower ($E_g^-$) Fermi band, which have both $f$ and conduction band character. Apart from the direct gap between them of size $2V$, they exhibit an indirect hybridization gap of width $\Delta_g \sim T_K$ (see Fig. 1.2a) close to the Fermi level. The DOS of the heavy quasiparticles is zero inside the gap but in the immediate vicinity of the gap two extremely sharp features arise (Fig. 1.2b). The direct hybridization gap has been observed in optical conductivity measurements as a thin Drude peak at low frequencies being separated from a broad high-frequency interband component associated with the conduction electrons [48]. The indirect and direct gap sizes and the effective mass of the heavy electrons are theoretically found to be related via:

$$\frac{m^*}{m_e} \propto \left( \frac{2V}{T_K} \right)^2$$

(1.3)

Optical conductivity measurements on numerous HF compounds [4, 48] confirm this quadratic scaling law of the effective mass and electron spectroscopy [49, 50] indeed observes the extremely temperature-dependent narrow $f$ peaks in the DOS, thereby strengthening the validity of the Kondo lattice concept [3].
We have seen that the hybridization of a flat $f$ band with a broad conduction band leads to the formation of a band of heavy quasiparticles and a narrow hybridization gap close to the Fermi level. The most extraordinary consequence of this is that, depending on the detailed gap structure and the chemical potential in these systems, a Kondo insulator or narrow-gap semiconductor can evolve [5]. Kondo insulators are regarded as highly renormalized band insulators [3] since band structure calculations – not taking into account the interactions relevant for the gap formation – yield significantly larger gap sizes than observed in optical, magnetic or transport measurements.

Kondo insulators are HF metals which experience a transition to an insulating state when the heavy-electron band forms and the chemical potential of the system lies in the middle of the resulting hybridization gap. At high temperatures they can be regarded as metals with well localized $f$ moments producing a Curie-Weiss-like magnetic susceptibility, and ‘light’ non-interacting conduction electrons. At low temperatures the susceptibility and conductivity nearly vanish on the same temperature scale as the $c-f$ hybridization leads to the formation of the heavily dressed quasiparticles. (Actually, the presence of non-avoidable impurities in combination with the narrow gap sizes often hampers the realization of a perfectly insulating state.) If we consider two electrons per unit cell and doubly degenerate hybridized bands, at $T = 0$ the low-lying hybridized band is occupied by these electrons and the upper one is empty, i.e. the occupation is exactly at half-filling and the chemical potential lies within the gap. This is the non-interacting limit, in which the Coulomb repulsion between a pair of $f$ electrons at one site is ‘off’ ($U \rightarrow 0$). Going to an interacting system by adiabatically ‘turning on’ $U$ maintains the insulating ground state according to Luttinger’s theorem [5]. This insulating situation is destroyed when $T$ increases across $T_K$ because the $f$ electrons become localized and the bands become filled with a fractional number of electrons per $f$ ion – the hybridization gap vanishes above the coherence Kondo temperature. To put it differently, when coming from the high-$T$ side and cooling down below $T_K$ one observes a loss of charge carriers caused by the Kondo effect at low energies. This is why these materials are also called low-carrier Kondo systems.

This theoretical understanding of Kondo insulators is supported from the experimental side and for an extensive review and interpretation of their properties the reader may be referred to Ref. [5]. For instance, investigations on Ce$_2$Bi$_4$Pt$_3$ show that the gap formation is well visible in temperature-dependent optical conductivity [4, 51] and inelastic neutron scattering measurements [52], and in a sudden increase of the resistivity at low $T$ [53]. Moreover, the indirect hybridization gap can be closed by applying an external magnetic field of $\sim 30$ T in the case of Ce$_2$Bi$_4$Pt$_3$ [54, 55]. And interestingly, when the magnetic ions in Kondo insulating materials are substituted by an isoelectronic nonmagnetic equivalent (e.g. La can be used to replace Ce), the system is effectively doped and the gap size decreases [56].

**HF superconductivity and quantum criticality** The list of heavy-fermion superconductors (HFSCs) has increased to contain close to 40 examples since its premiere in CeCu$_2$Si$_2$ [2, 15, 57, 58]. The unconventional character and the involvement of the ‘heavy’ $f$ electrons in the pairing mechanism was indicated by comparable specific heat entropies for the normal and

---

1 Note that the term ‘Kondo insulator’ refers to the presence of the Kondo-insulating state and is used as a generic term, including also Kondo semiconductors and Kondo semimetals.
SC state, and by the measured sizes of the London penetration depth and the superconducting coherence length reflecting the large mass renormalization [3]. In contrast to classical BCS superconductors, electronic interactions are assumed to drive the formation of Cooper pairs and the proximity to an AFM phase (as e.g. in UPt$_3$ [59], CeCu$_2$Ge$_2$ [60] or CeRh$_2$Si$_2$ [45]) suggests that the SC originates from antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations.

Many HFSCs exhibit non-Fermi liquid behavior close to the SC dome, which marks the vicinity of a QCP [61–65]. Tuning the exchange interaction towards the critical value $J_{\text{ex}}^c$ (see Doniach phase diagram, Fig. 1.1) continuously reduces the AFM order and its complete suppression represents the quantum critical singularity in the phase diagram, which often happens at high pressure or large magnetic fields. The interdependencies between NFL behavior, AFM fluctuations and SC are of uttermost interest for the search for the microscopic origins of HFSC. In the characterization of a QCP one basically distinguishes between the spin-density wave (SDW) model and the Kondo breakdown scenario [61, 64]. The former is the itinerant case in which the heavy charge carriers exist on either side of the QCP, i.e. the AFM order arises from a spontaneous spatial modulation of the spins of the charge carriers (SDW instability). In the latter ‘local’ scenario the heavy charge carriers exist only in the paramagnetic phase and the Kondo singlets break up when entering the AFM region.

At the example of CeCu$_2$Si$_2$ the importance of hybridization and the anisotropy of the ground-state orbital in the context of quantum criticality becomes evident. The SC phase in the $P$-$T$ phase diagram exhibits a double-dome structure, with maximal critical temperatures of $T_c = 0.6$ K at low pressure ($P_c = 0.45$ GPa) and $T_c = 2$ K at a ten times higher pressure [66, 67]. The two domes were found to become disconnected in partially Ge-substituted CeCu$_2$Si$_2$, thus indicating that the two QCPs and therefore the SC are of different origin [42]. More precisely, the low-$P$ dome is associated with an AFM QCP, whereas the mechanism behind the high-$P$ QCP is still a matter of debate. Here, critical valence fluctuations were proposed to trigger the formation of Cooper pairs [68, 69] but corresponding fluctuations in the occupation of the 4$f$ states were not observed by x-ray absorption spectroscopy [70]. As an alternative, an orbital transition between two crystal-field states with different hybridizations has been suggested on the basis of LDA+DMFT calculations [71, 72]. The coupling between the resulting critical orbital fluctuations and charge fluctuations may provide a possible glue for superconductivity.

### 1.2 Non-integer 4$f$ occupation

Depending on the position of the $f$ (impurity) level $E_f$ with respect to the Fermi level $E_F$, the hybridization in HF systems gives rise to a non-integer occupation of the $f$ shell. The case that the occupation deviates significantly from integer is referred to as intermediate valence behavior [24, 73, 74]. In order to illustrate how the intermediate valence emerges, we follow the line of thought presented in Chapter 13 of Ref. [24].

If the Coulomb interaction is large ($U \to \infty$), the exchange coupling $J_{\text{ex}}$ in the Kondo lattice model (Eq. 1.2) will depend only on the hybridization $V$ and the energy difference between the $f$ and the Fermi level [24]:

$$J_{\text{ex}} = \frac{2V^2}{E_F - E_f} \quad (1.4)$$
The closer the \( f \) level is to the Fermi level, the stronger is the exchange interaction \( J_{\text{ex}} \). In Fig. 1.3 the Doniach phase diagram is reconsidered – but now with \( E_f \) on the x axis – to illustrate what happens when the impurity level moves closer towards the Fermi level. For \( E_f \ll E_F \) (regime I in Fig. 1.3) the deep \( f \) level is occupied by one electron (\( n_f = 1 \)), and the RKKY interaction wins over the Kondo interaction since \( J_{\text{ex}} \) is small (as described above in the context of the Kondo lattice model), meaning that a magnetically ordered ground state with localized magnetic moments forms. The coherent peak of the \( f \) level (see energy level structure of regime I in Fig. 1.3b) has a width of \( \Gamma = \pi N(0)V^2 \), with \( N(0) \) being the density of conduction electron states. In the heavy fermion phase (regime II in Fig. 1.3) the \( f \) level is located still below but closer to \( E_F \), so that still \( n_f \approx 1 \). Due to the closeness to the Fermi level, the Kondo resonance peak develops close-by – the width of which is proportional to \( T_K \). The increasing influence of the Kondo screening reduces the magnetic moments and thereby the magnetic ordering temperature. This can lead either to a ground state which is characterized by a coexistence of Kondo-behavior and magnetic order (IIa) or a nonmagnetic heavy Fermi liquid state when the Kondo interaction is dominant (IIb).

The occupation of the \( f \) state deviates significantly from integer (\( n_f \neq 1 \)) when the \( f \) level moves further up and reaches \( E_F \) (regime III in Fig. 1.3). We enter the region of intermediate valence and its ground state is also described by a Fermi liquid behavior, with the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility deviating from Curie-Weiss-like behavior and showing enhanced Pauli paramagnetism for \( T \to 0 \). However, in comparison with the heavy fermion phase the Kondo scale is considerably larger \(^2\) since \( E_F - E_f \) is very small, and the Kondo peak may not be even distinguished from the coherent \( f \) peak any more (see Fig. 1.3b). Finally, when going beyond the Fermi level (\( E_f > E_F \)) a normal, nonmagnetic metallic state arises (regime IV in Fig. 1.3) with no electrons occupying the \( f \) shell any more. The importance of \( E_f \) for classifying HF materials in the context of the Doniach phase diagram is evident from these considerations.

Prominent examples featuring intermediate valence behavior are for instance CePd\(_3\), CeSn\(_3\), CeIn\(_3\) or YbAl\(_2\) (see e.g. Refs. [73, 75, 76]). A fractional \( f \) occupation \( n_f \) is thought of as quantum fluctuations between different valence configurations. Quantum-mechanically this is described by means of a hybrid wave function, meaning a superposition of states accounting for the different \( f \) electron distributions. In the case of cerium and no hybridization, one electron occupies the \( f \) shell (\( f^1 \)), but when hybridization is present the hybrid wave function reads

\[
|\phi_{\text{GS}}\rangle = c_0|f^0\rangle + c_1|f^1L\rangle + c_2|f^2L\rangle \quad (1.5)
\]

with additional contributions coming from the divalent (\( f^2 \)) and tetravalent (\( f^0 \)) states. \( L \) and \( L \) denote the number of ligand holes here. The determination of the \( f^n \) weights \( c_n \), which in turn determine the \( f \) occupation \( n_f \), is of great interest since it gives a first approximation for the degree of hybridization in the system and in principle allows to deduce the decisive interaction parameters like \( E_f \) or \( T_K \) from it. In Chapter 2.2.3 a model for the analysis of photoelectron spectroscopy data will be presented (and later applied in Chapter 5), which enables the access

\(^2\)Note that if the Kondo scale, i.e. \( T_K \), is large, then the mass renormalization will not be so large any more – the system is no longer ‘heavy’. However, it is still correlated with some moderate mass enhancement with respect to band structure by a factor of 2–5 (instead of 100–1000).
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Figure 1.3: (Redrawn following Fig. 13.10 and 13.11 in Ref. [24]) (a) 'Extended' Doniach phase diagram (cf. Fig. 1.1), illustrating which phases develop in heavy fermion systems depending on the energy $E_f$ of the impurity level. The scales of the RKKY and Kondo interaction are denoted by $T_{\text{RKKY}}$ and $T_K$, respectively. (b) Corresponding evolution of the energy structure with increasing $E_f$. In the intermediate-valence region III the $f$ level is close to the Fermi level $E_F$.

to the intermediate valence ground state and allows to disentangle Eq. 1.5 with regard to the configuration interaction parameters.

1.3 Crystalline electric field

The origin of the fascinating and diverse phenomena in Kondo insulators, and Kondo lattice materials in general, is the strongly interacting ground state of the $4f$ electrons. Therefore, the ground-state wave function and its symmetry, which depend vigorously on the crystalline environment within the material, are of great interest for a full understanding of the underlying physics. This crystalline environment, in which the highly localized $4f$ electrons are located in, reflects the local point symmetry and induces a splitting of the Hund’s rule ground state. The resulting crystal-field-split states (for Ce given by Kramers’ doublets or quartets) are no longer isotropic but rather feature a pronounced anisotropy in the spatial distribution of the $4f$ electrons, and consequently in most physical properties. The crystal-field-split states can be described by a crystalline electric field (CEF) model. Yet, this is to be understood as an
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effective model: effective in the sense that the parameters and energies are given mostly by
the anisotropic hybridization of the $4f$ with its ligands and not so much by a real electrostatic
potential from the ligands.

Both in past and recent literature a plethora of examples can be found which emphasize the
significance of the crystal-field anisotropy for Kondo systems. Levy and Zhang relate the CEF
splittings to the anisotropy of the $c$-$f$ hybridization [77] and find essential differences in the
resistivity and susceptibility when anisotropic effects are considered [78]. Around the same
time, Gunnarsson and Christensen also calculated how the hybridization varies for the different
CEF-split $4f$ states in $\text{CeCu}_2\text{Si}_2$ and how the magnetic susceptibility is influenced by that [79].
The anisotropies arising from the crystal lattice structure turned out to be important for the
quantitative description of the quasiparticle properties in $\text{CeRu}_2\text{Si}_2$ [46]. The issue was further
addressed in the archetype Kondo insulators $\text{CeNiSn}$ [80–82] and $\text{CeRhAs}$ [83]. Although
standard $ab\ initio$ band structure approaches were shown to be inadequate to realistically model
the quasiparticle bands of strongly correlated electron systems, the properties of the Fermi
surface and the large effective masses can be understood within renormalized band structure
calculations, and these need the proper CEF states as an input to correctly reproduce the energy
dispersion of the quasiparticle states [46]. Also, a good description of HF superconductivity has
early been found to require the inclusion of the anisotropy due to the CEF [46]. Recently, the
concept of a topological Kondo insulator (TKI) came up and gave the knowledge of the CEF
symmetry further importance [6]. The non-trivial topological structure in TKIs, giving rise to
conducting surface states, is strongly connected to the spatial symmetry of the hybridization
interaction which in turn depends on the symmetry of the CEF ground state.

Crystal-field model

CEF effects in rare earth materials can be well interpreted in the ionic picture provided by crystal-
field theory. Let us start with a free atom in vacuum, where the only interaction the electrons
are exposed to originates from the core’s Coulomb potential. This potential is characterized by
spherical symmetry, meaning that the eigenfunctions to the corresponding Hamiltonian are
degenerate and the resulting spatial distribution of the electrons is isotropic. Inside a crystal
structure the free ions are ‘kept together’ by metallic- or covalent-type bonding mechanisms.
Here a particular characteristic of the lanthanide series (from La to Lu) with the electronic
configuration $4f^n5d^16s^2$ ($n = 0 − 14$) comes into play: The $4f$ shell in rare earths is well
localized (see Fig. 1.4) and only weakly overlaps with orbitals from neighboring ligands, which
is disadvantageous for covalent bonding. The $4f$ electrons therefore have atomic-like character
and can be treated in an ionic model. Here cerium- and ytterbium-based systems are particularly
simple because of the single electron/hole in the $\text{Ce}^{3+}/\text{Yb}^{3+}$ configuration.

Putting a free magnetic ion into a crystalline environment, it will experience the static
electric field produced by the neighboring atoms. This destroys the spherical symmetry and
introduces anisotropy to the system. Effectively, the crystal field is regarded as a perturbation
to the atomic scenario [84] and is modeled by the CEF or Madelung potential $V_{CEF}(r)$ stemming
from the surrounding point charges that act on the central ion. Mathematically, a crystal-field
Hamiltonian $H_{CEF} = -e \cdot V_{CEF}(r)$ is added to the atomic one and all information about the local
environment of the rare earth ion is included into the CEF potential.
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Figure 1.4: Square of the atomic radial wave functions for the 4f, 5s, 5d and 6s electron shells, as calculated with the Hartree-Fock method for Ce$^{3+}$. On the x axis the distance r from the nucleus is given in units of the Bohr radius $a_0$.

For the parametrization of the crystal-field we separate the wave function into an angular and a radial part as $\phi(r, \theta, \varphi) = R^l_i(r) \cdot Y^m_l(\theta, \varphi)$ (the quantum numbers $n, l$ and $m$ follow the usual notation, see also Sec. 2.1.2). This separation can be analogously applied to the CEF potential by expanding it in spherical harmonics $Y^m_l(\theta, \varphi)$, which are the orthonormal eigenfunctions of the square of the orbital angular momentum operator $[85]$

$$V_{CEF}(r, \theta, \varphi) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-k}^{k} A^m_k \cdot r^k \sqrt{\frac{4\pi}{2k+1}} \cdot Y^m_k(\theta, \varphi) \quad (1.6)$$

with

$$Y^m_k(\theta, \varphi) = \sqrt{\frac{2k+1}{4\pi} \frac{(k-m)!}{(k+m)!}} \cdot P^m_k(\cos \theta) \cdot e^{im\varphi} \quad (1.7)$$

The functions $P^m_k(\cos \theta)$ are the Legendre polynomials. With Eq. 1.6 and 1.7 the matrix elements $\langle \phi_i | V_{CEF} | \phi_j \rangle$ of the crystal-field Hamiltonian are given by:

$$H_{CEF}^{ij} = -e \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-k}^{k} A^m_k \left( R^l_i(r) \right)^k \left( R^l_j(r) \right)^k \cdot \sqrt{\frac{4\pi}{2k+1}} \left( Y^m_i(\theta, \varphi) \right) \left( Y^m_j(\theta, \varphi) \right) \quad (1.8)$$

The integrals over spherical harmonics in the angular part can be solved analytically, and the integrals over the radial part $\left( R^l_i(r) \right)^k \left( R^l_j(r) \right)^k$ follow from atomic Hartree-Fock calculations. This leaves us with the parameters $A^m_k$ which have to be determined experimentally. To avoid the problem that the atomic radial wave functions do not correspond to the radial wave functions of an ion within a solid, the expectation value and the $A^m_k$ are merged:

$$\tilde{A}^m_k \equiv A^m_k \left( R^l_i(r) \right)^k \left( R^l_j(r) \right)^k \quad (1.9)$$

The $\tilde{A}^m_k$ are the experimentally observable crystal-field parameters. Mathematical and symmetry aspects limit the number of allowed parameters, so that a full determination of the crystal-field potential becomes feasible.
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Crystal-field parameters

From the mathematical point of view the so-called $3J$ symbols [86] describe the integrals over the angular part. In this framework the triangle inequality holds, meaning that the integral does not vanish only if $k \leq l_i + l_j$. Furthermore, $k + l_i + l_j$ has to be even because otherwise the integration is performed over an odd function and the expectation value vanishes as well. The Hamiltonian also has to be a Hermitian matrix, i.e. $A_k^m = (-1)^m(A_k^{-m})^*$, and from quantum mechanics $m$ is restricted to the values $m = -k, \ldots, k$.

The next significant reduction of allowed $A_k^m$ is procured by the point symmetry of the rare earth ion. The arrangement of the ligands around the ion under consideration, given by the crystalline point group, has to be included in the CEF potential. Assuming that the highest rotational symmetry is given by a $p$-fold rotational axis (usually the quantization axis), then $V_{CEF}$ has to fulfill the condition $V_{CEF}(r, \theta, \varphi) = V_{CEF}(r, \theta, \varphi + \frac{2\pi}{p})$. This is the case if $m = n \cdot p$ (with $n \in \mathbb{Z}$) since the spherical harmonics - which compose the angular part of $V_{CEF}$ - are proportional to $e^{im\varphi}$. Effectively, the order of rotational symmetry yields a selection rule for the $J_z$ quantum number, namely $\Delta J_z = p$.

After considering all possible constraints, the remaining $A_k^m$ are obtained from fitting the experimental data (see Sec. 2.1.3). In principle, an ab initio calculation of the CEF potential can be performed via an Ewald summation over the ligand point charges (a program for such a calculation can be found for instance in Appendix B of Ref. [87]), but this often yields only a crude approximation. Within the phenomenological method no assumptions about the point-charge distribution have to be made so that it generally gives better results.

The description can be simplified even more. Both in transition metal and in rare earth compounds the Coulomb interaction is the strongest. However, unlike in transition metals, the spin-orbit coupling $\xi \ (\sim 10^{-1} \text{ eV})$ in rare earths is about one order of magnitude larger than the crystal-field interaction $\sim 10^{-2} \text{ eV}$, ergo $V_{CEF} < \xi \langle r_j \rangle \mathbf{I}_j \cdot \mathbf{s}_j < \frac{\xi}{\langle r_j \rangle}$ (see Fig. 1.5). The operators $\mathbf{L}$ and $\mathbf{S}$ (total orbital and spin angular momentum, respectively) commute with the Coulomb operator, thus the multiplets due to Coulomb repulsion can be described by the quantum numbers $L$ and $S$. With the spin-orbit coupling being much smaller than the Coulomb interaction the $LS$-coupling scheme can be applied. A splitting due to different total angular momentum $J = L \pm S$ is the consequence. By now $L, S$ and $J$ are good quantum numbers but ‘switching on’ the crystal field breaks the spherical symmetry and states with different $J$ can mix, so that $J$ is no longer a good quantum number. In $H_{CEF}$ this is expressed by the resulting off-diagonal elements.

This thesis focuses on HF cerium compounds, so at the end of this section let us consider a Ce$^{3+}$ $(4f^1)$ system and apply the crystal-field description to it. The quantum numbers are $L = 3, S = 1/2$ and $J = 5/2, 7/2$. The $J = 5/2$ and $J = 7/2$ multiplets are split by spin-orbit interaction and according to Hund’s rules the $J = 5/2$ is the ground state multiplet. The remaining $(2J + 1)$-degeneracy of each multiplet is lifted by the presence of a crystal field; the $J = 5/2$ multiplet splits into three and the $J = 7/2$ into four Kramers’ doublets. According to the constraints mentioned above, an orbital momentum of 3 only allows $A_k^m$ with $k = 0, 2, 4, 6$. The local symmetry of the rare earth ion reduces the number of allowed $m$ values: For tetragonal

---

3Writing up the CEF Hamiltonian shows that the existence or non-existence of a certain $A_k^m$ decides which $J_z$ admixtures can occur in the respective states [85].
symmetry (e.g. point groups $C_{4v}$ or $D_{4h}$) with a fourfold rotational axis we have $m = 0, 4$, for an orthorhombic crystal field $m = 0, 2, 4, 6$ since the rotational symmetry is twofold, and for the case of a sixfold rotational axis in hexagonal symmetry $m$ can be 0 or 6. More precisely, for the tetragonal case this means that only $J_z = \pm 3/2$ and $J_z = \mp 5/2$ can mix and $J_z = \pm 1/2$ forms a pure $J_z$ state. In a hexagonal CEF only pure $J_z$ states are allowed. Figure 1.5 summarizes the energy level scheme of a $\text{Ce}^{3+}$ ion in a tetragonal CEF environment. For a more comprehensive introduction to the CEF description, including an overview of the possible local symmetries and the corresponding non-vanishing crystal-field parameters, see Ref. [85]. A good review on CEF effects in metallic $4f$ systems is given in Ref. [88].

What is now the goal when performing an experiment on the search for the $4f$ ground-state wave function? To illustrate the experimental concept we assume a tetragonal crystal field ($D_{4h}$ point symmetry). As explained, the CEF Hamiltonian in Eq. 1.8 is simplified considerably and the three independent parameters $\hat{A}_0^4$, $\hat{A}_1^4$ and $\hat{A}_4^4$ fully describe the CEF potential. For the Hund’s rule ground state with $J = 5/2$ the $\hat{A}_k^m$ with $k = 6$ can be neglected if the intermixing with the higher $J = 7/2$ multiplet is small. The sixfold (eightfold) degeneracy of the $J = 5/2$ ($J = 7/2$) multiplet is lifted by the tetragonal CEF and three (four) Kramers’ doublets are formed. Within the low-lying $J = 5/2$ multiplet a $J_z$-representation is chosen for the CEF wave functions, i.e. the CEF-split states are written as linear combinations of the $|J = 5/2, J_z \rangle \equiv |J_z \rangle$ states:

$$
\Gamma_1^0 = \alpha |\pm 5/2 \rangle + \beta |\mp 3/2 \rangle \\
\Gamma_6^0 = |\pm 1/2 \rangle \\
\Gamma_7^0 = \beta |\pm 5/2 \rangle - \alpha |\mp 3/2 \rangle
$$

with $\alpha^2 + \beta^2 = 1$. The mixing parameter $\alpha$ defines the anisotropy of the $\Gamma_1$ states, or in other words the spatial distribution of the $4f$ electrons (also referred to as $4f$ orbital). Together with the crystal-field transition energies $\Delta E_1$ and $\Delta E_2$ from the ground state to the first and second excited CEF level, respectively, these parameters represent a set equivalent to the three $\hat{A}_k^m$. Following simple algebraic considerations, the $\hat{A}_k^m$ can be expressed by $\alpha$, $\Delta E_1$ and $\Delta E_2$, and vice versa (cf. Appendix A.4 in Ref. [89]).

This crystal-field description works reasonably well for the case of rare earths and provides a concrete way to access the $4f$ ground state, the knowledge of which is the basis for the characterization of the $f$ electron physics in Kondo lattice materials. Depending on the detailed crystal structure, in Ce and Yb compounds the problem reduces to determining a handful of parameters (or even less) which is possible via different experimental approaches. In Chapter 2 the high suitability of polarization-dependent x-ray absorption spectroscopy for this purpose will be shown.

For completeness it should be noted that in the present thesis all multiplets are taken into account, but in the case of $4f$ states the crystal-field splitting is small with respect to the spin-orbit splitting. Therefore, often the intermixing between different $J$ multiplets is very small and the off-diagonal elements in the Hamiltonian are neglected ($J$ is a good quantum number again). As the main interest lies in the ground-state properties, the calculation is then limited to the energetically lowest $J$ multiplet. This concept to focus on the lowest $J$ multiplet and minimize the dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix is called Stevens approximation after K. W. H. Stevens [90]. The mathematical formalism is different from the description above.
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\[ J = \frac{7}{2}, \frac{5}{2}, \ldots, \frac{7}{2} \]

\[ \Delta E_1 \approx 30 \text{ meV} \]

\[ \Delta E_2 \approx 10^{-2} \text{ eV} \]

\[ J = \frac{5}{2}, \frac{3}{2}, \ldots, \frac{5}{2} \]

\[ \Gamma_1 \]

\[ \Gamma_6 \]

\[ \Gamma_7 \]

Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the energy level scheme for the case of a Ce\(^{3+}\) ion in a tetragonal crystal-field. The spin-orbit interaction is of the order of \(10^{-1}\) eV and splits the \(J = 5/2\) and \(J = 7/2\) into a sixfold and an eightfold degenerate multiplet, respectively. The crystal-field is of the order of \(10^{-2}\) eV and lifts the degeneracy within each multiplet, inducing anisotropy in the resulting Kramers’ doublets.

the Stevens approximation so-called operator equivalents are created from the operators \(J_x, J_y\) and \(J_z\), thereby defining the Stevens operators \(\hat{O}_m\), for example \(\hat{O}_0^0 = 3J_z^2 - J^2\). The use of such operator equivalents is only valid within one \(J\) multiplet. The CEF Hamiltonian is then written as

\[ H_{CEF} = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-k}^{k} B_k^m \hat{O}_k^m \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.11)

with the Stevens parameters \(B_k^m\). These \(B_k^m\) are commonly used in literature. To compare the full theory parameters with the Stevens parameters, it is necessary to convert the \(B_k^m\) into \(\tilde{A}_k^m\), or vice versa. The conversion factors and their derivation can be found in Ref. [89].
1.4 Scope of the thesis

The high relevance of an accurate description of the ground state in strongly correlated Kondo lattice systems and Kondo insulators becomes evident from the manifold of exotic phases present in these materials. The detailed symmetry of the Ce 4f wave function and the degree of hybridization are significant parameters for the ground state formation, i.e. whether a magnetically ordered or an (unconventional) superconducting state forms, or whether a Kondo-insulating state develops.

When it comes to the determination of the CEF ground state in 'high-symmetry' (tetragonal and cubic) rare earth compounds, polarization-dependent soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has recently been shown to be extremely valuable [91–95] and provide a complementary method to inelastic neutron scattering, which often reaches its limits in HF materials due to the presence of hybridization. Core-level spectroscopy is also known to be one of the most powerful techniques for investigations of the 4f occupation, and as very accurate models for the description of core-level spectra are available (and continuously improved), the accessible information about configuration interaction parameters and the hybridization is comprehensive. Here our method of choice is hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) which offers a bulk-sensitive probe of the electronic structure, thereby avoiding that surface effects distort the obtained results.

In this thesis cerium-based Kondo insulators with low symmetries are analyzed by means of core-level spectroscopy. The first materials of interest are the orthorhombic Kondo semiconductors CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$, where the appearance of antiferromagnetic order for M = Ru and Os with very unusual characteristics and the lack of magnetic order for M = Fe is suggested to be substantially connected to the varying hybridization strength within the series and to its strong anisotropic character. However, a reliable picture of the CEF is still missing since the information from inelastic neutron scattering data is limited due to the strongly broadened CEF excitations and the presence of spin gaps. Chapters 3 and 4 deal with the determination of the 4f CEF ground-state wave function of the three CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ compounds via linearly polarized XAS. The technique will be applied to Kondo-insulating systems of orthorhombic symmetry for the first time and the 4f CEF ground state will be unambiguously determined, showing the high potential of polarization-dependent XAS for this material class. In Chapter 5 the hybridization interaction within the same compound family is examined in a detailed HAXPES study. A configuration interaction model will be combined with full multiplet calculations to describe the Ce 3d core level spectra and extract quantitative numbers for hybridization interaction and the effective binding energy of the f impurity level in the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ compounds. As an archetype representative of the class of Kondo insulators, CeNiSn is investigated in Chapter 6. Although CeNiSn is one of the most intensively studied Kondo insulators, the 4f ground state is still unknown, but of crucial importance for understanding how the hybridization gap forms, which gives rise to the anomalous low-temperature properties. Again, linearly polarized XAS will be used to access the CEF ground-state wave function and thereby help to revisit the open question about the mechanism behind the gap formation. In Chapter 7 we temporarily leave the circle of Kondo insulators and consider the metallic CeMIn$_5$ heavy-fermion compounds. In a systematic study on the substitution series CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$, the 4f orbital anisotropy will be shown to correlate with different ground-state properties (from AFM to SC) developing for different x.
The results stress the importance of the CEF anisotropy further, and suggest to perform similar studies on Kondo insulators, where substitution also often goes along with drastic changes of ground-state properties. Here the CeM₂Al₁₀ materials might offer an ideal playground since the transition temperature of the magnetic order and the direction of the ordered moment are strongly influenced by small amounts of electron- or hole-doping. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarizing and discussing all findings, and giving an outlook for the direction of further research in this field.

Altogether, the present thesis investigates the rising importance of c-f hybridization, CEF effects, orbital anisotropy and possible correlations in the field of 4f-electron physics on a highly quantitative level, with the goal to obtain reliable input for the research area and provide the basis for a better understanding of the rich phase diagrams of strongly correlated electron systems.

Before presenting the above-mentioned studies, the investigated materials are briefly characterized below. In Chapter 2 the spectroscopic techniques used in the experiments of this thesis, i.e. XAS and HAXPES, are presented and the theoretical foundations for the analysis of the core-level spectra are provided.

• CeM₂Al₁₀ A prominent example showing the impact of the CEF ground state in Kondo (insulator) compounds is the orthorhombic CeM₂Al₁₀ (M = Ru, Os and Fe) family, which gained a great amount of interest at the time when the work on this thesis started. CeFe₂Al₁₀ features a Kondo semiconducting non-magnetic ground state which strongly resembles the situation in CeNiSn, while in CeRu₂Al₁₀ and CeOs₂Al₁₀ semimetallic behavior and an AFM ground state with unusually high ordering temperatures of TN = 27 K (M = Ru) and 28.5 K (M = Os) are found. Apart from the surprisingly high values for TN, the magnetic order brings up more questions since the ordered magnetic moment is highly reduced (to about 0.3−0.4 μB per Ce) and not aligned along the easy axis. (A nice summary of all physical properties of the CeM₂Al₁₀ compounds and the corresponding references can be found in Ref. [96].) At an early stage, static magnetic susceptibility measurements [97] revealed a strong magnetic anisotropy (presumably due to CEF effects) and in analogy to CeNiSn the CEF ground-state symmetry was expected to have important consequences for the (anisotropic) hybridization, and thus for the (non-)emergence of magnetic order and its puzzling properties [98, 99].

• CeNiSn As one of the first cerium-based heavy-fermion compounds, CeNiSn was identified to belong to the class of narrow-gap Kondo insulators [100]. Soon CeNiSn turned into the focus of many studies since compared to other Kondo insulators (like e.g. SmB₆ or YbB₁₂) its energy gap – later classified as ‘pseudogap’ – was found to be particularly small and, together with the isostructural CeRhSb and CeRhAs, it has a non-cubic crystal structure [101]. By and by cleaner samples were obtained and CeNiSn was found to be effectively a semimetal [102] and from NMR experiments a peculiar ‘V’-shaped density of states with a finite value at ω = 0 was found [103, 104]. Despite extensive experimental and theoretical investigations of the pseudogap [5], the mechanism behind the gap formation is still not fully understood. However, the symmetry of the f electron’s ground state seems to be an important ingredient for the gap formation. In their
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description for the formation of the Kondo insulating state, Ikeda and Miyake proposed that the hybridization gap in CeNiSn and CeRhSb has a nodal character [80], i.e. the hybridization vanishes along a single symmetry axis of the crystal, and that this goes along with the selection of a specific CEF ground-state symmetry. In the monoclinic point groups of CeNiSn and CeRhSb, where the low symmetry imposes only weak constraints to the composition of the low-lying Kramers’ doublet, this selection of the nodal configuration seems somehow curious. Moreno and Coleman suggested an alternative many-body mechanism driven by Hund’s interactions, which finds an axial and a quasi-octahedral state as possible solutions – of which the former corresponds to the CEF found by Ikeda and Miyake, and the latter appears most promising for the explanation of the ‘V’-shaped DOS and the low-temperature properties of the Kondo insulating materials [105].

- **CeMIn$_5$** In the CeMIn$_5$ (Ce115) series ($M$ = Rh, Ir and Co) the idea came up that some crystal structures, and thus certain ground-state wave functions, may work in favor of superconductivity [106], while others are detrimental to it. Models were proposed in which the different ground states realized by the isostructural CeMIn$_5$ compounds (paramagnetic, antiferromagnetic, superconducting and a coexistence of AFM and SC) are controlled by the CEF splitting energies or the orbital symmetry of the ground-state wave function [107, 108]. This was confirmed by band-structure calculations [109] showing that the effects of the CEF are the key to understand the difference in the electronic properties of the Ce115 compounds. HFSCs have in common that their gap function vanishes along lines on the Fermi surface, which classifies them as ‘anisotropic SC’ [3]. Detailed theoretical studies discuss how momentum($k$)-dependent hybridization in combination with the CEF anisotropy plays a role in the selection of the ground state. For instance, Burch et al. [110] concretely state that the hybridization gap values vary due to the $k$-dependence of the $c$-$f$ hybridization, leading to nodes in the hybridization gap which allow for the formation of antiferromagnetic fluctuations which in turn can couple to the mobile charges and provide a possible pairing mechanism for superconductivity. Very specific predictions for CeIrIn$_5$ on the basis of DMFT calculations were made by Shim et al. [111]. They show that the hybridization is stronger in the direction out of the tetragonal basal plane, thereby making the system more itinerant, which is rigorously connected with the spatial distribution of the 4f electrons.
2 Spectroscopic techniques: Theoretical and experimental background

The main tasks of the studies in this thesis are (a) to gain access to the crystalline electric field and (b) to quantify the non-integer $4f$ occupation of heavy-fermion materials, in particular of Kondo-insulating systems. For this purposes we realize and establish new experimental approaches by exploiting the potential of two of the most prominent techniques in the field of core level spectroscopy, namely soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy and hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Severe drawbacks, which occur in this context when other (common) techniques are used, are avoided – thereby giving a most reliable and quantitative insight into the electronic structure of the materials under consideration.

Conventional methods  Depending on the studied material class, different techniques have been established for the experimental determination of the crystal-field ground state. These include optical (Raman) methods, electron spin resonance (ESR), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), Mößbauer spectroscopy, specific heat, inelastic neutron scattering (INS) and static magnetic susceptibility measurements [88]. The latter two are the standard methods in the field of rare earths. The non-spherical symmetry of the ground state is reflected in the anisotropy of the magnetic moments, which can be imaged by these techniques.

In temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility the anisotropy observed when applying an external field along different crystallographic directions (e.g. $B \parallel [100]$ and $B \parallel [001]$ for tetragonal symmetry) is investigated. It can be modeled by adding the magnetic field operator $H_{\text{mag}} = B_{\text{ext}} \cdot (L + 2S)$ to the system’s Hamiltonian [85, 112]. The susceptibility $\chi(T)$ is then obtained from the Boltzmann-weighted expectation value of the magnetization operators $M_x$, $M_y$ and $M_z$. Different crystal-field symmetries yield rather different anisotropies at high temperatures and furthermore conclusions about the excited states can be drawn from the evolution of $\chi(T)$ with increasing temperature. Neutrons can directly ‘see’ the magnetic moments in matter, which makes INS a straightforward tool to reveal the CEF scheme. Information about the ground state’s spatial distribution is contained in the intensity ratios of the quasielastic and inelastic excitation lines and the energy positions of the inelastic excitations yield the crystal-field transition energies [85].

However, both techniques come with several drawbacks which often prevent an unambiguous result: If the sample is not sufficiently large, the count rates in an INS experiment will become rather small and the measurement unfeasible. In this context also the material’s constituents matter because many elements (e.g. Rh, In or Sm) are strongly absorbing for neutrons. The magnetic scattering is often superimposed by phonon contributions which are difficult to correct for. But the most severe problem arises for strongly correlated electron systems, where electron-electron interactions are large, because this results in very broad line widths obscuring the information hidden in the spectrum. The situation can get even worse in Kondo insulators when
The interpretation of magnetic susceptibility data also bears certain insecurities because (1) the excited states have to be taken into account via thermal averaging – meaning that the crystal-field energies become additional unknown fitting parameters, if they are not known from INS – and (2) the crystal field is not the only interaction inducing an anisotropy in $\chi(T)$. Both RKKY and Kondo interactions can significantly contribute to the magnetic anisotropy and it is not possible to separate the particular contributions without further ado [112].

When it comes to the investigation of the 4$f$ electronic structure of (cerium) rare earth systems, tools like valence band and core-level (3$d$) x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, as well as x-ray absorption, play a central role [113]. The obtained spectral structures are strongly related to the 4$f$ states, and by analyzing their energy positions, relative intensities and line shapes, a great amount of information can be extracted. Here the Anderson model has proven to provide a useful theoretical framework to deduce parameters like the position of the $f$ level, the hybridization strength, or the $f$ occupation. However, usually these experiments are performed in the range of soft x-rays, so that the probing depth is limited (see Sec. 2.2.4) and contributions from the surface are substantial. It is obvious to assume the electronic structure and the electron correlations to be different close to the surface (e.g. the hybridization is known to be reduced relative to the bulk), meaning that the corresponding spectra do not reflect the actual bulk properties.

In order to avoid all these drawbacks we use (a) the relatively new method of polarization-dependent x-ray absorption for the determination of the 4$f$ CEF ground state, in which the sensitivity to the ground-state symmetry is ensured by the selection rules of linear polarized light, and (b) core-level photoelectron spectroscopy with hard x-rays to determine the non-integer 4$f$ occupation. In the range of hard x-rays the electron inelastic mean free path is considerably enhanced, ensuring a sufficiently high probing depth to image the true bulk electronic structure.

In the following, the general principles and fundamental theoretical aspects of soft x-ray absorption and photoelectron spectroscopy will be introduced. The models for the determination of the CEF ground state and 4$f$ occupation will be elaborated and the respective experimental environments will be described. For further reading on core level spectroscopy, the comprehensive books by de Groot and Kotani [84] and Hüfner [114] shall be mentioned, on which the information in this chapter is based on. All experiments presented in this thesis were carried out at synchrotron light sources, which will be briefly treated at the end of this chapter, following the introduction in Ref. [115].

### 2.1 Soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy

When a solid is irradiated, the incoming x-rays can be scattered or annihilated via the photoelectric effect. Comparing the intensity of the radiation before and after the interaction with the sample can reveal plenty of information about its electronic structure. In x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) a deeply-bound core electron is excited into an unoccupied valence state by the absorption of a photon. If the energy of the incident photons is tuned to an absorption edge,
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i.e. corresponds to the binding energy of a core level, a sharp rise of the absorption will occur which marks the transition from the ground state to the lowest empty state. The absorption threshold energy for this process varies from element to element since the number of protons in the nucleus determines how strongly the electrons are bound to the ion – making XAS an element-selective technique. The XAS process is dominated by dipole transitions, which have very large absorption cross-sections, so that – in combination with the high flux of synchrotron radiation – very high spectral intensities are achieved.

Instead of the standard atomic notation, a special nomenclature is used to label the absorption peaks in XAS. The principal quantum numbers are replaced by the letters K, L, M, ..., and starting from the energetically lowest core-hole sub shell the orbital quantum numbers are expressed by the numbers 1, 2, 3, etc. For instance, in x-ray notation the excitations from the spin-orbit-split 2p into the 3d shell are denoted by L_{2,3}. The L edges of 3d transition metals lie in the energy region from 350 to 1000 eV and are intensively investigated. Other absorption edges of interest in the soft x-ray regime are the M edges (3d-to-4f excitations) in the case of rare earth systems, located between 800 and 1700 eV, or the oxygen K edge of transition metal oxides around 530 eV.

A typical 2p XAS spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.1 by the example of the L_{2,3} edge of NiO [87]. Due to the 2p spin-orbit coupling, the L edges of NiO split into the L_3 edge around 851 eV and the L_2 edge at about 868 eV. As marked by black arrows, after the respective absorption edges broad edge jumps occur, which arise from excitations into a continuum of delocalized states.

The most simple, yet also most unrealistic approach to understand the spectral line shapes and intensities in core level spectroscopy is given by the one-electron picture. In this model, electron-electron correlations are not considered, meaning that the ground-state density of states (DOS) is used (for example as calculated by density functional theory or Hartree-Fock methods) and the effects of extra valence electrons and the core hole creation are neglected. From this point of view the line shapes of the L_3 and L_2 edges are expected to be the same and their relative intensities defined by the degeneracy of the related states, i.e. a peak ratio of 2:1 is expected for the fourfold degenerate 2p_{3/2} versus the twofold degenerate 2p_{1/2}. Obviously, the L_{2,3} spectrum for NiO (Fig. 2.1) does not obey these rules. This is because NiO is a so-called correlated material where the interactions among electrons and between core hole and valence states are important. They lead to a multiplet structure which cannot be accounted for by the one-electron picture.

The strong attraction of the excited electron by the generated core hole yields a so-called excitonic state, which is the strongly interacting final-state electron-hole pair. The simple single-electron approach on the basis of the ground-state DOS usually works well for the K edge (1s to 2p), but for direct transitions into a partly filled d or f shell (e.g. transition metal L_{2,3} and rare earth M_{4,5} edges) XAS does not reflect the corresponding partial DOS because of the significant overlap of the core and valence wave functions in the excitonic final state. The description of the latter requires a many-body wave function. Excitons are highly localized and have large binding energies. This allows to treat them in an atomic picture yielding a good description of the spectral features. The average lifetime of a core hole is of the order of 10^{-15} s, which corresponds to an uncertainty in energy of about 100 meV, giving rise to sharp and distinct spectral lines. Note, the above-mentioned continuum edge jump (or background)
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Figure 2.1: An exemplary x-ray absorption spectrum: the $L_{2,3}$ edges ($2p$-to-$3d$ transitions) of NiO (redrawn from Ref. [87], Fig. 2.2).

reflects spectral weight due to non-bound final states and shall remain unconsidered in the following since its contribution is only minor.

The multiplet structure in XAS – together with the dipole selection rules (see below) – can give very detailed information about the valence state, orbital occupation, spin state and crystalline electric field of the ground and excited states. The creation of a core hole effectively probes the valence state. Even very small changes in the valence have an impact on the core hole potential and modify the multiplet structure, and thereby the spectral line shape, significantly. Sensitivity towards the orbital occupation or different spin occupations is achieved in linear/circular dichroism experiments by exploiting the polarization dependence of the absorption, using either linearly or circularly polarized light.

2.1.1 Theoretical description

Following the presentation in Ref. [84], the basic theoretical framework to describe the XAS process is outlined in this section. The complete interaction Hamiltonian for the description of x-rays interacting with atomic electrons in matter is given by

$$ H = H_{\text{rad}} + H_{\text{atom}} + H_{\text{int}} $$

(2.1)

consisting of the radiation field Hamiltonian, the Hamiltonian of the atomic electrons and the interaction Hamiltonian. The former two can be written as:

$$ H_{\text{rad}} = \sum_{k \lambda} \hbar \omega_k \left( n_{k \lambda} + \frac{1}{2} \right) \quad \text{and} \quad H_{\text{atom}} = \sum_i \left( \frac{p_i^2}{2m} + V_{\text{pot}}(\mathbf{r}_i) \right) $$

(2.2)

The summation in $H_{\text{rad}}$ goes over the wave vectors $k$ and polarizations $\lambda$, and $\frac{1}{2} \hbar \omega_k$ is the zero point energy. The two terms in the Hamiltonian of the atomic electrons $i$ account for their kinetic and potential energy, respectively. In $H_{\text{atom}}$ the Coulomb interaction with the nucleus, the electron-electron Coulomb repulsion and the spin-orbit coupling can be included. The
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The interaction itself is treated as small perturbation and the first- and second-order terms read:

\[
H^{(1)}_{\text{int}} = \frac{e}{mc} \sum_i p_i \cdot A(r_i) + \frac{e}{2mc} \sum_i \sigma_i \cdot \nabla \times A(r_i) \tag{2.3}
\]

\[
H^{(2)}_{\text{int}} = \frac{e^2}{2mc^2} \sum_i p_i \cdot A(r_i)^2 \tag{2.4}
\]

Here, \( A \) is the vector potential of the electromagnetic field, \( p \) the electron momentum operator and \( \sigma \) the spin operator. The two expressions in \( H^{(1)}_{\text{int}} \) describe the interaction between the electric field \( E \) and the electron momentum, and between the magnetic field \( B = \nabla \times A \) and the electron spin.

An expression for the probability \( W_{0 \rightarrow f} \) of a transition between two states via the absorption of a photon with the energy \( \hbar \omega \) is provided by Fermi’s golden rule:

\[
W_{0 \rightarrow f} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \langle \phi_f | T | \phi_0 \rangle^2 \delta(E_f - E_0 - \hbar \omega) \tag{2.5}
\]

The initial and final state wave functions are denoted by \( \phi_0 \) and \( \phi_f \), and \( T \) is the transition operator. The \( \delta \)-function makes sure that the energy conservation is not violated.\(^1\) An expression for \( T \) can be found by solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equation \([116]\). In first order one obtains \( T_1 = H^{(1)}_{\text{int}} \) and this solution adequately describes one-photon transitions like XAS or photoemission. After introducing the vector potential \( A(r) \) in second quantization, neglecting the spin interaction term in Eq. 2.3 and doing a Taylor expansion of the exponential function up to second order (for the full derivation see Chapter 2 in Ref. [84]), one ends up with

\[
T_1 = \sum_{k, \lambda} b_{k, \lambda} \frac{e}{mc} A_0 \left[ (e_{k, \lambda} \cdot p) + i(e_{k, \lambda} \cdot p)(kr) \right] \tag{2.6}
\]

where \( b_{k, \lambda} \) is the annihilation operator and \( e_{k, \lambda} \) gives the vectors describing the polarization. Since XAS is a dipole technique, it is sufficient to look at the first term in Eq. 2.6. The second term represents the electric quadrupole transition and does not contribute in first approximation for \( \hbar \omega \ll 10 \text{ keV} \). Consequently, in dipole approximation the transition operator \( T \) becomes

\[
T = \sum_{k, \lambda} b_{k, \lambda} \frac{e}{mc} A_0 (e_{k, \lambda} \cdot p) \tag{2.7}
\]

which means that \( T \propto e_{k, \lambda} \cdot p \). In combination with Fermi’s golden rule (Eq. 2.5) we now have an expression for the spectral intensity \( I \) to be expected in an XAS experiment for a dipole excitation from the initial state with the wave function \( \phi_0 \) to one of the final states with the wave function \( \phi_f \):

\[
I \propto |\langle \phi_f | p \cdot e_{k, \lambda} | \phi_0 \rangle|^2 \delta(E_f - E_0 - \hbar \omega) \tag{2.8}
\]

The dipole selection rules are an important ingredient to exploit the full power of XAS and be able to explain the multiplet structure of a spectrum. They define whether a transition

\(^1\)Here \( E_f \) is the final state energy and not to be confused with the energy of the impurity \( f \) level in the Anderson model (Chapter 1).
is quantum-mechanically allowed or not in the dipole approximation. The transition rate \( \langle \phi_f | T | \phi_0 \rangle \) in Fermi’s golden rule corresponds to an integral over the whole space, which is non-zero only for an even integrand. The wave functions of \( s \) and \( d \) orbitals are even, whereas \( p \) and \( f \) wave functions are odd \([87]\). Since the dipole operator \( T \) is odd, transitions are only allowed if the final state has a different parity compared to the initial state. The dipole selection rules follow from these symmetry considerations and the conservation\(^2\) of angular momentum and spin:

\[
\Delta l = \pm 1; \quad \Delta j = 0, \pm 1; \quad \Delta m_l = 0, \pm 1; \quad \Delta m_s = 0; \quad \Delta L = 0, \pm 1; \quad \Delta S = 0; \quad \Delta J = 0, \pm 1 \quad (2.9)
\]

where \( l \) is the orbital, \( m_l \) the magnetic, \( m_s \) the spin and \( j \) the total angular momentum quantum number.

### 2.1.2 Atomic full multiplet theory

In Sec. 2.1 it was already pointed out that for strongly correlated electron systems the one-electron picture is not sufficient. Many-body effects have to be considered to model the fine structure of the core level spectra and are particularly important for XAS (e.g. on rare earth compounds) due to the strongly interacting excitonic final state. Contrary to expectations, the electron-electron interactions leading to the multiplet splitting are hardly screened within a solid \([87]\). The experimentally determined Slater integrals of some metals were found to be comparable with Hartree-Fock values calculated for a free ion \([117]\), showing that the order of magnitude of multiplet effects in atoms and solids is similar. Yet, a slight reduction of the atomic values still might be necessary to account for configuration interaction effects which are not covered by the Hartree-Fock calculations.

The simulation of an XAS spectrum requires the calculation of the final and also of the initial state (see Eq. 2.8). This is why ground-state properties can be deduced from it. In this thesis the program XTLS (v8.3 and v9.0) of A. Tanaka \([118]\) was used for simulations. It provides the possibility to analyze high-energy core-level spectra in an atomic full multiplet model based on ligand-field theory. For further calculations of orbital shapes, susceptibilities or magnetic moments, the Mathematica package Solid State Physics \([119]\) created by M. W. Haverkort was used. In both codes the Hamiltonian is built on a many-electron basis, or configuration interaction basis, based on spherical harmonics (see below and Sec. 1.3). It is due to the very localized character of excitons that atomic full multiplet theory can adequately describe the XAS data.

The general idea behind the model is to focus on a central single atom and disregard the translational symmetry. A mean-field ansatz is used for the surrounding ligands and the local symmetry \([112]\). Here we distinguish between the crystal-field and the ligand-field approach. In the former – a purely ionic model proposed by H. Bethe in 1929 \([120]\) – the surrounding ions are approximated as simple point charges and their influence on the valence electrons of the central (metal) ion is given by the resulting static electric field. Ligand-field theory, which is based on molecular orbital theory, goes one step further and also considers covalency or, in other words, the overlap of the valence orbital of the central ion with the ligand’s valence

\(^2\)An x-ray photon has an angular momentum of 1 and does not carry any spin.
orbital [121]. For further and more detailed reading on ligand-field theory and full multiplet calculations the Refs. [121–124] are recommended. In rare earth compounds the simple ionic crystal-field model can already give a good description [89, 112] because the physics in these systems is driven by the 4f electrons, which are known to be well localized. In other cases, e.g., for transition metal oxides, it might be necessary to include charge-transfer effects by explicitly considering a small cluster of ligands surrounding the central atom [84, 87].

Now the construction of the many-electron basis for the full-multiplet Hamiltonian based on single-electron wave functions $\phi(r, \theta, \varphi)$ shall be explained, following the considerations in Refs. [87, 112]. It is possible to separate the angular and radial part and write $\phi(r, \theta, \varphi) = R_n^l(r) \cdot Y^m_l(\theta, \varphi)$ if they behave atomic-like. The quantum numbers follow the usual notation, meaning that $n$ is the principal quantum number of the electron shell, $l$ the orbital angular momentum quantum number (subshell) and $m$ the magnetic quantum number. $Y^m_l(\theta, \varphi)$ are the orthonormal spherical harmonics, which depend only on the angular degrees of freedom, and $R_n^l(r)$ represents the radial part, which is determined by the element and the electronic (shell and subshell) configuration. The full anti-symmetrized many-electron wave function $\phi(r_1, ..., r_N)$ is then given by the Slater determinant of the single-electron wave functions. The antisymmetry ensures that the Pauli exclusion principle is not violated.

$$\phi(r_1, ..., r_N) = \begin{vmatrix} \phi_1(r_1) & \cdots & \phi_1(r_n) \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \phi_N(r_1) & \cdots & \phi_N(r_n) \end{vmatrix} \quad (2.10)$$

Which interactions have now to be included into the Hamiltonian to solve the eigensystem and find the initial and final state wave function? Apart from the crystal-field – its implementation is comprehensively explained in Sec. 1.3 – the essential contributions come from the Coulomb and spin-orbit interactions. For the description of magnetic properties, an external magnetic field $B_{ext}$ and an internal exchange field $H_{int}$ can be added via the operators $H^{mag} = B_{ext} \cdot (L + 2S)$ and $H^{ex} = H_{int} \cdot S$, respectively.

The general spin-orbit operator in first quantization reads

$$H^{so} = \sum_{j=1}^{N_e} \zeta(r_j) \mathbf{l}_j \cdot \mathbf{s}_j \quad (2.11)$$

where $N_e$ is the number of electrons in the shell under consideration and the parameter $\zeta(r_j)$ gives the spin-orbit coupling strength. Due to the spin-orbit interaction the spin and orbital angular momenta couple to a total angular momentum $J = L + S$. In the case of the Ce $M_{4,5}$ absorption edges the spin-orbit interaction of the 3d core hole and the spin-orbit interaction of the 4f electrons are considered.

Unlike $H^{so}$, which is a one-particle operator, the Coulomb interaction involves pairs of electrons and consequently requires a two-particle operator. More precisely, the Coulomb interaction between the 3d hole and the 4f electron plus the Coulomb interaction between the 4f electrons is taken into account for the calculation of the cerium M edge XAS spectra. The Coulomb terms capture the electron-electron interaction and are the key ingredients for the reproduction of the fine multiplet structure observed in core level spectroscopy. They
are described by a scattering event from the two-electron state $|ij\rangle$ into the state $|i'j'\rangle$. The scattering potential is given by the Coulomb potential

$$A_{\text{Coul}}(r_i, r_j) = \frac{e^2}{|r_i - r_j|} = \frac{e^2}{r_{ij}}. \quad (2.12)$$

After introducing Legendre polynomials and expanding the potential in spherical harmonics, the wave function can be factorized into an angular and a radial part (as it is done for the crystal field potential, see Sec. 1.3). The angular dependence is given basically by integrals over the spherical harmonics and usually can be simplified by applying several selection rules. It can be solved analytically. The radial dependence consists of the so-called Slater integrals over the radial part of the wave function

$$R^k(iij'j') = e^2 \int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty \frac{r_<^k}{r_>^{k+1}} R_i(r_i)R_j(r_j)R_{ij}(r_{ij})R_{ji}(r_{ji})r_i^2r_j^2 dr_i dr_j \quad (2.13)$$

which cannot be calculated analytically. $k$ denotes the different multipole parts of the interaction (e.g. $k = 0$ the monopole, $k = 2$ the dipole and $k = 4$ the quadrupole integral) and $r_<= \min(r_i, r_j)$ and $r_> = \max(r_i, r_j)$. The values for the Slater integrals and the spin-orbit parameters are determined for a free ion with the atomic structure code RCN36K by R. D. Cowan [86] based on the Hartree-Fock approximation.

Once more the importance of the correct and full implementation of the electron-electron repulsion shall be emphasized. In Ref. [87] the consequences of simplifications in the electron-electron Hamiltonian are discussed in great detail. For instance, in the simplest approximation two parameters are used to describe the repulsion between a pair of electrons: $U_0$ for the repulsive Coulomb energy, and the Hund’s rule exchange $J_{\text{HF}}$ for the attractive interaction between two electrons with parallel spin. The resulting approximated Hamiltonian is remarkably simple but it turns out that, as soon as other states than the Hund’s rule ground state are involved, it gives a completely different – and therefore wrong – picture of the multiplet splitting compared to the full multiplet theory. The differences matter especially when high-energy excitations have to be simulated, but also ground-state properties are not captured correctly in the simple scheme because it yields wrong multiplicities. These kinds of problems persist also for other less simple approximations, so that the full multiplet theory, i.e. the complete and correct inclusion of the electron-electron interaction, remains the method of choice to understand the underlying fine structure in soft XAS as well as ground-state properties.

### 2.1.3 Determination of crystal fields

In 2008, Hansmann *et al.* [91] illustrated at the example of CePd$_2$Si$_2$ how polarization-dependent soft XAS at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ edge can be used as a complementary technique to neutron scattering for the determination of the CEF ground state in rare earth heavy-fermion compounds. Since then the method has proven to be very successful, as many publications [92–95, 112] and the results in the present thesis show.

In an XAS experiment the sensitivity to the ground-state symmetry is achieved by exploiting the dichroism effect of linearly polarized light. The transition probability depends on the orbital
contribution parallel to the electric field vector of the incoming light. The Ce $M_{4,5}$ absorption edge originates from an excitation of a $3d$ electron into the $4f$ shell. Starting from $3d^{10}4f^1$, the final-state configuration is $3d^{9}4f^2$. As repeatedly stressed in this chapter, this excitonic final state can be described by atomic full multiplet theory. Without selection rules there are $10 \cdot \frac{14 \cdot 13}{2} = 910$ possible final states, but since we are dealing with a dipole transition, far less multiplet lines contribute to the experimental spectra (see Eqs. 2.9). Additional selection rules due to the use of linearly polarized light reduce the number of possible final-state multiplets even more and introduce the aforementioned orbital sensitivity.

In the top left panel of Fig. 2.2 the calculated Ce$^{3+}M_{4,5}$ XAS spectra for the pure $|J_z\rangle$ states of the $J = 5/2$ multiplet (cf. Sec. 1.3) and the shape of the corresponding $4f$ orbitals are shown. For tetragonal symmetry the simulation is performed for light polarized with $E \parallel c$ (red) and $E \perp c$ (blue). The quantization axis $c$ is chosen to be the ‘long’ tetragonal axis with fourfold rotational symmetry. The difference between the two polarizations – the linear dichroism (LD) – is shown in the bottom panel. In the isotropic case (without crystal field) the spatial distribution of the $4f$ electrons would be spherical and the LD zero (see top black curve in the left panel).

Each of the pure $|J_z\rangle$ states has its own very characteristic polarization dependence. The right panels of Fig. 2.2 shows the same kind of calculations but now for various $\alpha$-admixtures of the $\Gamma_7$-type state (see Eqs. 1.10). One can clearly see that the LD strongly depends on whether the ground state is more $|5/2\rangle$- or $|3/2\rangle$-like (large or small $\alpha$, respectively), thereby yielding a spectroscopic fingerprint for a certain crystal-field anisotropy and allowing an unambiguous determination of the ground-state wave function.

For the experimental procedure it is important that the sample temperature $T_{\text{sample}}$ is chosen low enough, in a way that only the lowest CEF doublet is populated. Only then all information obtained from the XAS spectra is directly related to the ground-state composition. In practice this means $k_B T_{\text{sample}} \ll \Delta E_{CEF}$. Note that the experimental resolution ($\sim 150 – 400$ meV) in this approach is not limiting the access to the CEF information, although the $4f$ CEF splittings are small ($\sim$ meV), because the CEF symmetry is concealed in the polarization dependence which can be rather large. Linear polarized XAS is an element-specific method so that other constituents in the sample do not hamper the analysis. Absorption effects as in INS do not occur and thanks to the high level of technical advancement in third-generation synchrotrons very intense and well focused x-ray beams allow the use of small samples of a size less than 1 mm$^3$. In combination with the large absorption cross-sections for dipole transitions, nearly noise-free spectra with very intense peaks on a relatively low background are obtained.

After its debut in Ref. [91], where the debate about the CEF ground state of CePd$_2$Si$_2$ was settled, linear polarized XAS has been applied to several tetragonal cerium systems [92–94], cubic YbInNi$_4$ [95], hexagonal CeRh$_3$B$_2$ [112] and also other rare earth compounds like TmB$_4$ and HoB$_4$ [125]. The studies presented in this thesis extend the method to systems with lower symmetries, emphasizing its high relevance for the investigation of the crystal-field anisotropy in rare earths.

Before closing this section, a last point shall be briefly addressed. Linear polarized XAS – as well as INS or magnetic susceptibility – is governed by dipole excitations, meaning that higher than twofold symmetries cannot be distinguished in the measurement. Yet, the knowledge about the actual rotation of the ground-state orbital might be of relevant importance e.g. for hybridization effects with the neighboring ligand atoms. Considering an orbital with tetragonal
Figure 2.2: Left: Calculation of the polarization-dependent Ce $M_{4,5}$ XAS spectra for the pure $|J = 5/2, J_z\rangle$ states of Ce$^{3+}$. The simulations are shown for incoming light polarized with $E \parallel c$ (red) and $E \perp c$ (blue), with $c$ being the fourfold rotational axis in tetragonal symmetry. The isotropic spectrum is shown as top curve (black). Right: Simulations for different tetragonal anisotropies, i.e. different $\alpha^2$ values, of the $\Gamma_7$-type ground-state wave function $|\Psi \rangle = \alpha |\pm 5/2\rangle + \sqrt{1-\alpha^2} |\mp 3/2\rangle$. In both panels the insets show the respective angular distribution of the 4$f$ electrons. Moreover, in the two bottom panels the linear dichroism (LD), i.e. the difference spectra $E \perp c - E \parallel c$, for the pure (bottom left) and the different mixed states (bottom right) are included.
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symmetry of $\Gamma_7$-type (see right panel of Fig. 2.2), the dipole limitations of XAS do not allow to determine whether the lobes of the orbital point along [100] or along [110] (rotated by 45° within the tetragonal plane). Mathematically this means that the technique is not sensitive to $\alpha$, but only to $\alpha^2$ (or $|\alpha|$). This issue can be solved by going beyond the dipole limit with non-resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NIXS). In a NIXS experiment with hard x-rays and at large momentum transfers $|q|$ the sign of $\alpha$ can be determined by exploiting vector-$q$ dependence of the dynamical structure factor [126], thereby gaining access to the orbital rotation within the plane. Another very recent work by Mori et al. shows that the 4f ground state of Yb compounds can also be detected by core-level photoelectron spectroscopy [127]. Similarly to the XAS approach, the polarization dependence gives the sensitivity to the ground-state symmetry, and in addition to that the angular dependence (defined by the angle of the photoelectron detection direction) can be exploited to obtain information about the in-plane rotation of the 4f orbital.

2.1.4 Experimental aspects

Detection modes

Aside from measuring the absorption in a transmission experiment through comparison of the intensity of the incident x-rays with the intensity after the sample, several other detection techniques are possible [84], with different advantages and disadvantages. These techniques rely on core hole decay processes and are called yield modes; namely we distinguish between fluorescence yield and electron yield. It is even possible to measure ionized atoms escaping from the sample in the ion yield technique.

In general, when working in transmission the linear absorption coefficient $\mu(\hbar\omega)$ describes the absorption of an x-ray beam interacting with a sample (via photoelectric and scattering processes):

$$I(\hbar\omega) = I_0(\hbar\omega) \cdot e^{-\mu(\hbar\omega) \cdot x}$$

(2.14)

where $I_0$ and $I$ are the initial and transmitted intensities, respectively, and $x$ the sample thickness. For hard x-rays and homogeneous (preferably thin) samples the transmission mode works well but becomes problematic for soft x-rays below 1 keV because of the short x-ray attenuation length [84].

At this point the aforementioned yield modes come into play, which provide an indirect measurement of the absorption cross-section. After the core hole excitation the system is in an excited state and subsequently relaxes by the decay of the core hole. Basically, this happens through emission of photons (fluorescence) or secondary electrons of lower binding energies. The general assumption behind the yield modes is that the x-ray absorption cross-section is proportional to the number of core holes and that the decay processes can be directly related to the number of core holes [84]. A necessary requirement for the yield detection is that the escape depth of the electrons/photons is short compared to the mean absorption length [128].

The filling of the core hole by the decay of an excited electron gives rise to the emission of photons. In the total fluorescence yield (TFY) mode all the fluorescent decay products in a wide energy range are measured, e.g. by a photodiode or a channel electron multiplies [129]. In the past, the partial fluorescence yield (PFY) technique became prominent, in which the detector is tuned to a specific fluorescence energy [130–134]. This selective measurement in principle
allows to choose a particular valence, spin orientation or chemical nature of the neighboring atoms, and measure only the absorption signal related to the selected state. Moreover, the spectral resolution in PFY-XAS spectra is increased by taking advantage of the longer lifetime of a less-excited final state.

The most frequently used detection method – also employed in the XAS studies presented in this thesis – is the total electron yield (TEY) mode. As the name suggests, all electrons emitted from the sample are detected in this case. Usually this is done by recording the drain current \( I_{\text{drain}} \approx O(1 \text{ pA} - 1 \text{ nA}) \) of the sample with an amperemeter. The contributions to the TEY signal come from the primary Auger electrons and additionally from electrons with lower energies [128], since the primary electrons inelastically scatter on their way to the surface producing an avalanche of secondary electrons. Similarly to PFY, it is possible to work in the partial electron yield (PEY) mode, in which a lower threshold is set for the kinetic energy or a particular energy window is considered, so that only primary (unscattered) Auger electrons from the surface-near region or specific (secondary) Auger decay channels can be selected [84].

The probing depth of XAS varies depending on the detection mode and defines whether the obtained information is more surface- or bulk-related. Because photons travel more freely in matter compared to electrons, the average probing depth in fluorescence yield measurements is much higher than for electron yield. To be precise, the mean free path of the incident soft x-rays reaches \( \sim 1000 \) Å which also corresponds to the mean free path of the outgoing fluorescent light, assuring a high bulk-sensitivity in TFY. The probing depth of TEY is one or two magnitudes smaller (\( \sim 30 - 100 \) Å) and depends on the material under investigation. It further depends on the exact nature of the inelastic processes taking place in the Auger decay cascade [128], nevertheless, in most cases the TEY signal is assumed to be proportional to the number of created core holes and yield mostly bulk-related information.

A severe drawback in fluorescence yield measurements is the self-absorption effect [84]. Due to the long mean free path, the emitted x-rays will not reach the sample surface undisturbed but are partly re-absorbed on their way, which results in significant distortions of the spectral shape. Intense peaks become compressed with respect to the less intense features and the background. This effect is negligible in dilute materials with light elements but matters for concentrated or heavier elements. Thus, most suitable for studies of the transition metal \( L_{2,3} \) or rare earth \( M_{4,5} \) edges is the electron yield mode, in which the problem of self-absorption does not arise because the x-ray penetration depth is much larger than the escape depth of the electrons [135].

**Technical conditions**

Soft XAS measurements have to be carried out at very low pressure (\( \sim 10^{-10} - 10^{-9} \) mbar) in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) for several reasons. First of all, soft x-rays are strongly absorbed when passing through air. Second, due to the limited probing depth, a clean sample surface is required over an extended period of time. Initially, a clean surface is obtained by cleaving the sample \textit{in situ}, either by breaking or cutting it with a sharp blade. This yields a fresh surface, which has not been exposed to air before. The time for the formation of one monolayer of contaminations depends on the pressure conditions – it is of the order of seconds in the \( 10^{-6} \) mbar range and of the order of a few hours for pressures around \( 10^{-9} \) mbar. Consequently, pressures \( \leq 10^{-9} \) mbar are needed in order to ensure a constant sample quality throughout the measurements. These
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Figure 2.3: Left: Photograph of the XAS endstation of beamline BL08A at the NSRRC in Hsinchu, Taiwan. Right: View inside the main UHV measurement chamber. The vertical arm with several slots for the sample plates and different tools can be seen (e.g. the cleaver at the bottom right corner).

are of course rough estimates only, as the actual surface degradation time varies from material to material and also the composition of the residual gases in the UHV chamber might have an impact.

2.1.5 Light sources and beamlines

The XAS experiments presented in this work were carried out at three different synchrotron facilities: The National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC) in Hsinchu, Taiwan, the storage ring BESSY II of the Helmholtz Zentrum in Berlin, Germany, and the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. In the former ones the operating energy of the electron beam is 1.5 and 1.7 GeV, in the latter one 6 GeV. At the NSRRC the bending magnet beamlines BL11A1 and BL08A were used, which have the so-called ‘Dragon design’ by C. T. Chen [136]. Characteristic of this construction is the use of separate horizontal and vertical focusing mirrors, a movable exit slit and only one spherical grating mirror, which works as monochromator. At BESSY II the measurements were performed at the undulator beamline UE46-PGM1 and at the ESRF the XAS endstation of the undulator beamline ID08 was used.

All XAS endstations feature a similar UHV environment with a base pressure of the order of \(10^{-10}–10^{-9}\) mbar. As an example, Fig. 2.3 shows a photograph of the XAS endstation used at the NSRRC light source in Taiwan and a look inside the measurement chamber. To obtain a clean sample surface the single crystalline samples were cleaved \textit{in situ} just before commencing the measurements. The data collection took place at normal incidence in the TEY mode and for normalization of the absorption signal the incoming photon flux \(I_0\) was recorded before the experimental chamber. The energy resolution in the region of the \(\text{Ce } M_{4,5}\) edge \((h\nu \approx 870–910 \text{ eV})\) varies between 0.15 and 0.4 eV, depending on the beamline and measurement conditions. At the undulator beamlines of BESSY II and the ESRF the polarization of the incoming light can be selected so that the same sample spot can be probed with horizontally and vertically
polarized light. This is not possible at the bending magnet beamlines of the NSRRC. Here the incoming radiation is horizontally polarized and in order to perform polarization-dependent measurements the sample has to be rotated around the Poynting vector of the light. By rotating the sample in steps of 90° two equivalent polarizations at two sample positions are measured. The full experimental details for the different studies are given in the respective chapters.

2.2 Hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is a well established method to determine the electronic structure or the chemical composition of a sample. It is based on the photoelectric effect, which was first observed in 1887 by Hertz [137]. Theoretically the effect was not understood until 1905 when Einstein postulated the quantum nature of light [138]. Today we know that if photons impinge on a sample with sufficient high energy, electrons from occupied energy states will be excited via the photoelectric effect and leave the material with a certain kinetic energy. This corresponds to a transition from an \( N \)-particle initial state to a final state with \( N - 1 \) particles.

For the energy of the incoming photons we distinguish between the ultraviolet regime (UPS, \( \approx 5 - 100 \) eV), the soft x-ray domain (XPS, \( \approx 100 - 2000 \) eV) and the hard x-ray region above 2000 eV (HAXPES). In UPS mainly valence band states can be studied with high resolution and high surface sensitivity. Access to core-level states is possible with XPS and HAXPES, the latter one having a much higher bulk sensitivity.

In the following, the general theoretical and experimental background of (hard x-ray) photoelectron spectroscopy is outlined. For more information about technical details and further reading on the theoretical description of PES, the reader is referred to Refs. [84, 114], as well as to Refs. [115, 139], on which the presentation in this section is based on.

2.2.1 General principle

In a standard PES setup a gas-discharge lamp, an x-ray tube or a synchrotron storage ring provide the radiation for the experiment. The sample is illuminated by monochromatic light coming from these sources, so that the electrons excited by the photoelectric effect – the photoelectrons – leave the sample and can be detected and counted by an electrostatic analyzer.

In order to make the electrons leave the sample, the energy of the photons \( h\nu \) has to be higher than the binding energy \( E_B \) of the electrons in the sample. The analysis of the excited photoelectrons takes place with respect to their kinetic energy \( E_{\text{kin}} \) and their momentum \( p \).

For angle-resolved experiments one is also interested in the angle between photoelectrons and the impinging light and the polar and azimuthal angle under which the electrons leave the surface. The kinetic energy of a photo-excited electron in vacuum is given by Einstein’s famous equation \( E_{\text{kin}} = h\nu - |E_B| - \phi_{\text{sam}} \), expressing the energy conservation during the photoemission process. \( \phi_{\text{sam}} \) is the work function of the sample and is a measure of the potential barrier at the surface which has to be overcome by the photoelectrons to escape into the vacuum. Since the analyzer also has a characteristic work function \( \phi_a \), the kinetic energy it measures is effectively reduced by the difference \( \phi_a - \phi_{\text{sam}} \) [140, 141] so that

\[
E_{\text{kin}} = h\nu - |E_B| - \phi_a. \tag{2.15}
\]
Knowing $\phi_a$, a direct relation between $E_{\text{kin}}$ and $E_B$ is obtained. The work function of the analyzer $\phi_a$ ($\approx 4\sim 5$ eV) is usually determined by reference measurements on the Fermi edge of gold or silver samples. The momentum $p$ can be immediately derived from the respective kinetic energy using $E_{\text{kin}} = p^2/2m$.

In a PES spectrum several sharp peaks occur due to electrons that leave the surface with a negligible energy loss. But because of inelastic scattering processes, some electrons lose energy on their way out of the sample and a background of secondary electrons is created. Another secondary effect is the Auger decay of an outer electron into the core hole created in the photoemission process, which also gives rise to spectral features. Since this process is independent from the incident photon energy, Auger lines always appear at the same kinetic energy.

The information that can be obtained from a PES spectrum is manifold. In principle – but not straightforward in general – the chemical composition (i.e. the relative concentrations of the elements in the sample) can be extracted from the core level peak intensities because each element has a unique set of binding energies and photoionization cross-sections. From binding energy shifts information about the chemical state (or valence) can be deduced, and from the energy and momentum distributions of the electrons, as measured in angle-resolved PES (ARPES), the dispersion $E(k)$ can be derived. Many more aspects of the electronic structure can be found and understood e.g. by analyzing charge-transfer and multiplet effects [84].

### 2.2.2 Theoretical description

For the basic description of x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (cf. Chapter 3 of Ref. [84]) the complex of core-electron system, photoelectron system and valence-electron system (VES) is considered. The former two are independently described by a single-electron wave function $|\phi_c\rangle$ and a Bloch state $|\phi_{nk}\rangle$, respectively. The interaction between the core hole in the final state and the VES is called $U$ and the interaction between the VES and the photoelectron is neglected. This is known as the sudden approximation and holds for a sufficiently high kinetic energy of the photoelectron, i.e. if the core-hole potential is suddenly applied to the VES.

The Hamiltonian of the initial state may be denoted by $H_0$ and the one of the final states by $H = H_0 + U$ (where $U$ is the interaction between the final-state core hole and the valence electrons, as mentioned above). Then we can write:

$$
H_0|0\rangle = E_0|0\rangle
$$

$$
H|f\rangle = E_f|f\rangle
$$

Using Fermi’s golden rule (Eq. 2.5) and the dipole transition operator $\mathbf{p} \cdot \mathbf{e}$ (cf. Sec. 2.1.1), the photoemission spectrum can be shown to be given by:

$$
F(\epsilon, \omega) = \sum_{n,k,l} |\langle \phi_{nk} | \mathbf{p} \cdot \mathbf{e} | \phi_c \rangle|^2 |\langle f | 0 \rangle|^2 \delta(\epsilon_{nk} - \epsilon_c + E_f - E_0 - \hbar\omega) \delta(\epsilon - \epsilon_{nk})
$$

The ansatz behind Eq. 2.16 is that the products $|\phi_c\rangle|0\rangle$ and $|\phi_{nk}\rangle|f\rangle$ with the energies $\epsilon_c + E_0$ and $\epsilon_{nk} + E_f$ represent the initial and final states, respectively. $\epsilon$ is the kinetic energy of the
Figure 2.4: One-electron interpretation of the relation between a photoelectron spectrum and the density of states of the sample (redrawn from Ref. [114], Fig. 1.5). The energy of the impinging photons is denoted by $\hbar \omega$, the Fermi level by $E_F$, the electron binding energy by $E_B$, and the work function by $\phi$.

Further simplifications lead to

$$F(E_B) = \sum_f |\langle f | 0 \rangle|^2 \cdot \delta(E_B - E_f + E_0)$$

(2.17)

with $E_B = \hbar \omega - \epsilon + \epsilon_c$. For a full derivation of Eq. 2.17 see Ref. [84] (Chapter 3 and Appendix A). Note that the sudden approximation is only valid in the limit of an infinitely large mean free path of the photoelectron, i.e. for high kinetic energies of several keV or energies below 10 eV (see Sec. 2.2.4). Here the so-called *one-step model* is used to picture the whole photoemission process and a basic formula for the description of a PES spectrum is obtained. The complexity of the one-step process can be avoided by separating it into three single steps: (1) the optical excitation of the photoelectron in the solid via absorption of the x-ray; (2) the travel of the photoelectron to the sample’s surface; (3) the escape from the surface into the vacuum. Each step contains certain aspects of the photoemission process, for instance the information about the intrinsic electronic structure is comprised in step (1), however, this division into several independent events has its flaws since it completely neglects many-body effects, which are most important for the understanding of PES spectra of highly correlated materials.
A popular illustration of PES is the one-electron picture shown in Fig. 2.4, where the electron energy distribution is directly related to the density of states (DOS) in the material. The work function $\phi$ separates the Fermi level $E_F$ from the vacuum level $E_{\text{vac}}$. The photoabsorption process excites electrons with the binding energy $E_B$ from the solid into the vacuum, where they will be detected with the kinetic energy $E_{\text{kin}}$ according to Eq. 2.15. In this one-electron interpretation the PES spectrum reflects the occupied DOS. However, in reality a many-body approach has to be applied to capture the charge-transfer and multiplet effects in PES, i.e. the correct description should take place in terms of an optical transition between initial and final states consisting of many-body wave functions that obey appropriate boundary conditions at the surface of the solid [139]. Otherwise, conclusions about ground-state properties are usually not self-evident. The importance of many-body effects for instance becomes clear when investigating magnetic materials with incompletely filled $d$ or $f$ shells, where the strong coupling between the electrons in these shells and the core hole leads to characteristic line splittings in the spectra. Another intriguing many-body effect is the intermediate-valence behavior occurring e.g. in intermetallic cerium compounds, which is investigated in this thesis (see Sec. 1.2 and Chapter 5).

### 2.2.3 Full multiplet configuration interaction model

When performing a PES experiment on intermetallic Ce compounds, the main emission lines in the $3d$ core-level spectrum are accompanied by satellites on the low and high binding energy side. This was shown to be well interpreted by the Anderson impurity model (AIM) in the formalism of Gunnarsson and Schönhammer by considering the hybridization between the conduction electrons and the $4f$ level ($c$-$f$ hybridization) [10, 75, 142, 143].

Non-hybridized Ce$^{3+}$ systems have $4f^1$ occupancy. Because of hybridization effects the $f$ electrons become partially delocalized and the ground state can be written as a quantum-mechanical mixture of $4f^0$, $4f^1$ and $4f^2$, which corresponds to a non-integer $4f$ occupation (intermediate valence ground state, see Sec. 1.2). This was expressed by Eq. 1.5:

$$ |\phi_{\text{GS}}\rangle = c_0 |f^0\rangle + c_1 |f^1 L_1\rangle + c_2 |f^2 L_2\rangle $$

$L_1$ and $L_2$ denote the number of ligand holes here. The $|f^2 L_2\rangle$ contribution $c_2$ in the initial state is small because the energy difference between $|f^1 L_1\rangle$ and $|f^2 L_2\rangle$ is relatively large compared to the coupling between the states, but it is not negligible. In the presence of a core hole the resulting attractive potential $U_{fc}$ pulls down the $4f$ levels, having no impact on $|f^0\rangle$ and acting “once” and “twice” on $|f^1 L_1\rangle$ and $|f^2 L_2\rangle$, respectively. This reordering of the different $f^n$ configurations is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.5. Here the $c$ denotes the core hole. It is due the strong Coulomb interaction $U_{fc}$ between core hole and $f$ electrons that core level spectroscopy gains access to the different $4f$ ground-state contributions. In a PES spectrum the satellite on the high binding energy side of the main $|cf^{1} L_1\rangle$ feature reflects the $|cf^{2} L_2\rangle$ and the one at lower binding energy the $|cf^{0}\rangle$ final state.

At this point the question arises how the three spectral contributions in the final-state PES spectra are connected to the actual ground-state admixtures $c_0$, $c_1$ and $c_2$. Actually, the measured spectral weights $w(cf^n)$ cannot be translated into initial-state contributions one-to-one because,
Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of the energy levels of the $f^n$ configurations in intermediate valence Ce compounds when a core hole ($c$) is present and without a core hole (redrawn from Ref. [143], Fig. 1). The number of ligand holes is indicated by $L_-$ and $L_+$. Typical energy differences are also given within the picture.

in addition to the initial-state hybridization, a mixing of the $f^n$ configurations in the final state exists [75, 144, 145]. The energy separation between $|c_f^0\rangle$ and $|c_f^1L_+\rangle$ is about 11 eV (see Fig. 2.5), and the $f^1$-$f^0$ mixing in the final state happens only through hybridization with the conduction states [75], leading to a small deviation from a proportional dependence $w(\zeta_f^0) = \text{const} \cdot c_0$. The observed spectral weight $w(\zeta_f^0)$ underestimates the actual $c_0$. On the other hand, $w(\zeta_f^2L_\pm)$ appears larger than suggested by $c_2$, because of the impact of the $f^1$-$f^2$ final-state mixing (which also matters more the stronger the hybridization is). See Section 2.2.6 for an illustration of the final-state effects at the example of a simplified ground state consisting of only two different $f^n$ configurations.

Thus, it is not straightforward to draw reliable and quantitative conclusions about the real initial state configuration by simply reading out the spectral weights. A solution is provided by the AIM which considers initial and final state effects so that the initial $f^n$ contributions can be deduced from the measured $w(\zeta_f^n)$. The basic concept of the AIM has already been introduced in Chapter 1. We now have a closer look at the Hamiltonian of the AIM (Eq. 1.1) and apply it to the case of a Ce $4f$ system to introduce the parameters needed for the theoretical simulation of a 3$d$ PES spectrum. The first term $H_{0f}$ describes the unperturbed energy of the $f$ impurity states and contains the $f$ electron binding energy $\Delta_f$ and the spin-orbit interaction $\zeta_f$:

$$H_{0f} = [\Delta_f + (\mathbf{L} \cdot \mathbf{S}) \zeta_f] n_f$$

(2.18)

Note that $n_f$ represents the number operator here. The spin-orbit term accounts for the splitting between the $(2J + 1)$-degenerate $J = 5/2$ and $J = 7/2$ states. The Coulomb interactions between $f$ states is captured by the second term $H_{ff}$. The repulsive interaction $U$ therein is expressed by

$$U = \int e^2|\varphi_f(r_1)|^2|\varphi_f(r_2)|^2|\mathbf{r}_1 - \mathbf{r}_2|^{-1} d^3r$$

(2.19)

where the functions $\varphi_f(r)$ represent the spatial distributions of the 4$f$ orbitals. Effectively, $U$ can be related to the Slater integrals $F^k$ and the Coulomb-exchange interaction $U_{ff}$ (see e.g. Ref. [87] or also [146]). The biggest computational challenge comes with the treatment of the conduction band since a full inclusion requires an enormous amount of states. Here a simple description is provided by using the zero-bandwidth approximation [147], i.e. one effective state
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is used to model the band of extended valence states. In this simplified version of the AIM the interactions between conduction electrons are neglected and no momentum-dependent energy dispersion exists any more. The energy of the effective state can be arbitrarily chosen to be zero [146] so that $H_{\text{el}} = 0$ in Eq. 1.1. The heart of the AIM is $H_{ff}$, the hybridization term,\(^3\) in which the coupling between $4f$ and conduction electrons is included via $V(\mathbf{k})$. In the simple zero-bandwidth limit this is reduced to an effective $V_{\text{eff}}$ between one $f$ electron and the single band state. The influence of the core hole also has to be considered by setting up a Hamiltonian $H_{\text{core}}$. Exciting a $3d$ core electron gives rise to a partially filled $3d$ shell, meaning that $H_{\text{core}}$ has to contain the $3d$ spin-orbit splitting $\zeta_d$. The Coulomb interactions between $f$ states and the core hole – given by the Slater integrals $F_k$ and the Coulomb-exchange $U_{fc}$ – are included analogously to $H_{ff}$.

In the following this simplified form of the AIM is called configuration interaction (CI) model with an infinitely narrow band (given by one ligand state) representing the conduction band. As discussed by Imer and Wuilloud [147], the model has its drawbacks when compared to the original approach by Gunnarsson and Schönhammer [143], especially regarding the low-energy excitations reflected by the Kondo peak in valence band PES. It is no longer possible to extract reliable values for the Kondo temperature. However, the CI calculations provide the simplest way to consider the important hybridization effects and qualitatively reproduce the main features in Ce core-level spectra.

Another great advantage is the significantly reduced computational time of the CI approach, allowing to combine it with full multiplet calculations. In some cases the multiplet coupling effect (Sec. 2.1.2) also is of crucial importance in photoelectron spectroscopy. Especially when it comes to an accurate description of spectral line shapes, the inclusion of the full multiplet structure is indispensable. For instance, in core hole PES of cerium systems the multiplet effect is responsible for the different shapes of the spin-orbit-split $3d_{5/2}$ and $3d_{3/2}$ emission features, which both contain the different contributions from the $f^n$ configurations. Within the spin-orbit-split multiplets the shapes of the $f^1$ and $f^2$ spectral weights also differ due to different underlying multiplet structures, whereas the $f^0$ is given by a single emission line and therefore gives rise to a distinct spectral feature. In our analysis of the Ce $3d$ spectra (Chapter 5) the program XTLS v9.0 [118] has been used to realize a full multiplet configuration interaction (fm-CI) model. This approach accounts for the important final-state effects and at the same time ensures that the shapes of the $3d$ multiplets are captured correctly.

The values for the Slater integrals and the spin-orbit parameters are determined with the atomic structure code RCN36K by R. D. Cowan [86] based on the Hartree-Fock approximation. Consequently, the theoretical description of a Ce $3d$ spectrum within the fm-CI model is left with four essential parameters: the Coulomb-exchange interactions $U_{ff}$ among $f$ electrons and $U_{fc}$ between an $f$ electron and a core hole in the $d$ shell, the hybridization strength $V_{\text{eff}}$ and the effective $f$ binding energy $\Delta_f$, which is the energy difference between the initial states $|f^0\rangle$ and $|f^{1}\rangle$.

---

\(^3\)This is called $s$-$d$ interaction term in Anderson’s original work.
2 Spectroscopic techniques: Theoretical and experimental background

2.2.4 Experimental aspects

The transmission through 10 cm of air for 1 keV x-rays is about 10–15 % [148]. In contrast, for hard x-rays the absorption in air becomes weak – at 6 keV the transmission already amounts to 99 %. This allows to leave small air gaps between the vacuum sections of the different beamline components (monochromators, focusing mirrors, etc.) and use low absorbing windows at their entrance and exit. Due to the smaller wavelengths ($\lambda \sim 100–400$ pm) of hard x-rays, it is furthermore necessary to use single crystals to monochromatize the x-ray beam. However, the experiment still has to be carried out in UHV to ensure that the mean free path of the outgoing electrons is long enough to reach the analyzer. High vacuum conditions also minimize possible surface degradation effects over time.

The photoelectrons are detected and analyzed by an electron energy analyzer which consists of the following main components: Two concentric hemispheres represent the hemispherical deflection analyzer. In between the two spheres a deflecting electrostatic field is built up, which determines the so-called pass energy, i.e. the center of a narrow energy window in which the electrons can pass through the hemispheres. An electron-lens system focuses the photoelectrons onto the analyzer’s entrance slit and de- or accelerates them from the desired kinetic energy (swept through the selected energy scanning range) to the pass energy of the analyzer. Finally, in micro-channel plates (MCPs) the signal is enhanced via secondary electron emission. In a non-angular-resolved photoemission experiment the so-called transmission mode is used, in which the momentum information is averaged over all photoelectrons within a given acceptance angle.

Probing depth

The finite escape depth of electrons emerging from a surface has to be taken into account. It is mainly due to electron-electron and electron-phonon collisions and can be expressed by the electron inelastic mean free path (IMFP). Fig. 2.6 shows the IMFP as a function of the kinetic energy for different metals. The typical energy region for standard PES is between 10 and 2000 eV, which corresponds to a mean free path of about 2–20 Å. Because of the limited probing depth, effectively only a thin surface region is probed by electron spectroscopy and the resulting data are not representative for the bulk. This calls for high quality samples and clean surfaces, meaning that – as in XAS – the experiments have to be carried out under UHV conditions (cf. Sec. 2.1.4). As suggested by Fig. 2.6, the probing depth can be significantly increased by the use of hard x-rays. In HAXPES, with the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons being 5–10 keV, the probing depth can reach 50 Å and more, so that the bulk contribution dominates the experimental spectra (see for instance Refs.[149–151] and references therein).

It is important to note that this empirical ‘universal’ curve gives only a rough estimate of the mean free path of the escaping electrons and does not provide a general description since the mechanisms for the losses are different in insulators or semiconductors. Also, the probing depth does not only depend on the kinetic energy of the excited electrons, but can also be tuned via the experimental emission angle. In a grazing emission geometry only the surface layer is probed, whereas in normal emission the bulk sensitivity is significantly enhanced.
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Figure 2.6: Electron inelastic mean free path versus kinetic energy for different metals. The orange line indicates the empirical ‘universal’ curve, which gives an estimate of the bulk sensitivity of PES experiments. (Figure redrawn from Ref. [114], Fig. 1.11.)

Photoionization cross-section

The emission of an electron from a certain electronic (sub-)shell by absorption of a photon has a certain probability, which is called the photoionization cross-section (tabulated in Refs. [152, 153]). It strongly depends on the element under consideration and which (sub-)shell is considered, as well as on the photon energy because the dipole transition matrix element depends strongly on the photon energy. This can be used in an experiment to pronounce or suppress specific features in a photoemission spectrum. Complicated spectra can become comprehensible by choosing the right photon energy [154].

Line shape, background and plasmons

The spectral lines in PES spectra become broadened due to the finite instrumental resolution (Gaussian broadening) and the limited lifetime of the excited states (Lorentzian broadening). For the description of the asymmetric shape of a core-level emission line in metallic samples the Doniach-Sunjic [155] or the Mahan [156] line shape can be used: The asymmetric tail develops because a photoelectron excites electron-hole pairs on its way through the sample (arising from the interaction between the core hole and the conduction electrons) and thereby experiences small energy losses. The density of states close to the Fermi level determines the asymmetry [157], meaning that this line shape effect is particularly important for metallic samples. Apart from these line shape effects, two other features have to be treated in the quantitative analysis of a PES spectrum, namely the spectral background and plasmons.

Before a photoelectron leaves the sample surface it has a rather turbulent travel and experiences electron-electron and electron-ion collisions. The energy losses due to these inelastic scattering effects produce a smooth spectral background which has to be subtracted to isolate the primary PES spectrum and be able to analyze line shapes or energy positions. A common method to do so is the integral background as developed by Shirley [158]. It is recursively defined and given by

\[ B_s(E) = A \int_{E'}^{E_{\text{max}}} \frac{dE'}{E'} \left[ P(E') - P_0 \right] \]

(2.20)
where \( P(E) \) is the measured spectrum. \( P_0 \) and \( A \) determine the background intensity before and behind the features of interest, respectively. The real background can be also determined experimentally by EELS (Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy), yet the Shirley procedure gives a decent approximation [114] and in general is sufficient when investigating and comparing the same core lines in a series of isostructural compounds.

Another important secondary inelastic process, which has not been considered up to now and matters particularly for the analysis presented in Chapter 5, is the so-called plasmon scattering. One distinguishes between extrinsic and intrinsic plasmon effects [114]. Extrinsic plasmons are created during the photoelectron’s journey to the surface by Coulomb interaction between the photoelectron and the conduction electrons. Intrinsic plasmons are quantized excitations originating from the screening of the (suddenly created) core hole. For both types the energy losses have the characteristic energy \( \Delta E_p = \hbar \omega_p \) leading to plasmon features in the PES spectrum at this energy distance \( \Delta E_p \) (or at an integer multiple of \( \Delta E_p \)) towards higher binding energies. Furthermore, they are subject to an additional lifetime broadening. The plasmon intensity distribution depends on the kinetic energy of the excited core photoelectron. In core-level HAXPES a regime of considerably high kinetic energies is reached, in which the contributions from intrinsic plasmons and interference effects between intrinsic and extrinsic plasmons are small [159, 160]. The plasmon losses have mainly extrinsic character and the photoelectrons’ mean free path basically determines the plasmon loss function [159], so that in the limit of large kinetic energies the losses become independent from the kinetic energy. Thus, in good approximation different core levels give rise to the same plasmon loss functions, i.e. within one sample the plasmon properties (intensity, broadening and energy loss) can be regarded to be the same in different energy regions. Extrinsic and intrinsic plasmon contributions occur simultaneously and are hard to distinguish. Hence, they are not separated in the analysis of the Ce 3d core level spectra presented in Chapter 5.

### 2.2.5 Light source and beamline

The HAXPES measurements were carried out at the Super Photon Ring 8 GeV (SPring-8) located in the prefecture of Hyōgo in Japan. The 8 GeV denotes the energy of the electron beam in the storage ring. The experiment took place at the Taiwan beamline BL12XU. At the main line of BL12XU inelastic x-ray scattering experiments can be performed, whereas the side line features a dedicated HAXPES end station (see Fig. 2.7). It was constructed in a joint project of the Max Planck Institute for Chemical Physics of Solids (MPI CPfS), the Taiwanese National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC) and the University of Cologne. What makes the end station unique is the use of two hemispherical A-1HE analyzers from MB Scientific (MBS), one of which is mounted in horizontal geometry, i.e. parallel to the electrical field vector of the beam, and the other one in vertical geometry, i.e. perpendicular to the electrical field vector. This allows to perform polarization-dependent measurements and exploit the different photoionization cross-sections for the identification of different orbital contributions [154]. However, in the measurements presented in this thesis only the horizontal layout was used.

In the undulator beamline first a single-bounce diamond monochromator is used to select photon energies from 6 to 12 keV, then the energy bandwidth is further reduced by a high-resolution silicon channel cut monochromator and focused via a K-B mirror system to a spot
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Figure 2.7: HAXPES end station at the Taiwan beamline at SPring-8 in Japan (BL12XU), with the two hemispherical MBS analyzers, the preparation chamber and the manipulator for sample transfer. In the back also the high-resolution monochromator and the K-B focusing mirror can be seen. Photograph provided by J. Weinen.

size of approximately $40 \times 40 \mu m^2$ at the sample position. From the monochromator side the energy resolution can go down to about 100 meV, depending on which channel-cut is used. The base pressure in the measurement chamber is of the order of $10^{-9}$ mbar or lower and separated from the preparation chamber, where the samples can be stored after being introduced through a load lock chamber. In order to obtain a clean sample surface, the crystals can be fractured in situ in the preparation chamber at room temperature with the help of a commercially available crystal cleaver, or directly in the measurement chamber at low temperature via post-cleave.

2.2.6 Addendum: 4f spectral weights

The actual ground-state admixtures of the intermediate valence ground state cannot be directly read off from the relative spectral intensities of the different $f^n$ peaks, because hybridization effects in the final state lead to deviations from a one-to-one correspondence between the spectral weights and the ground-state $f^n$ contributions. For illustration purposes, two configurations (e.g. $f^1$-$f^2$) are considered in the Ce intermediate valence ground state:

$$|\phi_{GS}\rangle = c_1|f^1L\rangle + c_2|f^2L\rangle$$ (2.21)

where $c_1$ is dominant and $c_2$ is very small ($c_1 \gg c_2$). The final states in the presence of a core hole are given by the anti-bonding and bonding state of the form:

$$|\phi_{\text{final},1}\rangle = \hat{c}_1|c|f^1L\rangle - \hat{c}_2|c|f^2L\rangle$$ (2.22)

$$|\phi_{\text{final},2}\rangle = \hat{c}_2|c|f^1L\rangle + \hat{c}_1|c|f^2L\rangle$$ (2.23)

The spectral weights $w(c|f^n)$ follow as $|\langle \phi_{\text{final}}|c|\phi_{GS}\rangle|^2$ and read:

$$w(|f^1L\rangle) = |\langle \phi_{\text{final},1}|c|\phi_{GS}\rangle|^2 = |\hat{c}_1 c_1 - \hat{c}_2 c_2|^2$$ (2.24)

$$w(|f^2L\rangle) = |\langle \phi_{\text{final},2}|c|\phi_{GS}\rangle|^2 = |\hat{c}_2 c_2 + \hat{c}_1 c_2|^2$$ (2.25)
If the Coulomb interaction between the core hole and the 4f electron is sufficiently large, the energy separation between \( |\phi_{\text{final,1}}\rangle \) and \( |\phi_{\text{final,2}}\rangle \) will be large and final-state mixing will be negligible, i.e. \( \hat{c}_1 \approx 1 \) and \( \hat{c}_2 \approx 0 \), and consequently \( w(|\psi_f^{1}\rangle) \approx c_1^2 \) and \( w(|\psi_f^{2}\rangle) \approx c_2^2 \). However, in reality final-state effects are not negligible and \( \hat{c}_1 > \hat{c}_2 > 0 \). Then the \( f^1 \) spectral weight in Eq. 2.24 is still approximately given by \( c_1^2 \), because the product \( \hat{c}_2 c_2 \) is very small. However, the \( f^2 \)-related spectral weight in Eq. 2.25 is larger than \( c_2^2 \) because both \( \hat{c}_2 c_1 \) and \( \hat{c}_1 c_2 \) are greater than \( c_2^2 \). In other words, the relative spectral weight related to the \( f^2 \) contribution in the initial state appears larger than the actual \( f^2 \) ground-state admixture.

The same line of thought can be applied to an initial state composed of \( f^0 \) and \( f^1 \):

\[
|\phi_{\text{GS}}\rangle = c_0 |f^0\rangle + c_1 |f^1 L\rangle
\]

(2.26)

where again \( c_1 \) is dominant and \( c_0 \) is small \((c_1 \gg c_0)\). The anti-bonding and bonding final states after core ionization are given by

\[
|\phi_{\text{final,0}}\rangle = \hat{c}_1 |\xi f^0\rangle - \hat{c}_0 |\xi f^1 L\rangle
\]

(2.27)

\[
|\phi_{\text{final,1}}\rangle = \hat{c}_0 |\xi f^0\rangle + \hat{c}_1 |\xi f^1 L\rangle
\]

(2.28)

and the corresponding spectral weights are:

\[
w(|\psi_f^{1}\rangle) = |\langle \phi_{\text{final,1}} | \phi_{\text{GS}} \rangle|^2 = |\hat{c}_0 c_0 + \hat{c}_1 c_1|^2
\]

(2.29)

\[
w(|\psi_f^{0}\rangle) = |\langle \phi_{\text{final,0}} | \phi_{\text{GS}} \rangle|^2 = |\hat{c}_1 c_0 - \hat{c}_0 c_1|^2
\]

(2.30)

where \( c_1 > c_0 > 0 \) due to \( f^1 \)-\( f^0 \) configuration mixing in the final state. Again, the \( f^1 \) spectral weight is given by \( c_1^2 \) in good approximation since the product \( \hat{c}_0 c_0 \) is small. The energy separation between \( f^0 \) and \( f^1 \) increases in the presence of a core hole compared to the situation in the initial state (see Fig. 2.5), so that \( \hat{c}_0 < c_0 \) and consequently \( w(|\psi_f^{0}\rangle) = |\hat{c}_1 c_0 - \hat{c}_0 c_1|^2 < c_0^2 \). The actual \( f^0 \) contribution in the ground state is underestimated in the core level spectra.

2.3 Synchrotron radiation

The term synchrotron radiation refers to the electromagnetic radiation emitted by charged particles (e.g. electrons or positrons) moving at relativistic speed on a circular orbit. It was first observed in 1947 as an (unwanted) side effect in an electron synchrotron at General Electric in the USA. Its plethora of useful properties, the wide range of applications and in particular its high potential for the investigation of condensed matter was not recognized until the late 1960s, when the first generation of synchrotron light sources started their ascent. For an extensive introduction to synchrotron radiation and its applications, the reader may be referred to Ref. [115].

In general, every charged particle moving on a non-linear trajectory emits light. At small velocities \((\frac{v}{c} \ll 1)\) the angular distribution of the emitted radiation resembles that of a classic dipole, whereas at relativistic speeds \((\frac{v}{c} \approx 1)\) a strong forward pattern develops, i.e. the light is emitted predominantly in a narrow cone tangentially to the electron orbit (as illustrated in Fig. 2.8). A broad continuous band of the electromagnetic spectrum becomes available, reaching from the infrared and visible light to the ultraviolet and up to the soft and hard x-ray regime.
2.3 Synchrotron radiation

Compared to common laboratory x-ray tubes, which produce a maximum flux of $10^{10}$ photons per second, synchrotron radiation is significantly more intense with up to $10^{19}$ photons per second [84]. Furthermore, in the orbital plane the emitted light shows a high degree of linear polarization with the electric field vector $E$ parallel to the plane. Above and below this plane right and left circular polarized light is obtained.

In order to use the full capability of synchrotron radiation, dedicated second generation light sources were built from the mid-1970s on. The general structure of a synchrotron facility is shown in Fig. 2.9. An electron gun generates electrons which are then injected into a linear accelerator (Linac), where they are brought to an energy of several MeV. In the so-called booster ring the electrons are further accelerated to the order of GeV before they are finally introduced to the storage ring. Bending magnets are used both in the booster ring and the storage ring to bring the electrons onto a circular orbit via the Lorentz force $F_L \propto v \times B$. Radio frequency cavities are placed within the storage ring to recover energy losses. Once in the storage ring, the electron beam is kept focused and stable at its designated energy by an array of magnets, and the wide spectrum of radiation – generated during the bending of the electron beam – is guided to the individual beamlines. Here the beam is optimized by monochromators, focusing mirrors, slits and other optical devices before finally entering the respective experimental endstation. A further increase of the radiation intensity and the spectral brightness is accomplished in the third generation of synchrotrons by the so-called insertion devices, which are periodic magnetic structures mounted in the straight (linear) sections of the storage ring. One distinguishes between wigglers and undulators. In a wiggler magnets with alternating polarity are arranged in an array forming a multipole magnet. The resulting alternating magnetic field forces the electrons on an oscillatory trajectory – with the oscillations perpendicular to the direction of motion – so that the additional bends intensify the synchrotron radiation. An undulator basically follows the same principle but smaller wiggling angles are realized, so that interference effects can be exploited to obtain a very intense and monochromatic beam. Advanced undulator setups also allow to switch between horizontal and vertical polarized light or even to produce circularly polarized radiation by the use of helical magnetic fields.

Figure 2.8: Qualitative emission characteristics of a charged particle moving at small speeds (left) and relativistic speeds (right) on a circular orbit (redrawn from Ref. [161], Fig. 1).
The very broad and continuous spectral range, the tunability of energy and polarization, a high degree of collimation and a pulsed time structure make synchrotron radiation extremely versatile. The good beam stability and high brilliance provided by state-of-the-art third generation light sources ensures a fast and reliable data acquisition.
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Abstract

We have succeeded in establishing the crystal-field ground state of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$, an orthorhombic intermetallic compound recently identified as a Kondo insulator. Using polarization-dependent soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ edges, together with input from inelastic neutron and magnetic susceptibility experiments, we were able to determine unambiguously the orbital occupation of the 4$f$ shell and to explain quantitatively both the measured magnetic moment along the easy $a$ axis and the small ordered moment along the $c$ axis. The results provide not only a platform for a realistic modeling of the spin and charge gap of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$, but demonstrate also the potential for soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy to obtain information not easily accessible by neutron techniques for the study of Kondo insulators in general.

3.1 Introduction

CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ is a fairly new synthesized orthorhombic intermetallic compound [1, 2] and has initiated a flurry of experimental and theoretical research activities since the discovery of its Kondo insulating properties in 2009 [3–21]. The electrical resistivity shows a thermally activated behavior at elevated temperatures and has a more metallic-like form several degrees below $T_0 = 27$ K where a phase transition occurs, as revealed by specific heat measurements [3, 4]. A large anisotropy is observed in the static susceptibility ($\chi_a > \chi_c > \chi_b$) and along the easy axis the susceptibility is Curie-Weiss-like above $T_0$ [4, 5, 15]. For some time it has been a matter of debate whether the phase transition is magnetic in origin [6–9, 11, 12]. In fact, in the structure of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ (space group Cmcm) each Ce atom is situated in a polyhedral cage consisting of...
16 Al and 4 Ru atoms, giving rise to very large Ce-Ce distances of more than 5 Å [2]. Thus, it is not obvious to explain the relative high ordering temperature using a standard model based on Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) exchange interactions.

Nevertheless, recent muon spin relaxation and neutron diffraction experiments confirmed the magnetic nature of the phase transition. The Ce moments order antiferromagnetically along the c direction with a small ordered moment of $\mu_{\text{ord}} \approx 0.4 \mu_B$ [7–9, 11]. The latest NMR data agree with this scenario [12]. Below $T_0$ inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments on a polycrystalline sample have found the existence of a spin gap of several meV, characterized by a magnetic mode with flat dispersion at about 8 meV [9]. Above $T_0$ this excitation is drastically suppressed and therefore cannot be attributed to a crystal electric field (CEF) excitation. More recent INS results have found CEF splittings of 30 and 46 meV [22]. It has been suggested that the mixture of Kondo and CEF effects may be responsible for the small size of the ordered moment. A point charge model yields a moment of only 0.62 $\mu_B$ along c for the ground state (GS) [16], but the combination of large spin gap, small ordered moment and high ordering temperature remains quite puzzling. Recent optical studies have suggested an electronic structure with strong anisotropic hybridization between the 4f and conduction electrons, which is weakest along the crystallographic b direction. It has been then speculated that a charge density wave can form along b which in turn may trigger the magnetic transition [13, 14].

The objective of the present Rapid Communication is to elucidate the local electronic structure of the 4f electrons. The GS wave function of the 4f electrons in this orthorhombic compound is expected to be highly anisotropic due to the presence of the CEF, with important consequences for the magnetic properties and the gap formation, as pointed out already by several groups in their study on other orthorhombic semiconductors like CeNiSn and CeRhSb [23–26].

Efforts to prove these theories experimentally turned out to be challenging because broadening of the CEF excitations due to hybridization and the existence of spin gaps prevented the determination of the ground states in these compounds by inelastic neutron scattering [27–31]. Hence there is need for an alternative approach. Our method of choice is x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ edge, which has shown to be a complementary technique to neutron scattering to determine the GS wave function of CEF-split tetragonal cerium compounds [32–35]. The sensitivity to the initial state symmetry is achieved via the different absorption for light polarized $E \parallel c$ (with c being the long tetragonal axis) and $E \perp c$. We now extend this method to an orthorhombic compound where the polarization dependence of the absorption, the linear dichroism (LD), has to be measured for all three directions, i.e. for $E \parallel a$, $E \parallel b$, and $E \parallel c$, in order to determine the initial state symmetry.

### 3.2 Experimental and theoretical details

Single crystals of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ were grown by an Al self-flux method [36] and their quality and orientation were confirmed by Laue x-ray diffraction. All XAS measurements were carried out at the Dragon bending magnet beamline BL11A1 of the NSRRC in Taiwan. The energy resolution at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ edge ($hv \approx 870 - 910$ eV) was 0.4 eV. The single crystals were cleaved in situ in an ultra high vacuum of $\sim 10^{-10}$ mbar to obtain clean sample surfaces. We measured the total electron yield (TEY) and normalized the signal to the incoming flux $I_0$ as measured.
3.2 Experimental and theoretical details

on an Au mesh at the entrance of the experimental chamber. Two crystals were investigated: one mounted with the c and the other one with the a axis parallel to the Poynting vector of the incoming light. This way we were able to vary the electric field from $E \parallel a$ to $E \parallel b$ and from $E \parallel b$ to $E \parallel c$, respectively, by rotating the crystals in steps of 90° around the Poynting vector. The spectra for $E \parallel b$ were recorded on both samples so that the three polarizations could be normalized to each other. The data were reproduced by probing several positions on the samples and recleaving the crystals.

Ionic full multiplet calculations were performed with the XTLS 8.3 program [37] to simulate the XAS spectra. Initially, the experimental isotropic spectra $I_{\text{isotropic}} = I_{E\parallel a} + I_{E\parallel b} + I_{E\parallel c}$ were fitted. The best agreement was achieved with a reduction of the atomic Hartree-Fock values of about 40 % for 4f–4f Coulomb interactions and of about 20 % for the 3d–4f interactions. The reduction factors account for configuration interaction effects not included in the Hartree-Fock scheme. Their size is in agreement with previous findings on tetragonal Ce systems [32–35]. We follow the coherent approach for our simulations, i.e. the XAS spectra are calculated directly from the CEF mixed GS wave functions, the latter being fabricated via CEF parameters since for orthorhombic symmetry the XAS spectra cannot be calculated as incoherent sums of the pure $J_z$ spectra.

The CEF parameters are defined via the CEF Hamiltonian, which arises from the expansion of the Madelung potential in spherical harmonics:

$$ V(r, \theta, \Phi) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-k}^{k} A_k^m r^k C_k^m (\theta, \Phi) $$

$$ C_k^m (\theta, \Phi) = \sqrt{\frac{2k+1}{4\pi}} Y_k^m (\theta, \Phi) $$

are the semi-normalized spherical harmonics. The expectation value $\langle r^k \rangle$ of the radial part of the wave function cannot be calculated analytically and is therefore included in the CEF parameters $A_k^m = A_k^m (\langle r^k \rangle)$, which are determined experimentally.

There are nine independent CEF parameters, $A_0^0$, $A_2^2$, $A_2^0$, $A_2^4$, $A_2^6$, $A_2^8$, $A_4^0$, $A_4^2$, and $A_4^6$, in the orthorhombic point group $C_{2v}$ for the cerium ion in CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ and the CEF splits the $J=5/2$ and $7/2$ multiplets of Ce$^{3+}$ into seven Kramer’s doublets. Each of these states can generally be represented in the basis of $|J, J_z\rangle$ as

$$ \sum_{J_z=-3/2, -1/2, \ldots, 1/2, 3/2} \alpha_{J_z} |5/2, J_z\rangle + \sum_{J_z=-1/2, -3/2, \ldots, 1/2, 3/2} \beta_{J_z} |7/2, J_z\rangle $$

for values of $J_z$ which fulfill $\sum_{J_z} (\alpha_{J_z}^2 + \beta_{J_z}^2) = 1$ and $\Delta J_z \neq \pm 2$. The full multiplet routine takes the higher $J=7/2$ multiplet into account. However, for most Ce compounds the $J=7/2$ does not mix with the lower $J=5/2$ multiplet because the CEF splitting $\Delta E_{\text{CEF}}$ is much smaller than the spin-orbit splitting $\Delta E_{\text{SO}}$ of $\approx 280$ meV. In such a case only the $A_6^m$ parameters with $k \leq 4$ affect the $J_z$ mixing of the lower $J=5/2$ multiplet and it is justified to set the higher order parameters to zero ($\hat{A}_6^m = 0$). For $\Delta E_{\text{SO}} \gg \Delta E_{\text{CEF}}$ and $\hat{A}_6^m = 0$ the remaining $\hat{A}_k^m$ can be converted\(^1\) to Stevens parameters $B_k^m$.

---

\(^{1}\)In the case of $f^3$ ($J=5/2$) the relationship between the crystal-field parameters in spherical harmonics and Stevens approximation is: $A_2^0 \leftrightarrow -35B_2^0$, $A_2^2 \leftrightarrow -\frac{7}{2}\sqrt{55}B_2^2$, $A_2^4 \leftrightarrow -\frac{7}{2}\sqrt{55}B_2^4$, $A_4^0 \leftrightarrow 1260B_4^0$, $A_4^2 \leftrightarrow 63\sqrt{10}B_4^2$, $A_4^4 \leftrightarrow 63\sqrt{10}B_4^4$, $A_4^6 \leftrightarrow 63\sqrt{10}B_4^6$, $A_6^0 \leftrightarrow 18\sqrt{70}B_6^0$, and $A_6^2 \leftrightarrow 18\sqrt{70}B_6^2$. 
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Figure 3.1: Measured and simulated linear polarized XAS spectra of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ at the $M_{4,5}$ edge at $T = 15$ K. The two simulations reproducing the experimental data are shown with the corresponding spatial distributions of the 4$f$ electrons as insets. The arrows indicate the spectral weight coming from the 4$f^0$ contribution in the initial state.

3.3 Results and discussion

The bottom curves in Fig. 3.1 are the measured low-temperature linear polarized XAS spectra of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$. The main absorption features are due to the absorption process $3d^{10}4f^1 \rightarrow 3d^94f^2$ ($M_4$ and $M_5$ edges). The spectra show a clear polarization dependence in all three crystallographic directions as expected for an orthorhombic compound. From INS experiments the splitting between the CEF ground state and the first excited CEF state is known to be $\sim 30$ meV [22], so that data taken at $T = 15$ K are representative for the CEF ground state. There is some additional faint spectral weight at about 888 and 906 eV in the absorption spectra (indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3.1) due to the $3d^{10}4f^0 \rightarrow 3d^94f^1$ absorption process, which is representative for the 4$f^0$ contribution in the initial state. However, we note that for CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ this contribution is fairly small (compared with the $f^0$ in 1:2:2 compounds) [35], which is in agreement with recent findings from 3$d$ photoemission spectroscopy [21]. The small 4$f^0$ contribution implies that the impact of the Kondo effect on the polarization of the 4$f^1$ absorption edges is minor.

The full multiplet routine yields two different wave functions (in the following referred to as $|GS#1\rangle$ and $|GS#2\rangle$) that describe the experiment very well (see Fig. 3.1). We use the $c$ axis as the quantization axis and the corresponding $J_z$ coefficients are listed in Table 3.1. Both solutions are mainly composed of the $J = 5/2$ multiplet and have some small admixtures from the higher
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| $|J, J_z\rangle$ | |GS#1| |GS#2|
|---|---|---|---|
| $|5/2, +5/2\rangle$ | $\pm 0.47(2)$ | $\pm 0.68(2)$ |
| $|5/2, +1/2\rangle$ | $\pm 0.32(2)$ | $\pm 0.73(2)$ |
| $|5/2, +3/2\rangle$ | $\pm 0.82(2)$ | $\mp 0.02(4)$ |
| $|7/2, +5/2\rangle$ | $\mp 0.05(1)$ | $\mp 0.02(1)$ |
| $|7/2, +1/2\rangle$ | $\pm 0.01(1)$ | $\pm 0.03(1)$ |
| $|7/2, +3/2\rangle$ | $\mp 0.02(1)$ | $\pm 0.02(1)$ |
| $|7/2, +7/2\rangle$ | $\pm 0.03(1)$ | $\pm 0.00(1)$ |

Table 3.1: The $J_z$ coefficients $\alpha_{J_z}$ and $\beta_{J_z}$ of the two GS wave functions which describe the XAS data. The wave functions have been calculated with the full multiplet routine, using $c$ as the quantization axis. The corresponding $A^m_k$ are given in Table 3.2.

$J = 7/2$ multiplet. The effect of the $J = 7/2$ contributions on the LD is negligible and cannot be seen in the spectra when changing into Stevens approximation. For solution $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ the contribution $|5/2, +3/2\rangle$ is very strong in contrast to solution $|\text{GS#2}\rangle$, which is dominated by $|5/2, +1/2\rangle$ and $|5/2, +5/2\rangle$. The orbitals in the insets of Fig. 3.1 represent the spatial distributions of the $4f$ electrons for the respective GS wave functions. It turns out that we can find CEF parameters for both wave functions which satisfy the results of INS, i.e. they yield the CEF transition energies $\Delta E_1 = 30$ meV and $\Delta E_2 = 46$ meV and the ratio of the inelastic neutron intensities $I_1/I_2 = 1.35$ [22]. The respective CEF parameters are summarized in Table 3.2.

In Fig. 3.2 the experimental and the simulated temperature dependence of the XAS spectra are shown. Both CEF scenarios are based on the same energy splittings and at 300 K the population of the excited states at 30 and 46 meV amounts to only 20% and 10%, respectively, both CEF models yield the same qualitative temperature dependence. We therefore omitted the simulations for $|\text{GS#2}\rangle$ in Fig. 3.2. As the isotropic spectrum $I_{\text{isotropic}} = I_E \parallel a + I_E \parallel b + I_E \parallel c$ is temperature-independent, it is sufficient to consider the temperature dependence of two polarizations, and for reasons of clarity only the $M_5$ absorption edges for $E \parallel b$ and $E \parallel c$ are included in the illustration. After the first cleave we measured at 15, 40, 100, 150, 200 and 300 K, then recleaved at 300 K, and measured in the reversed temperature order. Moreover, we cross-checked and reproduced the mutual polarization for the two available samples. There is also no change of polarization up to 100 K, which shows that no state gets populated, i.e. there is indeed no low-lying crystal-field excitation, which is in accordance with INS results [9, 22]. The change of polarization at 300 K with respect to 15 K is in agreement with excited CEF states at 30 meV and above (see right panel in Fig. 3.2).

| $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ | $4(5)$ | $36(2)$ | $110(5)$ | $-30(10)$ | $-69(5)$ |
| $|\text{GS#2}\rangle$ | $-5(2)$ | $38(5)$ | $-40(10)$ | $-112(5)$ | $0(5)$ |

Table 3.2: Crystal-field parameters $A^m_k$ in meV from full multiplet calculations with $A^m_k = 0$ for $m = 0, 2, 4, 6$. For conversion to Stevens parameters $B^m_k$ see footnote on page 59. Note that Stevens parameters will not yield the $J=7/2$ contributions to the wave functions listed in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.2: Left panel: Measured temperature-dependent XAS spectra of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ at the $M_5$ edge. Right panel: Simulation of the $M_5$ edge temperature dependence for $|GS\#1\rangle$. The spectra for $|GS\#2\rangle$ show the same behavior and are omitted.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the experimental magnetic susceptibility of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ as reported by Ref. [15] (symbols) and the simulated ones ($T > T_0$) from the CEF parameter sets belonging to |GS#1⟩ (lines in the main panel) and |GS#2⟩ (inset).

The combined analysis of XAS and INS data still does not yield a unique solution for the ground-state wave function. We therefore calculate the temperature dependence of the static susceptibility at $H = 1$ T in all three crystallographic directions and compare it to the experimental results found by Yutani et al. [15] For this purpose the full Hamiltonian, including the crystal field, the magnetic field and the spin-orbit coupling, is diagonalized and the magnetization is calculated as the Boltzmann-weighted expectation value of the corresponding operator to obtain $\chi_{CEF}^\nu$ ($\nu = a, b, c$). The simulation for |GS#1⟩ is plotted in the main panel of Fig. 3.3 (lines) together with the data points taken from Ref. [15]. The simulation for |GS#2⟩ is included as an inset. For |GS#1⟩ both the anisotropy and the qualitative temperature evolution are nicely reproduced for $T > T_0$. The |5/2, J_z⟩ contributions of solution |GS#1⟩ agree quite well with the CEF analysis in Stevens approximation by Yutani et al. [15] and theoretical studies by Hanzawa who determined the 4$f$ level structure of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ in a point-charge model [16]. Note that Hanzawa uses the $b$ axis as quantization axis. The change of coordinate system from $abc \parallel yzx$ to $abc \parallel xyz$ can be carried out according to Ref. [38]. In contrast, solution |GS#2⟩ does not match the measured susceptibility well. It yields a crossover of $\chi_{CEF}^a$ and $\chi_{CEF}^c$ at about 100 K so that we exclude it as a possible ground-state wave function.

The CEF ground-state wave function |GS#1⟩ yields the magnetic moments $\mu_{CEF}^{a,b,c} = (1.44, 0.19, 0.38) \mu_B$. Here an infinitesimal small temperature and magnetic field along the respective directions $a$, $b$, or $c$ have been taken into account. These moments agree very well with values from magnetization at 55 T and 1.3 K, which find 1.3 and 0.3 $\mu_B$ along the easy axis $a$ and the
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ordering axis $c$, respectively [20]. Also, the small moment of $\mu_{\text{CEF}}^c = 0.38 \mu_B$ agrees well with the experimental findings for the ordered magnetic moment [7–9, 11], indicating that CEF effects are responsible for the small size of $\mu_{\text{ord}}$.

The remaining discrepancy between the measured and CEF-only susceptibility $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ in Fig. 3.3 can be explained by considering corrections due to molecular and/or exchange fields and anisotropic hybridization between 4$f$ and conduction electrons. Such an anisotropic hybridization has been observed in optical conductivity measurements [13] and the resulting anisotropic Kondo interactions will affect the anisotropy of the static susceptibility.

3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the full multiplet simulation yields two GS wave functions which reproduce the low-temperature XAS data very well. By combining our XAS with susceptibility results [15] we unambiguously identify $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ (see Table 3.1) as the GS wave function for CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$, which is in good accordance with the theoretical findings by Hanzawa [16]. We can further give a set of CEF parameters that satisfies XAS, susceptibility, and INS data [22], and the resulting moments are in accordance with moments from magnetization measurements [20]. The fact that the CEF-only moment along $c$ amounts to only $\mu_{\text{CEF}}^c = 0.38 \mu_B$ implies that the small value of the ordered moment [7–9, 11] can be explained solely with CEF effects. The absence of any temperature dependence in the XAS data up to 100 K confirms that the excitation at 8 meV in the inelastic neutron spectra [9] is not a CEF transition. The above results show that the selection rules for linear polarized light make soft XAS a powerful tool to determine the CEF ground state wave function of orthorhombic Kondo insulators even in the presence of spin gaps.
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Abstract

Here we present linear-polarization-dependent soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy data at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ edges of CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$. Despite the strong hybridization between $4f$ and conduction electrons and the existence of spin gaps as seen in inelastic neutron scattering, we were able to determine the crystal-field ground-state wave functions by combining our spectroscopy data with magnetization measurements. The results quantitatively explain the small ordered moment along $c$ and the measured magnetic moment along the easy $a$ axis in CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$.

4.1 Introduction

Among the strongly correlated electron systems, the Ce-based intermetallic compounds are known to possess many interesting and anomalous phenomena. The CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ compounds with $M =$ Ru, Os, and Fe belong to a fairly new family of cerium Kondo semiconductors which gained considerable prominence for their unusual high magnetic ordering temperatures of $T_0 =$ 27 K (CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$) and 29 K (CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$) [3, 4]. This novel phase transition is, for example, observed in the electrical resistivity, the specific heat, and the magnetization, and several scenarios have been discussed to explain the origin of the magnetic order [3–16, 18–21, 36, 39–45]. Isostructural CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ lacks any phase transition and shows the highest degree of hybridization between $4f$ and conduction electrons ($c$-$f$ hybridization) within the family [4, 46–51].
The static magnetic susceptibility of these orthorhombic compounds (space group Cmcm) is very anisotropic with $\chi_a > \chi_c > \chi_b$ [4, 15, 36, 39, 51]. This is mainly due to crystalline electric field (CEF) effects. The susceptibility along the $b$ and $c$ axis is only weakly temperature-dependent in all three composites. The temperature dependence of the susceptibility along the easy $a$ axis shows that the Kondo effect becomes more pronounced from $M = \text{Ru}$ to Os to Fe: In CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ $\chi_a$ is Curie-Weiss-like and drops sharply at the ordering transition at 27 K, whereas in CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ it undergoes a broad maximum at $T_{\text{max}} \approx 45$ and 70 K, respectively, and shows enhanced Pauli paramagnetism at low temperatures. The absolute magnitude of $\chi_a$ and $\chi_c$ in CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ is about half as much as in the Ru and Os compound. CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ is therefore classified as an intermediate valence system [46].

Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments have found spin gaps of 8 meV (Ru) and 11 meV (Os) in the ordered state [9, 40]. The long-range nature of the antiferromagnetic order in the Ru and Os compound has been confirmed by $\mu$SR and neutron diffraction experiments. However, the mechanism of the ordering remains puzzling [7–9, 11, 12, 40] because the Ce-Ce distances of more than 5 Å in the cage-like crystal structure [1, 2] are very large and it is not easy to understand quantitatively the high ordering temperatures in the context of Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida exchange interactions. Further, the ordering temperatures are too high according to the de Gennes scaling from the Gd equivalents [4].

In Ce$M_2$Al$_{10}$ the $J = 5/2$ and $7/2$ multiplets of Ce$^{3+}$ split into seven Kramer’s doublets under the influence of an orthorhombic crystal field (point group $C_{2v}$). In the basis of $|J, J_z\rangle$ each of these states has the general form

$$\sum_{J_z=-\frac{5}{2},-\frac{3}{2},...,-\frac{1}{2}} \alpha_{J_z} |\frac{5}{2}, J_z\rangle + \sum_{J_z=-\frac{7}{2},-\frac{5}{2},...,-\frac{1}{2}} \beta_{J_z} |\frac{7}{2}, J_z\rangle$$

(4.1)

for values of $J_z$ which fulfill $\sum_J (\alpha_{J_z}^2 + \beta_{J_z}^2) = 1$ and $\Delta J_z = \pm 2$. The CEF ground-state (GS) wave function of the 4$f$ electrons in CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ has been successfully determined in a previous study [52]. In the present work the investigation of the crystal-field GS is extended to the other two members of the compound family. The 4$f$ GS wave functions are expected to be highly anisotropic due to the presence of the CEF in the orthorhombic YbFe$_2$Al$_{10}$-type structure. The importance of CEF effects on ground state properties has been discussed in Ref. [52] (and references therein). As shown for the case of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$, linearly polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ edge is a powerful technique for determining CEF GS wave functions in orthorhombic Kondo semiconductors with spin gaps. The selection rules of linear polarized light yield the sensitivity to the initial state symmetry.

### 4.2 Experimental and theoretical details

Single crystals of CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ were grown by an Al self-flux method [36, 51] and their quality and orientation were confirmed by Laue x-ray diffraction. The XAS measurements were carried out at the synchrotron light sources BESSY II of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin in Germany (undulator beamline UE46-PGM1) and the National Synchrotron Radiation Research

---

1 Ref. [52] is included as Chapter 3 in this thesis.
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Center (NSRRC) in Taiwan (Dragon bending magnet beamlines BL08A1 and BL11A1). The energy resolution at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ edge ($h\nu \approx 870 – 910$ eV) was about 0.15 eV (BESSY II) and 0.4 eV (NSRRC) and the crystals were cleaved in situ in a vacuum of $\sim 10^{-10}$ mbar. Further details about the technical conditions and measurement procedure can be found in Ref. [52].

In cerium heavy fermion/Kondo compounds, where the well localized $4f$ electrons hybridize with the conduction electrons, the ground (initial) state is a mixture of the configurations $4f^0$, $4f^1$, and $4f^2$ [53, 54]. However, typically the spectral weights in the XAS $M$ edges due to the $4f^0$ and $4f^2$ initial configurations are minor with respect to $4f^1$ (see below) and the $3d \rightarrow 4f$ absorption is well characterized by atomic-like transitions into multiplet-split final states [53]. We therefore performed the same ionic full multiplet simulations for the data analysis as for CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ [52] using the XTLS 8.3 program [37]. Reference [32] points out why for crystal-field purposes the ionic approach is preferable over the Anderson impurity model as long as the crystal-field splittings are large with respect to the Kondo temperature – something still valid for the two compounds under investigation in this work. Our ionic calculations comprise the intra-atomic $4f$-$4f$ and $3d$-$4f$ Coulomb interactions, the $3d$ and $4f$ spin-orbit coupling and the CEF parameters, which reflect the full symmetry of the ligand field surrounding the Ce ion. Hybridization or band effects are not included.

For the simulations the atomic parameters are adjusted at first, i.e. the Hartree-Fock values were reduced to reproduce the experimental isotropic spectra $I_{\text{isotropic}} = I_{E \parallel a} + I_{E \parallel b} + I_{E \parallel c}$. The reduction amounts to about 40 % for the $4f$-$4f$ and to about 20 % for the $3d$-$4f$ Coulomb interactions and accounts for the configuration interaction effects not included in the Hartree-Fock scheme. Subsequently, we used the coherent approach as described in Ref. [52] to simulate the low temperature XAS spectra, i.e. the relative size of the CEF parameters was varied to reproduce the anisotropy of the XAS data. It should be noted that for the CEF GS wave function only the relative size of the CEF parameters matters as long as the CEF energy splitting is small enough with respect to the spin-orbit splitting ($\Delta E_{\text{SO}} = 280$ meV). The absolute size of the CEF parameters determines the size of the CEF splittings, which here only enter via thermal population when simulating the temperature evolution of the linear polarization (linear dichroism LD). For the simulation of the CEF-only static susceptibility for CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ we assumed energy splittings of $\Delta E_1 \approx 38$ meV and $\Delta E_2 \approx 63$ meV between the GS and the first and second excited CEF doublet, respectively, and for CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ a quasiquartet at about 51 meV. These numbers are based on INS data by Adroja et al. [55]

4.3 Results and discussion

In Fig. 4.1 the low-temperature linearly polarized XAS spectra of CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ are shown (bottom curves in the top and bottom panels). Due to the orthorhombic point symmetry of cerium in these compounds all three polarizations, i.e. for the incoming light polarized $E \parallel a$, $E \parallel b$, and $E \parallel c$, were measured [52]. We know that at 15 and 20 K only the ground state is probed, because INS finds CEF excitations above 30 meV energy transfer [55]. Both compounds exhibit a strong polarization effect which can be simulated with the full multiplet routine. As for CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ there are only two solutions describing the threefold anisotropy of the measured low-temperature linearly polarized XAS spectra [56], which in the following are referred to
Figure 4.1: Experimental low-temperature linearly polarized soft x-ray absorption data of CeOs\textsubscript{2}Al\textsubscript{10} (bottom curves in the top panel) and CeFe\textsubscript{2}Al\textsubscript{10} (bottom curves in the bottom panel) at the M\textsubscript{4,5} absorption edge. The middle and top set of spectra in each panel represent the two simulations which reproduce the experimental data. For both CEF ground states, |GS\#1⟩ and |GS\#2⟩, the corresponding spatial distributions of the 4f electrons are included as insets.
which is in agreement with susceptibility simulations by Yutani et al. [15] and theoretical studies

Table 4.1: The $J_z$ coefficients $\alpha_{J_z}$ and $\beta_{J_z}$ describing the wave functions of the crystal-field GS Kramer’s doublets for solution No.1. The wave functions have been calculated with the full multiplet routine, using $c$ as the quantization axis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$J, J_z$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{J_z}$</th>
<th>$\beta_{J_z}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CeOs$<em>2$Al$</em>{10}$</td>
<td>CeFe$<em>2$Al$</em>{10}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[J, J_z]$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[5/2, \pm 5/2]$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.48(2)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.44(2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[5/2, \pm 1/2]$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.27(2)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.15(2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[5/2, \mp 3/2]$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.83(2)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.88(2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[7/2, \pm 5/2]$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.06(1)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.07(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[7/2, \pm 1/2]$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.00(1)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.01(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[7/2, \mp 3/2]$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.04(1)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.03(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[7/2, \mp 7/2]$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.02(1)$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.01(1)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ and $|\text{GS#2}\rangle$. Both solutions are mainly composed of the $J = 5/2$ multiplet. Some minor admixtures come from the higher $J = 7/2$ multiplet, however, their effect on the LD is negligible and cannot be seen in the spectra when changing into Stevens approximation [52]. The respective $4f$ orbitals for the solutions $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ and $|\text{GS#2}\rangle$ are shown as insets. In the dipole limit the two $4f$ distributions look the same so that a technique which is governed by dipole transitions – such as XAS – yields identical spectra for both orbitals.

We follow the same path as in CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ and are able to discard one solution ($|\text{GS#2}\rangle$) by calculating the temperature dependence of the static susceptibility at $H = 1\, \text{T}$ in all three crystallographic directions and compare it to the experimental results found by Muro et al. [36, 51] The simulations for the $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ scenario are plotted in the main panel of Fig. 4.2 together with the data points taken from Ref. [36] and [51]. The simulations for the $|\text{GS#2}\rangle$ model are included as an inset. For CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ the $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ scenario reproduces nicely the anisotropy and the qualitative temperature evolution for $T > T_0$. This is not the case for the CEF model based on $|\text{GS#2}\rangle$. It yields a crossover of $\chi_{\text{CEF}}^a$ and $\chi_{\text{CEF}}^c$ at about 120 K and does not match the measured susceptibility. We therefore exclude it as a possible GS wave function. For CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ the general anisotropy is also reproduced by the $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ scenario, whereas the $|\text{GS#2}\rangle$ model produces intersections between $\chi_{\text{CEF}}^a$ and the susceptibilities along the other two axes. The remaining discrepancy between the measured and CEF-only susceptibility $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ in Fig. 4.2 can be reduced by considering corrections due to molecular and/or exchange fields and anisotropic hybridization effects. Such an anisotropic $c-f$ hybridization has indeed been observed in optical conductivity measurements [13, 14, 50] and also the anisotropic spin dynamics as observed in INS on CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ point in this direction [45]. These anisotropic Kondo interactions will affect the anisotropy of the static susceptibility more, the stronger the Kondo effect is. Hence it is not surprising that for CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ the discrepancy between the calculated CEF-only susceptibility based on the $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ scenario is larger than in the Os and Ru [52] samples. This goes along with Hanzawa’s findings for the Ru and Os compound that including $4f$-5$d$ mixing improves the agreement between calculated and measured susceptibility, and with his suggestion that in the Fe sample this intermixing is so large that the magnetic order is suppressed [16].

Using the $c$ axis as the quantization axis, the corresponding $J_z$ coefficients of solution $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ are as listed in Table 4.1. We find a very strong $[5/2, \mp 3/2]$ contribution for both compounds which is in agreement with susceptibility simulations by Yutani et al. [15] and theoretical studies.
Figure 4.2: Temperature dependence of the static susceptibility adapted from Refs. [36] and [51] (symbols) and calculated from the two CEF models $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ (lines in main panel) and $|\text{GS#2}\rangle$ (lines in insets).
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Figure 4.3: Experimental isotropic low-temperature XAS spectra $I_{\text{isotropic}} = I_{E||a} + I_{E||b} + I_{E||c}$ of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$, CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$, and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ at the $M_{4,5}$ absorption edge. The arrows mark the absorption intensities due to the $4f^0$ contribution in the ground state.

by Hanzawa [16], who determined the $4f$ level structure of CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ in a point-charge model.

Assuming the CEF splittings mentioned above, we obtain the CEF parameters as summarized in Table 4.2.

The CEF GS wave function $|\text{GS#1}\rangle$ yields the magnetic moments $\mu^a_{\text{CEF}} = (1.35, 0.27, 0.30) \mu_B$ and $(1.02, 0.39, 0.53) \mu_B$ for the Os and Fe samples, respectively. An infinitesimal small temperature and magnetic field along the respective crystallographic axes have been used to obtain these values within a single ion CEF calculation. For CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ these CEF-only moments satisfactorily agree with the moment along the easy $a$ axis as found in high field magnetization measurements, $\mu^a_{H=55T} \approx 0.95 \mu_B$ [42], and the ordered magnetic moment along $c$ determined

Table 4.2: Crystal-field parameters $\tilde{A}_m^k$ in meV from full multiplet calculations. For definition and conversion to Stevens parameters $B_k^m$ see footnote on page 59. Note that Stevens parameters by definition do not include the $J=7/2$ contributions to the wave functions listed in Table 4.1.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
|\text{GS#1}| & \tilde{A}_2^0 & \tilde{A}_2^2 & \tilde{A}_4^0 & \tilde{A}_4^2 & \tilde{A}_4^4 \\
\text{CeOs}_2\text{Al}_{10} & 42(5) & 44(2) & 160(8) & 3(10) & -81(4) \\
\text{CeFe}_2\text{Al}_{10} & 4(8) & 19(2) & 154(5) & 7(10) & -103(5) \\
\end{array}
\]
with neutron diffraction and $\mu SR$, $\mu_{\text{ord}}^c = 0.20 \mu_B$ [40]. For the Fe compound there are no values of the moments available from other techniques.

Figure 4.3 shows the experimental low-temperature isotropic spectra, constructed from $I_{\text{isotropic}} = I_{E||a} + I_{E||b} + I_{E||c}$, of the three compounds CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$, CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$, and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$. There are two strong absorption edges due to the transitions $3d^{10}4f^1 \rightarrow 3d_{5/2}^{0}4f_{2}^{2}$ ($M_5$) and $3d^{10}4f^1 \rightarrow 3d_{3/2}^{g}4f_{2}^{2}$ ($M_4$), and in addition some small humps at about 888 and 906 eV (see arrows) which are due to the $4f^0$ contribution in the ground state. The $4f^0$ amount is very small in CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$, only slightly increased in the Os sample, but rather pronounced in the Fe compound. The $4f^0$ contribution increases relatively as 1 to 1.4 to 3.8 from Ru to Os, and Fe. Here the $f^0$ amounts have been determined by integration over the range of the $4f^0$ humps after subtracting a linear background (see Ref. [35]). This trend agrees with findings from static susceptibility, i.e. that the $c-f$ hybridization increases from $M = \text{Ru}$ to Os and is largest for Fe.

We have shown that the $c-f$ hybridization is reflected in the XAS data as small $4f^0$ spectral weights. Hence, the question arises whether the presence of some $4f^0$ contribution in the ground state has an impact on the validity of the CEF-only interpretation. Here the temperature dependence of the linear dichroism can give further insight. Figure 4.4 shows the $M_5$ edge of the Os and Fe compound for several temperatures. For reasons of clarity only two polarizations are shown. The magnetic ordering and Kondo temperatures as estimated from the maximum in the static susceptibility $[T_K \approx 3T_{\text{max}} \text{ of } \chi_a(T)]$ are marked with red arrows. For the Os sample the polarization shows no temperature effect below 150 K, i.e. as in CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ neither the magnetic ordering transition nor the spin gap has an impact on the polarization. Only for $T \geq 150$ K the polarization decreases slightly. When cooling again below 150 K the polarization recovers.

The absence of a temperature effect across the magnetic ordering transition has been reported previously [35, 52]. It can be understood when considering that the Zeeman splitting of the Kramer’s doublets due to the magnetic order is small with respect to the large CEF splittings. Consequently the two states of the Kramer’s doublets remain unchanged. Moreover, the two states of a Kramer’s doublet are identical so that they give rise to the same LD. The slight change of LD in the CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ data when warming up from 100 to 150 K can be understood in two ways: At 150 K the population of the first excited CEF level at 38 meV amounts to $\sim 5\%$, i.e. the change in the LD could be purely explained by the population of an excited CEF state. However, if the variation of the LD was due to the Kondo effect or a mixture of Kondo and the population of a higher state, how large would be the mistake by applying a CEF-only analysis? At 150 K the system is in the single ion regime and through thermal population the first excited CEF state contributes $\sim 5\%$ to the signal. Consequently the 150 K data contain 95% of the CEF ground-state anisotropy. This sets an upper limit for the mistake caused by ignoring the $c-f$ hybridization in the simulation of the low-temperature data. Also in the Fe compound the population of the excited CEF levels could account for the temperature dependence of the polarization. However, following the same line of thought as for Os we find that the 200 K data ($T \geq T_K$) contain 90% of the ground-state polarization. We are still able to describe the low-temperature anisotropy in terms of a CEF-only model, although the potential error due to neglecting the hybridization is larger than for CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$.

We note that for the present compounds linearly polarized soft XAS is able to describe the initial state symmetry in terms of a CEF model despite the presence of a strong Kondo effect.
4.3 Results and discussion

Figure 4.4: Measured temperature-dependent x-ray absorption spectra of CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ (left) and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ (right) at the $M_5$ edge. The bottom panels show the respective LD for each temperature. The magnetic ordering and Kondo temperatures as estimated from the maximum in the static susceptibility along the crystallographic $a$ axis $\chi_a(T)$ ($T_K \lesssim 3T_{\text{max}}$) are marked with red arrows.
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This is in contrast to INS, where the magnetic excitations suffer from strong intrinsic broadening due to strong $c$-$f$ hybridization such that it becomes hard to separate CEF excitations from the strong phonon background. For the present class of compounds the spin gap aggravates the problem to determine wave functions from the relative spectral weights of the magnetic quasi- and inelastic scattering in the INS data. Hence soft XAS is a very useful complementary method.

4.4 Conclusion

To summarize, we are able to give CEF GS wave functions for the two orthorhombic Kondo insulators CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ from a combined analysis of linearly polarized soft XAS and static susceptibility data [36, 51]. The analysis is not hampered by the spin gaps which have been found in INS and the CEF description can be applied despite the strong $c$-$f$ hybridization in these compounds. In CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ the small ordered moment along the $c$ direction can be explained with CEF effects only, something we also found for CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ [52]. However, the difference between the CEF-only moment and the actual ordered moment might well be due to Kondo screening.
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Abstract

The occupancy of the 4$f^n$ contributions in the Kondo semiconductors CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ ($M = \text{Ru, Os and Fe}$) has been quantitatively determined by means of bulk-sensitive hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) on the Ce 3$d$ core levels. Combining a configuration interaction scheme with full multiplet calculations allowed to accurately describe the HAXPES data despite the presence of strong plasmon excitations in the spectra. The configuration interaction parameters obtained from this analysis – in particular the hybridization strength $V_{\text{eff}}$ and the effective $f$ binding energy $\Delta_f$ – indicate a slightly stronger exchange interaction in CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ compared to CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$, and a significant increase in CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$. This shows the existence of a substantial amount of Kondo screening in these magnetically ordered systems and places the entire CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ family in the region of strong exchange interactions.

5.1 Introduction

In cerium compounds the localized $f$ electrons of the 4$f$ shell interact with the surrounding conduction electrons which leads to a screening of the localized $f$ spins (Kondo effect) as well as to an indirect Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) exchange interaction between the local spins. The latter leads to magnetic order with localized spins, the former to a non-magnetic
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ground state with partially delocalized $f$ electrons. The competition between these two effects governs the physics of Kondo lattice materials and is described in the Doniach phase diagram [57]. According to this phase diagram magnetically ordered ground states with localized $4f$ moments are expected in materials with small exchange interaction $J_{ex}$ and non-magnetic ones when $J_{ex}$ is large. A consequence of the hybridization between $f$ and conduction electrons is the opening of a hybridization gap close to the Fermi energy. In some of these compounds the Fermi energy falls into this gap so that the materials exhibit Kondo insulating, semiconducting or semimetallic behavior, depending on the gap structure (e.g. CeNiSn, CeBi$_4$Pt$_3$) [58]. The members of the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ family are classified as Kondo semiconductors with narrow, anisotropic gaps of the order of a few meV [4, 10, 36, 46, 48, 49].

In CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ Kondo screening appears large and the ground state is non-magnetic [4, 13, 46, 49]. However, the members with $M$ = Ru and Os exhibit antiferromagnetic order at fairly high temperatures of $T_N = 27$ K ($M$ = Ru) and 29 K ($M$ = Os) although there are signs of a considerable amount of Kondo screening according to macroscopic and neutron measurements [3, 4, 8, 9, 40]. Keeping in mind the RKKY interaction gets weaker with increasing distance between the local moments, it is amazing that magnetic order forms at all in these compounds, in which the Ce atoms are more than 5 Å apart [1, 2], and then even at such high ordering temperatures. Following the de Gennes scaling from the Gd equivalents would imply much lower ordering temperatures [4]. The peculiarity of the magnetic order has led to a plethora of intensive studies and made the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ compounds prominent examples for systems exhibiting unconventional order [5, 7, 11, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 36, 42–46, 48, 49, 51, 52, 59–74].

The Ce atoms are situated in a cage-like environment (space group Cmcm) [1, 2] and the $f$ electrons experience an orthorhombic crystal-electric field which is mainly responsible for the strong magnetic anisotropy $\chi_a > \chi_c > \chi_b$ above $T_N$ and to a large extent for the small ordered magnetic moments [4, 5, 36, 51, 52, 61]. The measured moments are only slightly reduced with respect to the crystal-field-only moments [52, 61]. Moreover, spin gaps have been found by inelastic neutron scattering for $M$ = Ru and Os in the ordered state (8 and 11 meV) and for $M$ = Fe in the paramagnetic state (12.5 meV) [9, 22, 40, 45]. The Kondo temperatures $T_K$ are estimated to be 52 K and 92 K for $M$ = Ru and Os, respectively, and beyond 300 K for $M$ = Fe [22, 64], which in the case of the Fe compound is comparable to the expected crystal-field splitting [22].

The mechanism of the magnetic order, with its ordered moments aligned along the $c$-axis and not the easy axis $a$, is still an open question. There are some experimental and theoretical suggestions for the Kondo screening having an impact on the magnetic order [42, 60]. For example, it is meant to be strongest along the $a$-direction and thus responsible for the unexpected orientation of the ordered moments [42]. This seems to be consistent with the findings of the hybridization being anisotropic [14, 43, 62]. Interestingly, susceptibility measurements, muon spin relaxation and neutron diffraction show that only small amounts of electron doping with Rh or Ir – corresponding to one extra $4d$ or $5d$ electron in CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ and CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$, respectively – suppress the Kondo screening and flip the ordered moments parallel to the easy axis $a$, while the ordering temperatures remain almost unchanged [67–69]. On the contrary, for light hole doping in CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ – by substituting Re for Os – the size of the ordered moments decreases significantly and their alignment along the hard axis $c$ is maintained [70]. A Re substitution of only 5 % suppresses the magnetic order completely [71].

It is desirable to quantify the Kondo interaction because of its apparent connection with the
magnetic order. We recall that weakly hybridized Ce systems are well localized and have a valence of three (Ce$^{3+}$) and a 4f occupancy $n_f = 1$ ($f^1$). The presence of strong hybridization leads to a partial delocalization of the $f$ electrons and the no longer integer-valent 4f ground state can then be written as a mixed state $|\Psi_{GS}\rangle = \alpha |f^0\rangle + \beta |f^1\rangle + \gamma |f^2\rangle$ with additional contributions of the divalent and tetravalent states ($f^2$ and $f^0$). Here $\gamma$ and $\gamma$ denote the number of ligand holes. The amount of $f^0$ quantifies the degree of delocalization, which in the case of a moderately large $\alpha^2$ is a synonym for the effectiveness of the Kondo screening. Core level spectroscopy techniques, like x-ray absorption or photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), are capable of seeing the different valence states because they involve the presence of a core-hole with an attractive potential which acts differently on the different $f^n$ states. As a result the states are re-ordered energetically: $|f^2\rangle$ becomes the lowest configuration (with $c$ denoting the core hole), followed by $|f^1\rangle$ (typically $\Delta E_{f^1} \approx 5$ eV) and $|f^0\rangle$ (typically $\Delta E_{f^0} \approx 11$ eV), yielding three spectral features which correspond to the final states with mainly $|c^2\rangle$, $|c^1\rangle$ and $|c^0\rangle$ character [75]. The corresponding spectral intensities $I(|c^2\rangle)$, $I(|c^1\rangle)$ and $I(|c^0\rangle)$ contain information about $\alpha^2$, $\beta^2$ and $\gamma^2$, respectively, so that the $f$ electron count $n_f = \beta^2 + 2\gamma^2$ can be deduced. Note, because of hybridization effects in the final state, the spectral intensities are not directly proportional to $\alpha^2$, $\beta^2$ and $\gamma^2$. The translation of $\alpha^n$ to the actual $f^n$ contributions $\alpha^2$, $\beta^2$ and $\gamma^2$ in the ground state is achieved using the full multiplet configuration interaction calculations as explained below. In the following we will use the short notation $f^0$, $f^1$ and $f^2$ only, omitting the explicit notation of the core and ligand holes for simplicity.

We have carried out hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) on the Ce 3d core levels of CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ in order to determine the occupancy of the 4f shell in CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$. Soft x-ray PES has proven to be a valuable technique for the investigation of the electronic states of rare earth compounds [76–78], but suffers from surface effects. Especially in correlated electron systems the degree of hybridization at the surface is known to be reduced with respect to the bulk [79–81]. The use of hard x-rays provides the bulk sensitivity needed to image the bulk electronic structure in these systems [81–83].

### 5.2 Experimental details

Polycrystals of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$, CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ were synthesized by arc melting under an argon atmosphere and the sample quality and stoichiometry were confirmed by powder x-ray diffraction and electron-probe microanalysis [46]. The HAXPES measurements were performed at the Taiwan beamline BL12XU at SPring-8, Japan, with an incident photon energy of 6.47 keV and at an incidence angle of 45$^\circ$. For the determination of $E_F$ the valence band spectrum of a Au film was measured. The excited photoelectrons were collected and analyzed (MB Scientific A-1 HE) in the horizontal plane at an emission angle of 45$^\circ$ in ultrahigh vacuum with a base pressure of 10$^{-9}$ mbar. Clean sample surfaces were obtained by cleaving the polycrystals in situ at low temperature ($T \leq 60$ K). Multiple single scans were recorded over a time period of several hours. Their reproducibility ensured that clean surfaces were maintained over time. The overall energy resolution was about 1 eV in the energy region of the Ce 3d emission.
5.3 Experimental results

In Fig. 5.1 the Ce 3d core level HAXPES spectra of CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ with $M =$ Ru (red), Os (blue), and Fe (green) are shown. For simplicity the different compounds are referred to as Ru, Os and Fe in the following. The measurements were carried out at 40 K for Fe and Os and at 60 K for Ru which is low enough to be in the Kondo regime. In the panels (a)-(c) the raw data are shown. All spectra exhibit very low statistical noise and were highly reproducible. The dashed black lines display the standard integral background as developed by Shirley [84].

The main emission lines at about 883 and 901.5 eV binding energy represent the predominant spin-orbit split Ce 3$d_{5/2}$ $f^1$ and 3$d_{3/2}$ $f^1$ multiplets. The mixed ground state character is reflected in additional spectral weight at the shoulders of the $f^1$ structures ($f^2$ contributions, $\sim$ 5.5 eV on the lower binding energy side). The 3$d_{3/2}$ $f^0$ feature comes up at $\sim$ 914 eV binding energy, whereas the 3$d_{5/2}$ $f^0$ largely overlaps with the 3$d_{3/2}$ $f^2$ features at about 895 eV. Strikingly, additional broad humps show up in all spectra at about 918 eV and in the Fe sample also around 860 eV (indicated by arrows in Fig. 5.1). These humps are identified as plasmon resonances [85].

As typical for cage-like structures, in the case of CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ the plasmon excitations originate from the polyhedral aluminum cage surrounding the Ce atom. Plasmon peaks of first and higher orders appear for each emission and multiplet line at a fixed energy distance. The main plasmonic contributions – which become notably visible at about 918 eV (see black arrows in Fig. 5.1) – belong to the Ce 3d emission and have unfortunately a large overlap with the 3$d_{3/2}$ $f^0$ feature, thereby preventing a direct extraction of its spectral weight. In CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ the Fe 2s emission at $\sim$ 845 eV gives rise to an additional plasmon satellite peaking at 860 eV. Its estimated contribution (up to third order) is shown in panel (a) of Fig. 5.1 as dashed orange line. Three Voigt profiles are used here and their intensity and line width is estimated on the basis of the Al 1s analysis (see 5.7). Overcoming the drawbacks due to the appearance of plasmons in the Ce 3d HAXPES spectra has been an important task for the data analysis.

In Fig. 5.1(d) the background-corrected and normalized Ce 3d core level HAXPES spectra of CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ with $M =$ Ru (red), Os (blue), and Fe (green) are shown. The integral backgrounds displayed in Fig 5.1(a)-(c) have been subtracted from the data and the spectra have been normalized to the integrated intensity between 870 and 940 eV. In the case of Fe the estimated contribution from the plasmon satellites belonging to the Fe 2s emission has also been subtracted. The energy positions of the different $f$ contributions are indicated by the black ruler at the bottom of Fig. 5.1(d). Additionally, for a better visualization of the spectral differences between the three compounds, the CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ spectrum is overlayed (gray curves) on the Ru and Os data. Comparing the three spectra with each other reveals already a qualitative trend for the $f$ occupancy: While the $f^1$ contributions to the spectrum decrease from Ru to Os to Fe, the $f^0$ (tiny spikes on top of the plasmon intensities) and $f^2$ spectral weights become more pronounced in the same direction. This points towards an increasing $f$ delocalization in the same order, in agreement with previous experimental findings [4, 13, 21, 22, 36, 59, 61, 72]. However, a quantitative extraction of the different $f^n$ contributions to the HAXPES spectrum requires an adequate modeling of the plasmon contributions arising from the Ce 3d emission lines.
5.3 Experimental results

Figure 5.1: Low temperature Ce 3d HAXPES spectra of CeM₂Al₁₀ with M = Ru (red), Os (blue), and Fe (green). (a)-(c) Data as measured, i.e. before background subtraction and normalization. The black arrows at ~ 918 eV indicate spectral weight due to plasmon contributions. In CeFe₂Al₁₀ another plasmon, originating from the Fe 2s emission, shows up. Its estimated contribution is plotted as orange dashed line in (a). The black dashed line in each panel shows the respective integral background. (d) Data after background subtraction and normalization. All data are normalized to the integrated intensity between 870 and 940 eV and the three spectra are displaced on the y-axis by an offset. For a better comparison, the CeFe₂Al₁₀ spectrum is additionally overlayed on the Ru and Os data (in gray). The black ruler at the bottom indicates the energy positions of the fⁿ contributions and the black arrows indicate spectral weight due to plasmon contributions.
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5.4 Quantitative analysis

5.4.1 Concept

Anderson proposed an impurity model to explain the moment of magnetic impurities in non-magnetic host metals [86]. The model was extended to the analysis of x-ray absorption and PES spectra of mixed valence Ce compounds by Gunnarsson and Schönhammer [87]. It considers a single $f$ state in a bath of electrons, which are described in a band model, and the hybridization between them. Examples for its successful application to PES, core level spectroscopy and x-ray absorption data can be found in Refs. [76–79, 88]. A more recent example are the 3$d$ core level HAXPES data of CeRu$_2$Si$_2$ and CeRu$_2$Ge$_2$ by Yano et al. [89] However, these descriptions do not include a multiplet calculation, despite the complex underlying multiplet structure resulting from the $f$-$f$ Coulomb and exchange interactions, because computing times would become unreasonably long.

For our case here we do need to include a full multiplet calculation because the line shapes in the Ce 3$d$ emission spectra, which are primarily determined by the underlying multiplet structure, are complicated by the strong plasmons. Each emission line of the two spin-orbit split 3$d$ multiplets gives rise to first and higher order plasmons, thus preventing a simple phenomenological assignment of the respective $f^n$ spectral weights with Gaussian and/or Lorentzian line profiles. In order to tackle this problem we had to combine a full multiplet calculation with a simpler form of the Anderson impurity model; simpler in order to keep computing times reasonable. This simplified form is a configuration interaction (CI) calculation in which the valence band is represented by a single ligand state. It captures the fundamental features of the core hole spectrum [90], i.e. it yields accurate $f^n$ contributions and the resulting CI parameters give insight into the exchange interaction $J_{ex}$. The consequences of the simplification are discussed in 5.8.

Plasmons appear at well-defined energy distances at higher binding energies ($\Delta E_n = nE_{plasmon}$) and the application of the full multiplet calculation allows the pinning of a plasmon and its multiples to each emission line with the same parameters for energy distance, line width and shape. The line shape parameters for the plasmon satellites can be determined from the Al 1$s$ single emission line in an independent measurement (see 5.7 and Fig. 5.3 therein), reducing the number of free fit parameters for the reconstruction of the spectra (Ce 3$d$ plus plasmons intensities). The combination of full multiplet and CI calculations (fm-CI), allows to extract the $f^n$ contributions despite strong plasmons.

The fm-CI simulations were performed with the XTLS 9.0 program [37]. They account for the intra-atomic 4$f$-4$f$ and 3$d$-4$f$ Coulomb and exchange interactions and the 3$d$ and 4$f$ spin-orbit coupling, as calculated with Cowan’s atomic structure code [91]. From earlier studies [52, 61], the reduction of the atomic Hartree-Fock values for the 4$f$-4$f$ and 3$d$-4$f$ Coulomb interactions are known to amount to $\sim 40\%$ and $\sim 20\%$, respectively. The hybridization effects between the $f$ and the conduction electrons are described by the $f$-$f$ Coulomb exchange ($U_{ff}$), the Coulomb interaction between $f$ electron and $d$ core hole ($U_{fc}$), the effective $f$ binding energy $\Delta_f$ (i.e. the energy difference between $f^0$ and $f^{1L}$ in the initial state) and the hybridization strength $V_{eff}$. Thus, in total there are four parameters plus line shape to be fitted (i.e. Lorentzian and Mahan broadening, see below). The energy distances between the $f^n$ features and their respective
intensities uniquely determine the four CI parameters. The plasmon line shape and properties are fixed by the independent analysis of the Al 1s measurements.

5.4.2 Simulation of Ce 3d spectra

For each Ce 3d multiplet line, plasmonic contributions up to the order of \( n = 3 \) are included using the line shape parameters and intensity ratios as determined in the analysis of the Al 1s spectra (see 5.7). Thus, each line profile consists of the main emission lines plus first, second and third order plasmon. The same line shape and intensity ratios were used for all 3d emission lines. Having fixed the line profiles, the spectra were calculated using the fm-CI routine.

This procedure is visualized in Fig. 5.2 (a), (b) and (c) for Fe, Os and Ru. In each panel the dots represent the low temperature Ce 3d HAXPES data (same color code as in Fig. 5.1). The multiplet simulation (orange curve) is broadened by a Gaussian function of 1 eV FWHM and a Lorentzian function of 1.3 eV FWHM to account for the instrumental resolution and lifetime broadening, respectively. In addition a Mahan function (cut-off parameter \( \xi = 1.8 \) eV, asymmetry factor \( \alpha = 0.65 \)) is used to account for the asymmetric line shape of the 3d emission (see Eq. (1) in 5.7). The red curves in Fig. 5.2 are the resulting broadened Ce 3d multiplet spectra. The dashed lines represent the plasmons (first (black), second (dark gray) and third order (gray)) which are replica of the red curve using the intensity scaling factors, energy shifts and broadening as obtained from the fits to the Al 1s spectra (see 5.7, Table 5.2). The black lines are the total fit to the data, i.e. the sum of the red curve (3d emission) and all dashed lines (plasmons). Note that a change of the configuration interaction parameters in the theoretical model not only changes the multiplet structure but also leads to different plasmon intensity contributions.

In the top rows of Table 5.1 the resulting \( f \) weights and the \( f \) electron count \( n_f \) are given. The corresponding fit parameters for the \( f-f \) Coulomb exchange \( (U_{ff}) \), the Coulomb interaction between \( f \) electron and 3d core hole \( (U_{fc}) \), the hybridization strength \( V_{\text{eff}} \) and the effective \( f \) binding energy \( \Delta_f \) (all given in eV) are listed in the bottom rows. These results describe the pure, background and plasmon corrected Ce 3d HAXPES spectra (red line curves in Fig. 5.2).

5.5 Discussion

There is an excellent agreement between the theoretical and the experimental spectra for all three compounds (see Fig. 5.2). All spectral features – including the different \( f^n \) contributions – and the plasmon humps are very well reproduced. The agreement is almost perfect for the Ce 3d\(_{5/2} \) emission lines since the corresponding energy region is hardly influenced by plasmons and the background contribution can be assumed to be well determined. On the other hand, also above 892 eV binding energy the general Ce 3d\(_{5/2} \) line shape and the \( f^0 \) and \( f^2 \) spectral features are nicely modeled by the fm-CI calculation. In particular, the \( f^0 \) feature can be extracted reliably because it consists of only one single emission line and, therefore, appears very narrow compared to background and plasmons.

The overall size of the resulting configuration interaction parameters (see Table 5.1) is comparable with the results of e.g. the HAXPES analysis of CeRu\(_3\)Si\(_2\) by Yano et al. [89] in which the Anderson impurity model is used without considering multiplet effects. In recent resonant PES measurements on CeM\(_2\)Al\(_{10}\) the energy separation of the \( f^0 \) feature is found to
Figure 5.2: Transfer of the Al plasmon properties – as extracted from the Al 1s spectra – to the fm-CI simulation of the Ce 3d core emission for (a) CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$, (b) CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ and (c) CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$. The experimental data is shown as green, blue and red dots, respectively (same as in Fig. 5.1). The simulated multiplet structure is shown as orange (unbroadened, scaled by $\times0.1$) and red (broadened) line curves. The calculated spectral weight due to plasmons (up to the third order) is represented by the dashed lines. The final simulations are represented by the black curves.
5.5 Discussion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CeRu$<em>2$Al$</em>{10}$</th>
<th>CeOs$<em>2$Al$</em>{10}$</th>
<th>CeFe$<em>2$Al$</em>{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f^0$</td>
<td>5.9(8) %</td>
<td>7.2(8) %</td>
<td>11.6(8) %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f^1$</td>
<td>91.7(8) %</td>
<td>90.1(8) %</td>
<td>85.0(8) %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f^2$</td>
<td>2.4(4) %</td>
<td>2.7(4) %</td>
<td>3.5(4) %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_f$</td>
<td>0.97(1)</td>
<td>0.96(1)</td>
<td>0.92(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{ff}$</td>
<td>8.6(2)</td>
<td>8.5(2)</td>
<td>8.0(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{fc}$</td>
<td>10.00(15)</td>
<td>10.00(15)</td>
<td>10.30(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{eff}$</td>
<td>0.214(5)</td>
<td>0.230(5)</td>
<td>0.268(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_f$</td>
<td>-2.4(1)</td>
<td>-2.3(1)</td>
<td>-1.9(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Results from fitting the background- and plasmon-corrected Ce 3$d$ HAXPES spectra of the Ce$_M$$_2$Al$_{10}$ compounds within the fm-CI model (see Fig. 5.2 for the corresponding simulations). In the top rows the determined $f^n$ contributions and $f$ electron count $n_f$ are given. The corresponding CI parameters are listed in the bottom rows: the $f$-$f$ Coulomb exchange $U_{ff}$, the Coulomb interaction between $f$ electron and 3$d$ core hole $U_{fc}$, the effective $f$ binding energy $\Delta_f$, and the hybridization strength $V_{eff}$ (all in eV). The margin of errors (given in parentheses) of all results in this table were estimated by variation of the parameter considered while keeping the others fixed.

be approximately 2 eV [74], which is consistent with our results for $|\Delta_f|$. The trend observed for the 4$f$ valence in Ref. [74] as well as in earlier core level x-ray photoemission studies [13, 21, 59] is also generally in agreement with our findings, although the deviations from integer valence are smaller. It should be noted that these studies do not reach the same bulk sensitivity due to the use of soft x-rays [80–83]. The probing depth for Ce 3$d$ core-level PES given by the photoelectrons’ inelastic mean free path at $h\nu = 6.47$ keV is about 85 Å, whereas for soft x-rays ($h\nu = 1000 – 1500$ eV) it amounts to 5 – 15 Å. Zekko et al. [72] investigated the substitution series Ce(Ru$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$)$_2$Al$_{10}$ by means of bulk-sensitive partial fluorescence yield x-ray absorption (PFY-XAS) at the Ce $L_3$ edge and also found a more pronounced difference between the Ce valence of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ ($n_f = 0.95$) and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ ($n_f = 0.89$).

The question arises to what extent the difference of surface sensitivity between HAXPES and PFY-XAS has an impact on the extraction of the $f^n$ contributions. The latter is a photon-in-photon-out technique and thereby provides a probing depth of the order of 10 μm, making PFY-XAS truly bulk-sensitive. The bulk sensitivity of high-energy Ce 3$d$ PES has been studied in detail by Braicovich et al. [82], showing that for $h\nu = 3.85$ keV the bulk contribution to the spectra already dominates. Hence, in the present CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ spectra for $h\nu = 6.47$ keV the remaining influence from the surface region is estimated to be non-relevant, especially because the samples were cleaved in situ under ultrahigh vacuum conditions and surface degradation with time was not observed.

While we believe that PFY-XAS is very powerful in determining small changes in the $f^n$ contributions with temperature and especially with pressure, we also believe that there are
non-negligible ambiguities in the absolute assignment of the spectral weights. PFY at the Ce L-edge measures the empty 5d density of states so that band structure determines the spectral distribution, giving rise to non-trivial line shapes. For example, most of the fits require a not further specified so-called satellite peak on the high energy side of the main $f^1$ feature [72, 92, 93]. Moreover, different groups place the $L_3$ edge jump at different energies (cf. Refs. [72, 92]) which may give rise to an absolute difference of a few percent in $n_f$. Band structure and lattice effects would have to be considered to describe the spectral shape and background, and be able to extract absolute values for the $f^n$ contributions, in particular to quantify the $f^0$ weight.

Back to the present HAXPES study, the analysis within the combined fm-CI model and the accurate treatment of the plasmon excitations gives a highly quantitative picture of the 4f ground state in the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ compounds. The results indicate a substantial delocalization of the $f$ electrons in all three compounds of the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ family – being slightly stronger in Os with respect to Ru and considerably larger in Fe. $V_{\text{eff}}$ increases and $|\Delta_f|$ decreases from Ru to Os to Fe, meaning that $J_{\text{ex}}$ is a little bit larger for Os compared to Ru and significantly greater for Fe. Here we assume $J_{\text{ex}}$ scales with the inverse of $|\Delta_f|$ and quadratically with $V_{\text{eff}}$. The increasing exchange interaction is consistent with the simultaneous increase of $f^0$ and $T_K$ when going from Ru to Os to Fe. In total we conclude that $J_{\text{ex}}$ is large. Consequently, due to the resulting moment screening the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ family has to be considered as a correlated material and the de Gennes scaling law has lost its validity to predict ordering temperatures. Intuitively, in the magnetic region of the Doniach phase diagram a large $J_{\text{ex}}$ should lead to high ordering temperatures when the $1/R^3$ dependent RKKY interaction has a large amplitude. However, the distance between the local moments in these compounds are very large so that the ordering temperatures can only be high, when the RKKY interaction is very effective. This points to band structure effects which are not contained in the Doniach model. Furthermore, while the absence of magnetic order in the Fe compound can be understood within the Doniach model, it is not possible to explain its existence in the presence of a substantial amount of delocalized $f$ electrons in the Ru and Os compounds. Both have as much $f^0$ in the ground state ($\approx 6\%$) as the non-magnetic compound CeRu$_2$Si$_2$ [89].

Local-density approximation (LDA) band structure calculations for CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ find higher transition-metal $d$ states in the vicinity of the Fermi level for $M = \text{Fe}$, relative to the Os 5$d$ and Ru 4$d$ density of states, thereby giving rise to a stronger hybridization between Fe 3$d$ and Ce 4$f$ states [13]. The total and partial density of states of Ru and Os show only minor differences. The LDA results qualitatively agree with the picture suggested by the interaction parameters in Table 5.1: The hybridization strength is only slightly higher in Os compared to Ru but clearly increases for the Fe compound.

The importance of the band structure is supported by the detailed macroscopic investigation of the CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ substitution series where Os has been substituted with Re and Ir [71]. Here hole doping (Re) increases the hybridization while electron doping (Ir) leads to a stronger $f$ electron localization. The important finding is that, as a function of substitution, the maximum in $T_N$ coincides with the maximum in the hybridization gap, thus pointing towards a connection between the two [71]. Further studies are on their way.

The coexistence of magnetic order and $f$ delocalization has been discussed in the context of the CeRh$_{1-x}$Co$_x$In$_5$ substitution series where the $f$ electrons, with increasing Co content,
change from fairly localized to more itinerant well inside the antiferromagnetic phase [94]. The Doniach phase diagram cannot capture this. When it comes to a theoretical description, the original continuum Anderson single impurity model treats the Kondo aspect and a two-impurity model the RKKY interactions – but in reality we are dealing with Kondo lattices. There have been some models which go beyond the Anderson impurity ansatz and yield both on-site Kondo and inter-site RKKY correlations. For example Zerec et al. [95] use the Kondo lattice model (KLM) ansatz for Kondo clusters and their results show the importance of the electron density of states for the competition of Kondo screening and RKKY interactions. Another model treating the two-impurity model analytically points out the importance of the local moment separation [96]. Recently, Hoshino and Kuramoto suggested an extended phase diagram based on the KLM in a simplified approach [65]. Here the on-site Kondo screening is obtained in a dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) and the RKKY interaction is added in a molecular field approximation to investigate how the mean-field magnetic states are influenced by the Kondo interaction. The model yields regions of coexisting RKKY interaction and Kondo screening for large exchange interactions and the authors point out that the Ru and Os compounds of the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ family fall into this region of coexistence, while the Fe compound is located in a region where magnetic order is suppressed due to the strong Kondo effect. However, none of the above mentioned theories is able to make quantitative predictions and we conclude that it would be highly desirable to have theories which also include explicitly hybridization gaps as well as crystal-field effects to account for possible anisotropies in the hybridization.

5.6 Summary

We have presented bulk-sensitive Ce 3$d$ HAXPES data of the Kondo semiconducting CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ family and shown that a quantitative analysis of the Ce 4$f$ valence is possible despite strong plasmonic contributions in the spectra. The data were analyzed using a full multiplet configuration interaction model in which a single ligand state is used to mimic the valence band. The impact of this simplification is discussed in the Appendix. On the basis of the full multiplet structure the line shapes of the $f^1$ and $f^2$ final states could be well described and the spectral background and the broad plasmon satellites consistently modeled, so that also the narrow $f^0$ feature was quantified, showing that strong $f^0$ contributions are present in the spectra of all three compounds of the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ family. The deduced configuration interaction parameters clearly indicate an increasing trend for $J_{\text{ex}}$ from Ru to Os to Fe and in general $J_{\text{ex}}$ is concluded to be large, showing the existence of $f$ delocalization (Kondo screening) in the presence of magnetic order (RKKY interaction).

This work was supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, Germany (Grant No. 583872), and a Grant-in-Aid of MEXT, Japan (Grant No. 26400363).

5.7 Appendix A: Plasmon properties

Here the determination of the plasmon properties from the Al 1$s$ HAXPES data shall be described. As mentioned in Sec. 5.3, the photoemission process often gives rise to plasmon satellites of first and higher order. The properties of these secondary excitations relative to the respective main
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order of plasmon n</th>
<th>CeRu$<em>2$Al$</em>{10}$</th>
<th>CeOs$<em>2$Al$</em>{10}$</th>
<th>CeFe$<em>2$Al$</em>{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scaling factor</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy shift $\Delta E_n$ (eV)</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>49.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorentzian FWHM (eV)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Summary of the properties of the Al plasmons in CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ as obtained from fitting the Al 1s HAXPES spectra. The scaling factor gives the plasmon intensity with respect to the main 1s emission line, $\Delta E_n$ is the energy distance relative to the position of the main line and in the last row the applied additional Lorentz broadening is noted.

emission line (i.e. intensity, energy distance and broadening) depend on the kinetic energy of the excited core electron. However, in the limit of large kinetic energies, as it is the case in this HAXPES experiment, this dependence becomes minor [97, 98]. We therefore can use the Al 1s spectrum for each compound to model quantitatively the plasmons contribution in the Ce 3d spectrum.

The Al 1s core level gives rise to a single well defined emission line without overlap with other core levels, thus is easy to model. Fig. 5.3 shows the background-corrected HAXPES Al 1s spectrum measured for CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ (black dots) at 40 K. For the background correction the standard integral background was used [84]. Apart from the main emission at 1558.5 eV the spectrum shows at least two plasmon satellites (first and second order) on the higher binding energy side. At around 1610 eV a third order plasmon is faintly visible. The 1s feature exhibits a slight asymmetric line shape, characteristic for metals [85] – which is also observable in the first plasmon peak – with a tail extending to higher binding energies. To simulate the spectrum the discrete emission line is convoluted with a Gaussian and a Lorentzian function of 1 eV and 0.2 eV FWHM, respectively. The so-called Mahan broadening function

$$B_{\text{Mahan}}(\omega) = \frac{\Theta(\omega)}{\Gamma(\alpha) \cdot \frac{\omega}{\xi}} \left(\frac{\omega}{\xi}\right)^{\alpha} e^{-\omega/\xi}$$  

(5.1)

describes the asymmetry. Here $\Theta(\omega)$ is the Heaviside step function and $\Gamma(\alpha)$ the Gamma function. The cut-off parameter is $\xi = 1.8$ eV and the asymmetry factor is about $\alpha = 0.5$ for all three compounds.

In a second step the plasmons are fitted: Each plasmon of the order n is generated by duplicating the main emission line, shifting it in energy ($\Delta E_n = nE_{\text{plasmon}}$) and adding it to the theoretical spectrum. The plasmon features are additionally broadened by a Lorentzian and scaled in intensity to match the experimental data. The broadening applied to the first order is doubled for the second order and tripled for the third order plasmon. The red line in Fig. 5.3 represents the fitting result for CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ containing the Al 1s emission and plasmon contributions up to the third order. The agreement between experiment and simulation is very good. The Al 1s spectra of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ and CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ have been analyzed correspondingly (not shown here), yielding an independent and complete characterization of the plasmon features for each sample. All fitting results are summarized in Table 5.2. The plasmon attributes obtained
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Figure 5.3: Low temperature HAXPES spectrum of the Al 1s core level and its plasmon satellites, measured on CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$. The black dots show the experimental data and the red line represents the simulation of the 1s emission including the plasmon contributions up to the third order (see text). The blue ruler at the bottom marks the energy position of the plasmon peaks relative to the main line.

from the Al 1s spectra of the three compounds show a high resemblance, nevertheless there are faint but notable differences – especially regarding the energy positions (see Table 5.2).

5.8 Appendix B: Consequences of the fm-CI model

Here the consequences of using the fm-CI model, which has been applied for the analysis of the present HAXPES data, shall be discussed. The essential simplification is the representation of the valence states by one ligand state, i.e. by an infinitely narrow band. This model reproduces the main features of the core level spectra (see e.g. Ref. [90]) and has the great advantage that the computational aspect becomes easy to handle, so that it can be combined with a full multiplet calculation. However, it fails to account for the low-energy excitations, as e.g. in valence band PES [99], and does not give realistic values for the Kondo temperature and RKKY interaction, since for these the host band must be included explicitly. Yet, for the Ce 3d core level spectra in which the energy separation between the $c^0$, $c^1L$, and $c^2L$ configurations are large, the effect of the host band is to produce asymmetric line shapes, which can be taken into account by the use of the Mahan function.

Another artifact of the fm-CI is the overestimation of the contribution of the $J = 7/2$ multiplet in the ground state. Here we recall that in cerium the spin-orbit splitting ($\Delta_{SO} \approx 0.3$ eV) is often of the order of the hybridization $V_{eff}$ (see Table 5.1) so that the higher multiplet intermixes with the ground state, the more the stronger the hybridization [100]. Assuming a realistic bandwidth
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Figure 5.4: Ionic simulation of the Ce 3d PES spectra of the pure \( J = 5/2 \) (red) and \( J = 7/2 \) (gray) states. The calculations are shown both before (underlying multiplet structure scaled by \( \times 0.1 \)) and after the broadening functions have been applied. Here the same Gaussian, Lorentzian and Mahan broadening as in the simulations of the CeM₂Al₁₀ HAXPES spectra (Fig. 5.2) are used. The blue curve is the weighted sum of 69 % \( J = 5/2 \) and 31 % \( J = 7/2 \). The experimental data of CeFe₂Al₁₀ (green dots) and the corresponding final simulation (black curve) are also shown (displaced on the y-axis by an offset).

Instead of a single ligand state, these contributions are weighted and contribute much less than in the fm-CI model. Nevertheless van der Laan et al. concluded from their Anderson impurity calculation with 3 eV broad bands and their XAS M-edge data that in intermediate valent compounds like CePd₃ the \( J = 7/2 \) contribution may be as high as 30 % [100].

For the \( J = 7/2 \) contributions in the ground state our fm-CI calculations yield about 19 % in the case of Ru, 22 % for Os and approximately 31 % for the Fe compound. This shows nicely how the intermixing of the higher multiplet increases with increasing hybridization. Actually, the presence of a larger amount of \( J = 7/2 \) in the Fe compound is also experimentally confirmed by the line shape of the Ce M₅ edge as measured with soft x-ray absorption in a previous experiment [61]. The low energy peak of the M₅ edge is expected to become stronger for larger contributions of \( J = 7/2 \) in the ground state [100] which is in agreement with our observation (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [61] or Fig. 1(c) in Ref. [74]). However, back to the HAXPES simulations, we know that in a full band model the intermixing with the higher multiplet would be weaker than the numbers above from the fm-CI calculations may suggest. Furthermore, we know that the line shape of the Ce 3d \( J = 7/2 \) emission multiplet differs from the \( J = 5/2 \) one (see thin red and gray lines in Fig. 5.4). Hence the question arises whether the erroneous amount of \( J = 7/2 \) influences the outcome of \( f^0 \) contribution in the initial state.

An estimation of this error is given by Fig. 5.4, where the ionic simulations (\( f^1 \) only) of
the Ce 3d PES spectra of the pure $J = 5/2$ (red curves) and $J = 7/2$ (gray curves) states are compared. Both the underlying multiplet structure and the broadened ionic spectra are shown; here the same broadening functions as in the final fm-CI simulations of the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ HAXPES spectra are used. The blue curve in Fig. 5.4 represents the weighted sum of the pure $J$ spectra, using 69% of $J = 5/2$ and 31% of $J = 7/2$. This corresponds to the mixing in the final fm-CI simulation for CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$, which is shown in the same panel (shifted upwards by an offset) together with the experimental data. Note that in the final simulation shown in Fig. 5.2 the different $f^n$ contributions cannot be easily separated since their multiplet lines partly overlap. Thus, a direct extraction of the $f^1$-only contribution is not possible. Instead, consulting the ionic simulations allows to quantitatively compare the $J = 5/2$ and $J = 7/2$ line shapes.

Comparing the red and the blue curve in Fig. 5.4 shows that the presence of $J = 7/2$ has only minor effects on the spectral line shape although the $J = 7/2$-contribution is appreciable (31%). The Ce 3d$_{5/2}$ feature (880 – 890 eV) in the weighted sum (blue) is nearly identical to the pure $J = 5/2$ (red). The differences in the Ce 3d$_{5/2}$ region are only slightly larger. At most, the intensity ratio between the spin-orbit split Ce 3d$_{5/2}$ $f^1$ and 3d$_{5/2}$ $f^1$ multiplets is affected – the possible error amounts to about 4%, meaning an error of less than ±0.5% for the $f^0$ contribution. Here the systematic uncertainties due to background and plasmon corrections are more essential so that we conclude the error in the fm-CI model due to the overestimation of the $J = 7/2$ multiplet in the ground state is small and in particular does not influence the result for $f^0$. 
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6 Revisting the crystal-field ground state in the Kondo semimetal CeNiSn

6.1 Introduction

Among the diversity of ground states in heavy-fermion systems the low-carrier Kondo insulating state gives rise to deviant magnetic, thermodynamic and transport behavior at low temperatures. The interaction of the highly localized \( f \) electrons with the sea of conduction electrons leads to a narrow hybridization gap close to the Fermi level, and depending on the detailed gap structure and the chemical potential in these systems, a Kondo insulator or semiconductor can evolve. Theoretically, Kondo insulators are regarded as highly renormalized band insulators since band structure calculations yield significantly larger gap sizes than observed in optical, magnetic or transport measurements. A more comprehensive introduction to Kondo insulators is given in Chapter 1. CeNiSn was one of the first cerium-based HF compounds to be classified as narrow-gap Kondo insulator \[1, 2\]. It is regarded as a special representative of this class because it has a non-cubic structure and a particularly small energy gap. Actually, a small overlap between conduction and valence band make the properties of CeNiSn rather semimetallic \[3, 4\]. CeNiSn has an orthorhombic \( \text{\textcopyright} \)–TiNiSn-type crystal structure (space group \( \text{\textcopyright} \)\( \text{\textcopyright} \)) \[5\], giving rise to strong anisotropic behavior in transport, magnetic and thermal properties. Its characteristics were well studied and can be reviewed for example in Ref. \[4\]. The Kondo temperature is estimated to be \( \text{T}_K = 54 \text{ K} \) \[6\]. The gapped behavior and a strong gap anisotropy can be seen in resistivity, specific heat and NMR measurements \[2, 7–10\], as well as in tunneling spectroscopy \[11\]. Photoelectron spectroscopy studies were carried out to obtain a better understanding of the electronic structure \[12–14\], and found a finite density of state at the Fermi level and the presence of hybridization – predominantly between \( \text{Ce} \, 4f \) and \( \text{Sn} \, sp \) and between \( \text{Ce} \, 4f \) and \( \text{Ni} \, 3d \) electrons – which leads to the (weak) intermediate valence character of CeNiSn. No signs of magnetic order were observed down to lowest temperatures \[7\], however, neutron scattering experiments gave proof for the existence of a temperature- and \( Q \)-dependent spin gap \[15, 16\]. Below the coherence temperature weak one-dimensional antiferromagnetic correlations develop, indicating the proximity of the ground state to an antiferromagnetic instability.

In the search of a theoretical description for the unusual pseudogap formation in CeNiSn, different models have been proposed, all of which either require a certain crystalline electric field (CEF) splitting or a particular crystal-field ground state symmetry. The proposed theories are nicely summarized in the work of So et al. \[17\] but still shall be briefly recapped here. Kikoin et al. \[18\] considered the so-called spin-liquid picture \[19, 20\], in which the interaction between the itinerant heavy fermions and the localized CEF excitations can explain the low-temperature anomalies and the formation of the pseudogap in the limit of a weak CEF splitting. Here the condition \( k_B T_K \gg \Delta E_{1/2} \) is required, where \( \Delta E_{1/2} \) are the CEF splittings between the ground state and the first/second excited Kramer’s doublet and \( k_B T_K \) the energy scale given by the
Kondo temperature. Ikeda and Miyake [21] modeled the anisotropic semiconductor by taking into account the $k$-dependence of the hybridization between conduction and $f$ electrons ($c$-$f$ hybridization), from which the CEF ground state follows to consist mainly of $|5/2, \pm 3/2\rangle$. The importance of the CEF symmetry was pointed out also in a similar approach [22], where a pure $|5/2, \pm 1/2\rangle$ ground state is found. Another theory by Moreno and Coleman [23] discussed the role of Hund’s interaction between the $f$ electrons for the selection of a nodal Kondo semimetal state – and speaks in favor of a mixed-$J_{\text{alt}}$ state with octahedral symmetry.

Since all these theories agree in explaining certain properties of CeNiSn, a direct determination of the ground-state wave function is needed to clarify which model is the most appropriate. The common technique is inelastic neutron scattering (INS) and attempts were made without obtaining a clear result [24–26]. The CEF excitations are very broad due to the presence of strong $c$-$f$ hybridization and, additionally, overlapping phonon peaks hamper the analysis. In Ref. [26] a very broad CEF excitation around 40 meV was reported, but the lower CEF peak could not be observed. INS has also been performed on Pt- and Cu-doped CeNiSn [17, 27], where the doping drives the system into a more localized state, leading to significantly sharper excitations: Here the crystal-field energies of CePt$_{0.2}$Ni$_{0.8}$Sn were found to be 18.1 meV and 32.6 meV [27], and also in CeNi$_{0.85}$Cu$_{0.15}$Sn two distinct magnetic excitations around 20 meV and 35 meV were observed [17]. These findings already disqualify the spin-liquid theory by Kikoin et al. since the CEF splittings apparently are larger than $k_B T_K$. On the basis of a trigonal CEF Hamiltonian a theoretical fit of the INS data of CeNi$_{0.85}$Cu$_{0.15}$Sn was provided in Ref. [17], yielding two possible ground-state wave functions; namely a pure $|5/2, \pm 3/2\rangle$, which would be in favor of the Ikeda and Miyake model, and a mixed state comprised of $|5/2, \pm 1/2\rangle$ and $|5/2, \mp 5/2\rangle$, which would speak for the theory by Moreno and Coleman.

In order to complete the crystal-field picture of CeNiSn and understand the nature of its pseudogap, we have carried out linearly polarized soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ edge. Especially in $f$ electron systems, when INS is limited due to phonon contributions or broad line widths, soft XAS has been established as complementary, highly useful and reliable technique for the determination of the CEF ground-state wave function, as explained in Sec. 2.1.3. The sensitivity to the initial state symmetry is achieved by exploiting the polarization dependence of the absorption for light polarized parallel to the different crystallographic directions. The method has been successfully applied to tetragonal and orthorhombic Ce systems, as well as to Yb compounds (see Chapters 3 and 4 and references in Sec. 2.1.3). Thus, it is most promising to study also the orthorhombic Kondo semiconductor CeNiSn by means of polarization-dependent XAS to unambiguously clarify the crystal-field ground state and thereby elucidate the mechanism behind the gap formation.

### 6.2 Experimental details

Single crystalline CeNiSn was grown by the Czochralski tri-arc technique at the University of Birmingham [26]. Small sized samples of about $2 \times 2 \times 2$ mm$^3$ were cut from an ingot and their orientation and high quality were verified by Laue x-ray diffraction, on the basis of the structure information reported in Ref. [5], and static magnetic susceptibility measurements.

The polarization-dependent XAS measurements were carried out at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France, at the undulator beamline ID08. The overall energy resolution at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ edge ($h\nu \approx 870 - 910$ eV) was about 0.2 eV. To ensure clean sample surfaces, the single crystals were cleaved in situ under ultra high vacuum conditions at a pressure of $\sim 5 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar. The absorption spectra were recorded at normal incidence in the total electron yield (TEY) mode and were normalized to the incident photon flux as measured on the refocusing mirror. One crystal was mounted with the $a$ axis and another one with the $b$ axis parallel to the Poynting vector of the incoming light, such that the absorption could be investigated for light polarized parallel to all three crystallographic directions, namely $E \parallel a$, $E \parallel b$ and $E \parallel c$. Recording the spectra for $E \parallel c$ on both samples allows to normalize the three polarizations to each other. The use of an undulator beamline permits an easy switching of the polarization without moving the sample, which guarantees that the same sample spot is probed. Inhomogeneities in the crystals and surface deterioration were ruled out by probing different areas on the sample and repeating the measurement for the initial temperature at the end of a temperature series.

6.3 Theoretical details

The Ce $M_{4,5}$ XAS spectra were simulated using the ionic full multiplet approach as implemented in the XTLS 8.3 program [28] and as successfully applied to the orthorhombic and tetragonal cerium heavy-fermion compounds before. The atomic parameters [29] for the $4f-4f$ and $3d-4f$ Coulomb and exchange interactions and the $3d$ and $4f$ spin-orbit coupling are given by reduced Hartree-Fock values. From fitting the isotropic spectra the reductions were found to be approximately 40% for the $4f-4f$ and 20% for the $3d-4f$ interactions. The spin-orbit interactions are reduced by a few percent only. Applying an ionic approach is justified as long as the crystal-field splittings are large compared to the Kondo temperature [30]. This is the case for CeNiSn where $k_B T_K \approx 4.7$ meV and INS experiments on Cu-doped CeNiSn [17] suggest an overall CEF splitting larger than $\sim 18$ meV.

CeNiSn crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group $Pn2_1a$ [5]. The true CEF symmetry is determined by the local environment of the Ce$^{3+}$ rare earth ion, which in the case of CeNiSn is given by the monoclinic point group $C_s$. The spin-orbit split $J = 5/2$ and $J = 7/2$ multiplets divide into three and four Kramer’s doublets, respectively. Considering only the low-lying $J = 5/2$ multiplet, the general CEF Hamiltonian for monoclinic symmetry reads:

$$H_{CEF}^{\text{mono}} = B_0^2 \hat{O}_2^0 + B_2^2 \hat{O}_2^2 + B_2^{-2} \hat{O}_2^{-2} + B_0^4 \hat{O}_4^0 + B_4^2 \hat{O}_4^2 + B_4^{-2} \hat{O}_4^{-2} + B_4^4 \hat{O}_4^4 + B_4^{-4} \hat{O}_4^{-4}$$ (6.1)

Here $\hat{O}_n^m$ are the Stevens operator equivalents and $B_n^m$ the crystal-field parameters. Consequently, in order to fully describe a monoclinic CEF, eight $B_n^m$ parameters are needed, making an unambiguous fitting of the polarization-dependent XAS data impossible. However, the monoclinic distortions in CeNiSn can be regarded as small and the local symmetry can be approximated by the trigonal point group $D_{3d}$ [17, 25], with the threefold rotational symmetry around the crystallographic $a$ axis. For the description of a trigonal CEF the number of parameters reduces to three and the corresponding Hamiltonian can be written as:

$$H_{CEF}^{\text{tri}} = B_2^0 \hat{O}_2^0 + B_4^0 \hat{O}_4^0 + B_4^2 \hat{O}_4^2$$ (6.2)
The eigenfunctions of the three $J = 5/2$ Kramer’s doublets can be represented in the basis of $|J_z⟩$ and in the case of a threefold rotational symmetry these states can be a mixture of $|J_z = ±1/2⟩$ and $|J_z = ±5/2⟩$ or a pure $|J_z = ±3/2⟩$; therefore they can be written as

$$\begin{align*}
|2⟩ &= |±3/2⟩ \\
|1⟩ &= \alpha|±1/2⟩ - \beta|±5/2⟩ \\
|0⟩ &= \beta|±1/2⟩ + \alpha|±5/2⟩
\end{align*}$$

with $\alpha^2 + \beta^2 = 1$. Note that $|0⟩$, $|1⟩$ and $|2⟩$ do not refer to an energetic order here. The crystal-field parameters $B_{0}^{0}$, $B_{0}^{4}$ and $B_{3}^{4}$ determine the mixing factor $\alpha$ and the transition energies $\Delta E_1$ and $\Delta E_2$ to the first and second excited CEF doublet, and vice versa. Meaning that, as in the tetragonal case [30], the trigonal CEF scheme can be equivalently expressed either by the $B_{n}^{m}$ or the transition energies and $\alpha$.

The authors of Ref. [17], who measured Cu-doped CeNiSn with INS, found two magnetic excitations at $\Delta E_1 ≈ 18$ meV and $\Delta E_2 ≈ 32$ meV and were able to describe their data with two different sets of CEF parameters, each yielding a different CEF ground state. Model 1 yields a mixed ground state of type $|0⟩$ and Model 2 a pure $|±3/2⟩$ ground state. Since each pure $|J_z⟩$ has its own characteristic linear dichroism (LD) [30], a significant difference in the polarization dependence is expected for the two solutions. Linearly polarized XAS provides a straightforward tool to clarify which crystal-field ground state forms in CeNiSn.

### 6.4 Results

The linearly polarized XAS spectra of CeNiSn measured at $T = 15$ K are shown in Fig. 6.1. The actual point symmetry of the cerium ion is monoclinic, hence the XAS spectrum was recorded for the polarization along each main crystallographic axis, i.e. $E || a$, $E || b$ and $E || c$. The 15 K data are representative for the ground state since there are no low-lying CEF states according to INS [17, 26] (see Sec. 6.1).

First, the general anisotropy of the XAS spectra in Fig. 6.1 shall be discussed. Both the $M_5$ and the $M_4$ edge show a clear polarization dependence in all three directions, as it is expected for a monoclinic crystal field. On the contrary, a trigonal crystal field (with $a$ being the threefold rotational symmetry axis) would not give any anisotropy in the $b$-$c$ plane because within its dipole limits XAS is insensitive to symmetries higher than twofold, i.e. the spectra for $E || b$ and $E || c$ would look the same. This is obviously not the case and confirms that in CeNiSn monoclinic distortions are present. However, on closer inspection (especially of the $M_5$ edge) the line shapes for $E || b$ and $E || c$ show a strong resemblance, whereas the spectrum for $E || a$ clearly features a different spectral shape. Hence, the polarization dependence confirms the proximity to trigonal symmetry. The application of a trigonal CEF model is therefore justified and also more favorable because it limits the number of crystal-field parameters. The error in the ground-state wave function made by neglecting the monoclinic distortions is regarded to be small (see discussion below).

Next, we consider the trigonal CEF models found by So et al. [17] with INS on Cu-doped CeNiSn and calculate the linearly polarized XAS spectra for both solutions with the full multiplet routine. The threefold $a$ axis is chosen as quantization axis. Model 1 refers to the scenario in
which the ground state is composed by a mixture of $|\pm 1/2\rangle$ and $|\mp 5/2\rangle$. Model 2 describes the pure $|\pm 3/2\rangle$ ground state. The mixing factor $|\alpha|$ of the mixed ground state is slightly modified compared to the result in Ref. [17]. The resulting calculated spectra for the polarization parallel and perpendicular to the quantization axis $a$ are shown in Fig. 6.2(a) (bottom and middle curves). Here the spectra for $E \parallel b$ and $E \parallel c$ are not distinguished since they are identical. In addition, the experimental data of Fig. 6.1 are replotted at the top of Fig. 6.2(a) but, for a better comparison to the trigonal calculations, the XAS spectrum for $E \perp a$ is calculated as $\frac{1}{2}(E \parallel b + E \parallel c)$. In Fig. 6.2(b) the experimental LD ($E \perp a - E \parallel a$) and the LD for both models is shown, enlarged by a factor of four.

The disagreement between Model 2 and the experimental data is obvious. In the simulation the difference between the absorption within the trigonal $b$-$c$ plane ($E \perp a$) and perpendicular to it ($E \parallel a$) rather shows a reversed behavior in comparison to the experimentally observed polarization dependence (see panel (b) of Fig. 6.2). In particular the line shape of the $E \parallel a$ spectrum does not match the measurement at all. On the other hand Model 1 is in fairly good accordance with the polarized XAS measurement. By slightly varying the mixing factor from $|\alpha| = 0.73$ (original CEF ground state solution from Ref. [17]) to $|\alpha| = 0.77$, the spectrum for $E \parallel a$ can be perfectly reproduced. The calculation for $E \perp a$, i.e. for the in-plane polarization, also basically agrees with the data for $E \perp a = \frac{1}{2}(E \parallel b + E \parallel c)$ – see light blue curve at the top of Fig. 6.2(a) and LD in panel (b) – indicating the closeness to trigonal symmetry. We therefore conclude the deviation from the trigonal Model 1 is small and the mixed state of predominating $|\pm 1/2\rangle$ and $|\mp 5/2\rangle$ contributions gives an excellent description of the CEF ground state in CeNiSn.

The nearest neighbor environment of the Ce ions from an isometric side view and a top view onto the trigonal $b$-$c$ plane are shown by the crystal structure in Fig. 6.3(a). The closeness to trigonal symmetry becomes clear when looking onto the $b$-$c$ plane. Along the $a$-direction

![Figure 6.1: Experimental low-temperature linearly polarized soft XAS data of CeNiSn at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ absorption edge for $E \parallel a$, $E \parallel b$ and $E \parallel c$. For the crystallographic orientation the structure information reported in Ref. [5] was used.](image-url)
Figure 6.2: (a) The top set of spectra are the experimental data from Fig. 6.1 but with $E \perp a = \frac{1}{2}(E \parallel b + E \parallel c)$. The bottom and middle set of spectra for $E \parallel a$ and $E \perp a$ represent the two calculations in trigonal approximation based on the ground state solutions found in Ref. [17] (see text for details). (b) Comparison of the measured (green) LD and the LD resulting from the two model calculations (Model 1 in black, Model 2 in gray) enlarged by a factor of four.
6.4 Results

Figure 6.3: (a) Crystal structure of CeNiSn showing the nearest neighbor environment of the Ce ions. A side view and a top view onto the $b$-$c$ plane are shown. (b) Spatial distributions of the $4f$ electrons as resulting from the two trigonal CEF models discussed in the text.

the crystal structure is basically comprised by hexagonal Ni-Sn rings alternating with Ce ions (see side view). In Fig. 6.3(b) the spatial distributions of the $4f$ electrons for the two trigonal CEF models are depicted from the same perspectives. While the orbital of the pure $|\pm 3/2\rangle$ has the well-known yo-yo shape and is isotropic within the trigonal plane, the orbital resulting from Model 1 is less extended along the quantization axis $a$ and features a threefold rotational symmetry around this axis, as can be nicely seen in the top view representation. Considering these orbitals in the crystalline environment, the importance of the exact shape of the ground-state orbital – in particular for the hybridization with the ligand ions – becomes evident.

Information about the excited CEF states can be obtained by investigating the temperature dependence of the linear dichroism. With increasing temperature the excited Kramer’s doublets are partially occupied and the contribution of the higher states modifies the polarization dependence of the absorption, so that to a certain extent the excitation energies and symmetry of the excited states can be deduced. In Fig. 6.4(a) the measured temperature-dependent XAS spectra of CeNiSn from 15 K to 250 K are shown. For a better visualization the illustration is focused on the $M_5$ edge and as in Fig. 6.2 the spectra for $E \parallel a$ and $E \perp a$ are presented. In the bottom panel the respective difference spectra $E \perp a - E \parallel a$ are shown, enlarged by a factor of four. At 50 K the LD remains unchanged compared to 15 K, and it is only faintly reduced at 100 K (magenta curve). Above 100 K a significant reduction of the LD sets in and continues until 250 K without reversing its sign. We can conclude that the excited CEF levels essentially start becoming populated above 100 K. Fig. 6.4(b) displays the theoretically expected polarization-dependent spectra for the...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>triginal CEF Model 1</th>
<th>triginal CEF Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>\text{GS}\rangle)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B_2^0)</td>
<td>-0.454</td>
<td>-0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B_4^0)</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B_4^3)</td>
<td>-1.807</td>
<td>-1.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta E_1)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta E_2)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Summary of the CEF models discussed in the text. For each the ground-state wave function \(|\text{GS}\rangle\), the Stevens parameters \(B_n^m\) and the energy splittings from the ground state to the first (\(\Delta E_1\)) and second (\(\Delta E_2\)) excited CEF level are given (all in meV). The parameters for Model 2 are taken from Ref. [17]. The solution describing both the low-temperature data and the temperature dependence best is printed in bold.

different temperatures on the basis of Model 1, i.e. with a pure \(|\pm 3/2\rangle\) at \(\Delta E_1 = 18\) meV and \(\alpha |\pm 1/2\rangle - \sqrt{1 - \alpha^2} |\mp 5/2\rangle\) with |\(\alpha | = 0.77 at \(\Delta E_2 = 32\) meV. The simulation qualitatively agrees with the experimental observations at the \(M_5\) edge: The right peak of the \(E || a\) spectrum gains spectral weight with increasing temperature, and at the same time for \(E \perp a\) the left shoulder becomes more pronounced. However, the calculation yields a faster decrease of the LD than the measurement (cf. bottom panels in Fig. 6.4); for example at 100 K a substantial reduction of LD is predicted, whereas the measurement at 100 K basically resembles the low temperature data. A closer look at the \(E || a\) data reveals that here the right peak exceeds the left peak at about 200 K, whereas in the calculation this already happens at 150 K. This is indicated by the green oval in Fig. 6.4(b). These rather faint quantitative discrepancies can be corrected for by assuming larger crystal-field splittings. This is realized in Fig. 6.4(c). Here the same simulation as in (b) is shown but with the first excited CEF doublet at 24 meV and the second one at 35 meV. With these CEF splittings the right and left peak become of the same height at about 200 K (see green oval), so that the calculation now nicely reproduces the measured temperature dependence and the relative changes in the LD are well modeled.

Note that assuming the other mixed state of type \(|1\rangle\) (see equations (6.3); with |\(\alpha | = 0.77 instead of a pure \(|\pm 3/2\rangle\) as first excited state, would lead to a nearly identical temperature dependence because both states exhibit a similar polarization dependence. Therefore, in the present case the symmetry of the excited CEF levels cannot be inferred from XAS and we have to rely on the previous findings. The three CEF models used for the simulations in Fig. 6.2 and 6.4 are summarized in Table 6.1. The left column gives the set of triginal CEF parameters for the mixed ground state with |\(\alpha | = 0.77 and the excited CEF states at 24 and 35 meV. The middle column refers to the same state with energy splittings of 18 and 32 meV, and the right column refers to the triginal CEF Model 2 with the pure \(|\pm 3/2\rangle\) ground state. All parameters and energies are given in meV.
Figure 6.4: (a) Measured temperature-dependent XAS spectra of CeNiSn at the Ce $M_5$ edge. (b) Calculation of the Ce $M_5$ edge temperature dependence for Model 1 with crystal-field energy splittings of $\Delta E_1 = 18$ meV and $\Delta E_2 = 32$ meV, and (c) $\Delta E_1 = 24$ meV and $\Delta E_2 = 35$ meV. The bottom panels in (a) – (c) show the respective difference spectra ($E \perp a - E \parallel a$) for each temperature, enlarged by a factor of four.
6 Discussion

From the analysis of the linearly polarized XAS data at 15 K we have clearly identified the ground-state wave function of CeNiSn in a trigonal approximation, and from the temperature dependence of the linear dichroism we further obtain an estimate for the excited CEF state energies. Here one should keep in mind that the CEF energies in Ref. [17] were determined for Cu-doped CeNiSn. Although the authors therein state that the peak position of the CEF excitations are not expected to change much upon doping at the Ni site, the actual CEF energies might be slightly different in undoped CeNiSn. With ΔE_1 = 18 meV and ΔE_2 = 32 meV the temperature dependence (Fig. 6.4b) is already reproduced quite well, nevertheless our results – in agreement with the observed broad CEF excitation at 40 meV [26] – suggest slightly higher-lying excited Kramer’s doublets. By varying the CEF energies, we were able to quantitatively model the reduction of the LD with increasing temperature with the first excited CEF doublet at ≈ 24 meV and the second one at ≈ 35 meV (Fig. 6.4c).

The resulting crystal-field scheme can be used to calculate the temperature dependence of the static susceptibility. The magnetic field operator \( \hat{H}^{\text{mag}} = B \cdot (L + 2S) \) is added to the Hamiltonian, and after diagonalization and determination of the eigenfunctions and eigenenergies the magnetization follows from the Boltzmann-weighted expectation value of the corresponding operator. In Fig. 6.5 the calculated CEF-only susceptibility \( \chi_{\text{CEF}}(T) \) is shown for \( B \parallel a \) (black line) and \( B \perp a \) (orange line) together with the experimental data \( \chi_{\text{exp}}(T) \), taken from Ref. [31], for the three crystallographic directions (symbols). For the calculations \( B = 4.65 \, \text{T} \) is assumed. Naturally, the trigonal CEF model again does not yield any anisotropy between the \( b \) and \( c \) axis, nevertheless \( \chi_{\text{CEF}} \) bears resemblance to the experimental observation: The easy axis \( a \) and the qualitative trend with rising temperature are nicely reproduced. In the measured susceptibility the deviation from \( \text{Ce}^{3+} \) Curie-Weiss behavior, the suppressed susceptibility along \( b \) and \( c \) and the weak temperature dependence of \( \chi_{\text{exp}}^b \) and \( \chi_{\text{exp}}^c \) indicate the influence of magnetic interactions and an anisotropic Kondo effect [1, 32], which are not accounted for in the calculation. The pronounced peak in \( \chi_{\text{exp}}^a \) is suggested to be connected to antiferromagnetic correlations of quasiparticles [1]. Thus, for a complete quantitative description, molecular and/or exchange fields and anisotropic hybridization effects between 4f and conduction electrons have to be considered. Lower-lying excited CEF states would deteriorate the agreement between \( \chi_{\text{CEF}}(T) \) and the data, which can be seen as a further confirmation that the CEF energies suggested by the INS results on Cu-doped CeNiSn are too low. However, the changes in \( \chi_{\text{CEF}}(T) \) when varying \( \Delta E_1, 2 \) are small. The magnetic moments deduced from the trigonal CEF ground-state wave function 0.63(1 ± 0.77) ≈ 5/2) are \( \mu_{\text{CEF}}^a = 1.08 \, \mu_B \) for the \( a \) direction and \( \mu_{\text{CEF}}^c = 0.48 \, \mu_B \) perpendicular to \( a \). Here an infinitesimal small temperature and magnetic field along the respective directions have been taken into account.

In the XAS data (Fig. 6.1) some spectral weight originating from a small 4f\(^0\) contribution in the ground state reflects the delocalization of the 4f electrons due to c-f hybridization. This spectral weight becomes evident as weak humps on the high energy side of the \( M_5 \) and \( M_4 \) absorption edges at about 888 eV and 906 eV. From analyzing the integrated intensities of the 4f\(^0\) humps in the isotropic spectrum (after subtraction of a linear background, cf. Ref. [33]), the 4f\(^0\) weight is found to be minor (≤ 1 %). Its size is comparable to the result for CeRu_2Al_10 (Chapter 4), for which the detailed HAXPES investigation of the Ce 3d core level spectrum yields a 4f\(^0\)
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Figure 6.5: Temperature dependence of the static susceptibility adapted from Ref. [31] for the three crystallographic directions (symbols) and calculated from the trigonal CEF Model 1 (lines) with the excited CEF states at 24 and 35 meV for $B \parallel a$ and $B \perp a$ (see left column in Table 6.1).

contribution of approximately 6% in the ground state (Chapter 5). Therefore, the error made by disregarding the hybridization in the calculation is negligible. Moreover, in the temperature dependence (Fig. 6.4) no significant changes are observed up to 100 K, i.e. the polarization dependence is not affected across the Kondo temperature and the energy gap opening. This is also in agreement with our previous observations for the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ compounds (Chapter 3 and 4), where it was shown that the CEF description is applicable to Kondo semiconductors without being hampered by spin gaps or the presence of c-f hybridization.

Regarding the theoretical explanations for the pseudogap formation (see Sec. 6.1 and the general introduction in Chapter 1), we can confirm the exclusion of the spin-liquid picture because in agreement with Ref. [17] the temperature-dependent XAS data rule out a low-lying CEF excitation below $k_B T_K = 4.7$ meV. The observed LD at 15 K also clearly excludes a pure $| \pm 3/2 \rangle$ ground state and consequently the Ikeda and Miyake model. Thus, the identification of the mixed ground state speaks in favor of the model by Moreno and Coleman, so that the open question about the driving mechanism behind the gap generation in this kind of Kondo insulating materials finally might be answered.
6 Restoring the crystal-field ground state in the Kondo semimetal CeNiSn

6.6 Conclusion

In summary, we have carried out linearly polarized XAS measurements at the Ce $M_{4,5}$ edge of CeNiSn and analyzed the data within a full multiplet approach. The monoclinic crystal field was approximated on the basis of a trigonal CEF Hamiltonian and the low-temperature XAS data could be reproduced by assuming a mixed ground state of the form $0.63|\pm 1/2\rangle \pm 0.77|\mp 5/2\rangle$, thereby having determined the ground-state wave function of CeNiSn. The validity of the trigonal approximation has been discussed. The temperature dependence of the linear dichroism could be qualitatively explained by thermal population of the first and second excited CEF state. Here, the energies of the excited Kramer’s doublets can be estimated to be located at 24 and 35 meV. The spectroscopic investigation of the CEF ground state in CeNiSn puts forward the theoretical framework proposed by Moreno and Coleman [23].
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Abstract

The interplay of structural, orbital, charge and spin degrees of freedom is at the heart of many emergent phenomena, including superconductivity. Unraveling the underlying forces of such novel phases is a great challenge because it not only requires understanding each of these degrees of freedom, it also involves accounting for the interplay between them. Cerium-based heavy fermion compounds are an ideal playground for investigating these interdependencies, and we present evidence for a correlation between orbital anisotropy and the ground states in a representative family of materials. We have measured the $4f$ crystal-electric field ground-state wave functions of the strongly correlated materials $\text{CeRh}_{1-x}\text{Ir}_x\text{In}_5$ with great accuracy using linear polarization-dependent soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy. These measurements show that these wave functions correlate with the ground state properties of the substitution series, which covers long-range antiferromagnetic order, unconventional superconductivity, and coexistence of these two states.

7.1 Introduction

Why do many chemically and structurally highly similar compounds develop different ground states? This seemingly simple question still eludes a straightforward description despite intense research. Yet, it is specifically pressing in view of the quest for a deeper insight into unconventional superconductivity.

We here investigate heavy fermion metals, i.e. rare earth or actinide materials, in which a plethora of phenomena including antiferromagnetism and unconventional superconductivity
can be observed. In these compounds, the \( f \) electrons hybridize with the conduction electrons (\( cf \)-hybridization) and, in analogy to the Kondo effect in diluted systems, the local magnetic moments can be screened in these so-called “Kondo lattices” at sufficiently low temperatures. However, the Kondo effect competes with the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction which typically favors long-range magnetic order. As a result of this competition a quantum phase transition from magnetically ordered to paramagnetic, more itinerant \( f \) electron behavior can take place. The balance of both interactions can be tuned by external parameters such as pressure, magnetic field or doping [1]. Non-Fermi liquid behavior and, of interest here, unconventional superconductivity often occurs in the vicinity of such quantum critical points. However, despite research over the last thirty years, the ability to predict conditions favorable for superconductivity has remained elusive. Here, the cerium 115 family \( \text{CeMIn}_5 \) with \( M = \text{Co, Ir, and Rh} \) is ideally suited for a systematic study because ground states and changes in Fermi volumes in this family can be tuned easily by substitutions of one \( M \) element for another [2–25].

These heavy fermion compounds \( \text{CeMIn}_5 \) crystallize in the tetragonal \( \text{HoCoGa}_5 \)-type structure as depicted in Fig. 7.1 with \( \text{In1} \) being the in-plane and \( \text{In2} \) the out-of-plane indium. Figure 7.2 shows the substitution phase diagram of \( \text{CeRhIn}_5 \), where Rh is substituted by Ir or Co [5, 8–10, 12–15]. For clarity we show the magnetically ordered and superconducting regions on separate scales (up and down, respectively). \( \text{CeCoIn}_5 \) and \( \text{CeIrIn}_5 \) are superconductors with transition temperatures of \( T_c = 2.3 \) and 0.4 K, [6, 7]. \( \text{CeRhIn}_5 \), however, orders antiferromagnetically at \( T_N = 3.8 \) K. The magnetic order of \( \text{CeRhIn}_5 \) is incommensurate (IC AF) with the magnetic moments aligned in the \( ab \) plane, propagating in a spiral along the tetragonal \( c \)-axis [3]. Substituting Rh with Ir or Co tunes the ground state away from magnetic ordering towards bulk superconductivity by passing through regions where magnetic order and superconductivity coexist, and where – in the case of Ir substitution – a second commensurate magnetic phase has been observed [10]. A commensurate phase has also been observed on the Co side, but here the coexistence with the incommensurate order is still a matter of debate, possibly due to uncertainties of the samples’ stoichiometry [12–15]. We note that the Fermi surface of \( \text{CeRhIn}_5 \) resembles that of \( \text{LaRhIn}_5 \), i.e. the \( 4f \) electron of Ce remains localized and does not contribute to the Fermi surface volume, in contrast to the Ir and Co samples which show enlarged Fermi
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Figure 7.2: Phase diagram of CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ and CeRh$_{1-y}$Co$_y$In$_5$ as adapted from Refs. [5, 8–10, 12–15] showing the magnetically ordered and superconducting regions as function of the Ir and Co concentration. The incommensurate antiferromagnetic ordered phases (IC AF) and the commensurate ones (C AF) are colored dark gray and hatched gray, respectively, and the regions of superconductivity (SC) are marked light gray. The question mark on the Co side refers to the on-going discussion concerning the coexistence of IC and C AF order. The temperature scales of $T_N$ and $T_c$ are shown separately, the former one pointing up, the latter one pointing down. The colored squares show the lattice anisotropy $a/c$ (right scale) for CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ and CeRh$_{1-y}$Co$_y$In$_5$. The lattice constants $a$ and $c$ are taken from Ref. [8] (orange squares) and [5] (red squares).

surfaces volumes, implying a more itinerant $f$ electron behavior [18–22, 25], especially in the regions of pure superconductivity [23, 24].

On the search for interdependencies of physical parameters and ground state properties Bauer et al. speculated about a linear relationship between lattice anisotropy $c/a$ (here $a$ and $c$ are the lattice constants) and the superconducting transition temperature $T_c$ for the superconducting plutonium and cerium 115 compounds [26]. We, however, can see from Fig. 7.2 that this relationship does not hold for almost half of the phase diagram. The colored squares in Fig. 7.2 show the lattice anisotropy $c/a$ (or rather $a/c$) on top of the CeRh$_{1-y}$Co$_y$In$_5$ – CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ phase diagram. The $a/c$ ratios are calculated from the values given in Ref. [8] (orange squares) and Ref. [5] (red squares) and in the following we will refer to $a/c$ only as lattice anisotropy. Figure 7.2 shows that Bauer et al.’s scaling works rather well in the purely superconducting regions. However, for magnetically ordered, Rh-rich samples this linear dependency of $T_c$ on $a/c$
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obviously breaks down. A closer inspection reveals that even in the region of phase coexistence there are significant deviations from a linear dependency (CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ with $0.3 \leq x \leq 0.45$). Consequently, the lattice anisotropy has no predictive power concerning the formation of a superconducting ground state, motivating us to look further for a more fundamental parameter. In the following we concentrate on the CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ substitution series because the phase diagram is well defined (see Fig. 7.2).

The importance of momentum-dependent hybridization and the impact of the anisotropic crystal-electric field (CEF) ground-state wave functions has been discussed by several groups [27–31]. For the heavy fermion compound CeIrIn$_5$ Shim et al. have even made specific predictions on the basis of first-principle dynamical mean-field theory calculations [32]. In particular, their calculations claim that the out-of-plane hybridization with the In2 ions is stronger than the in-plane one. These theoretical findings of anisotropic hybridization should be reflected in the CEF potential, implying a systematic change of the CEF wave function with hybridization and, consequently, with the ground state properties. However, such an impact of the CEF wave function on the ground state properties has never been proven experimentally, most likely due to the lack of accuracy of common methods. Here we present results of a systematic investigation of the CEF ground states and the different ground state properties of CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ using the soft x-ray absorption technique, which specifically targets the 4f ground-state wave function.

7.2 Materials and methods

Samples High-quality single crystals of CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ were grown by flux-growth and well characterized by magnetic susceptibility and/or heat capacity to ensure their nominal composition is in accordance with the phase diagram [8, 10]. Before the absorption experiment all crystals were aligned within 1-2° by Laue x-ray diffraction.

Method The linearly polarized soft XAS experiment was performed at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France, at the ID08 undulator beamline. We recorded the Ce M-edge absorption spectra in the total electron yield mode (TEY). The energy resolution at the M$_{4,5}$ edges ($h\nu \approx 875 - 910$ eV) was set to 0.2 eV. The samples were cleaved in situ in an ultra high vacuum chamber with a pressure of $2 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar at 8 K. The M$_{4,5}$ edges were recorded for light polarized parallel (E $\parallel c$) and perpendicular (E $\perp c$) to the tetragonal c axis. Here the undulator beamline has the advantage that for normal incidence the polarization can be changed without moving the sample, so that the same sample spot is probed for both polarization directions. For each sample different spots were probed in order to rule out sample inhomogeneities. The data of CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ were taken at 8 K for the four Ir substitutions $x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.5,$ and 0.75. The excited CEF states are above 5 meV ($\approx 50$ K) [33–35] so that at 8 K only the ground state is probed. The data of CeRhIn$_5$ (x = 0), CeIrIn$_5$ (x = 1), and also of CeCoIn$_5$ were taken in a previous experiment [35]. For the data analysis all data were normalized to the intensity of the isotropic spectra $I_{iso} = (2I_{E\perp c} + I_{E\parallel c})/3$.

Analysis The XAS data have been simulated with ionic full multiplet calculations based on the XTLS 8.3 program [36]. The atomic parameters are given by reduced Hartree-Fock values. The
reduction accounts for the configuration interaction which is not included in the Hartree-Fock calculations and is determined from fitting the isotropic spectra \( I_{iso} \). Typical reductions are about 40\% for the \( 4f - 4f \) Coulomb interactions and about 20\% for the \( 3d - 4f \) interactions [35, 37, 38]. In the present manuscript the LD of the end members of the series were analyzed in the same manner as for the substitution series investigated here.

7.3 Experimental results

Soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy and choice of samples  We recently started using soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at the rare earth \( M \)-edges as a method for measuring CEF ground-state wave functions in heavy fermion compounds [35, 37, 38]. Here the dipole selection rules for linearly polarized light provide the sensitivity to the ground state symmetry and allow its determination with unprecedented accuracy. The knowledge of excited CEF states is not required for the ground state analysis as long as the data are taken at low enough temperatures, nor is data statistics or background hampering the result. This is a great advantage over more conventional methods like inelastic neutron scattering and single-crystal susceptibility.

We have chosen the Ir concentrations \( x = 0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75 \) and 1 of the CeRh\(_{1-x}\)Ir\(_x\)In\(_5\) series for the linear polarized soft XAS experiment. Here \( x = 0 \) and 0.2 cover the purely incommensurate antiferromagnetic region of the phase diagram with an almost identical \( T_N \). The region of phase coexistence, which comprises an incommensurate, a commensurate and a superconducting state, is covered with the \( x = 0.3 \) and 0.5 samples. We note that in both magnetic phases the magnetic moments are aligned antiferromagnetically in the basal plane and that the region of phase coexistence has been discussed in detail in Ref. [16]. The magnetic order decays rapidly with further increasing Ir concentration so that the samples with \( x = 0.75 \) and 1 are purely superconducting. By this choice we cover all phases of interest with two samples each for our systematic investigation of the orbital anisotropy.

XAS data of CeRh\(_{0.8}\)Ir\(_{0.2}\)In\(_5\)  As an example, the top of Fig. 7.3 shows the total-electron-yield (TEY) intensities of the cerium \( M_4 \) and \( M_5 \) edge of CeRh\(_{0.8}\)Ir\(_{0.2}\)In\(_5\) for the two polarizations \( E \perp c \) (blue) and \( E \parallel c \) (red) at \( T = 8 \) K. This temperature is low enough to assure excited CEF states are not populated (\( \Delta E_1 \approx 70 \) K and \( \Delta E_2 \approx 230 \) K) [33–35], so that the clear difference between the two polarizations is representative for the out-of-plane anisotropy of the ground state orbital. The green dots in the bottom panel of Fig. 7.3 present the resulting linear dichroism (LD) in a tenfold enlargement. The LD is the difference of the intensities for \( E \perp c \) and \( E \parallel c \). The data were then analyzed with an ionic full multiplet calculation (see section Analysis in Materials and Methods).

The CEF ground state in this compound family is a \( \Gamma_7 \) Kramer’s doublet [33–35] and can be expressed in terms of \( J_z \) as

\[
\Gamma_7 = \alpha | \pm 5/2 \rangle + \sqrt{1 - \alpha^2} | \mp 3/2 \rangle.
\]

The quantity \( \alpha^2 \) determines the out-of-plane anisotropy where \( \alpha^2 > 1/6 \) (\( \alpha^2 < 1/6 \)) corresponds to a more oblate (prolate) \( 4f \) orbital. We find that a \( \Gamma_7 \) ground state with \( \alpha^2 = 0.387 \pm 0.005 \) describes the data (see middle panel of Fig. 7.3), and in particular the LD (see black line in the
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Figure 7.3: Measured (top) and simulated (middle) linearly polarized XAS spectra of CeRh$_{0.8}$Ir$_{0.2}$In$_5$ at the $M_{4,5}$ edges at $T = 8$ K. The red spectra refer to measurements and simulations with $E \parallel c$ and the blue ones with $E \perp c$. The inset in the middle panel shows the corresponding 4$f$ spatial distribution. The bottom panel compares the measured (green dots) and simulated LD (black line) enlarged by a factor of ten.

Linear dichroism of all compositions The results for the other Ir concentrations, which were obtained in the same manner, are summarized in Fig. 7.4. In the top panels of Fig. 7.4 the measured LD of both edges is depicted for the entire series of CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ from $x = 0$ to 1. The LD is largest for the two Rh rich concentrations $x = 0$ and 0.2 (red and orange dots). It then decreases rapidly for the intermediate Ir concentration $x = 0.3$ (light green) and even more so for $x = 0.5$ (dark green). The LD is smallest and almost the same on the Ir rich side ($x = 0.75$ and 1, light and dark blue dots). The lower panels of Fig. 7.4 exhibit the corresponding simulated LD, which reproduce nicely the measured strong reduction of the LD with increasing Ir concentration. The resulting orbital anisotropies $\alpha^2$ are listed in Table 7.1. It is important to note that the LD of the interim compositions cannot be simulated with the respective fractions of the LD of CeRhIn$_5$ and CeIrIn$_5$. This is most obvious for CeRh$_{0.5}$Ir$_{0.5}$In$_5$, where 0.5 LD$_{\text{CeRhIn}_5}$ + 0.5 LD$_{\text{CeIrIn}_5}$ would yield an $\alpha^2 = 0.321$, while a value of 0.284 has been observed. This change of LD indicates that the CEF ground-state wave function changes monotonically, but not linearly.

bottom panel), very well. The inset visualizes the corresponding 4$f$ orbital. Note that dipole experiments like inelastic neutron scattering or soft XAS determine $\alpha^2$, so that the sign of $\alpha$ cannot be determined.
with the Ir concentration, unlike the lattice anisotropy in Fig. 7.2. For completeness we also give the value for CeCoIn$_5$ in Table 7.1 [35].

### 7.4 Discussion

**Orbital anisoptry $\alpha^2$ and phase diagram** In Fig. 7.5 the $\alpha^2$ values are plotted as red circles along with the CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ phase diagram for illustrating the changes of the wave function with the Ir concentration. The size of the circles corresponds to the error bars. As shown in Fig. 7.5, we can observe a clear trend between the value of $\alpha^2$ and the ground state properties of CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$: The incommensurate antiferromagnetically ordered (IC AF) samples CeRhIn$_5$ and CeRh$_{0.25}$Ir$_{0.75}$In$_5$ on the Rh rich side have almost the same large LD (see also Fig. 7.4), yielding the largest $\alpha^2$-values within the series; the $\alpha^2$-value of the $x = 0.2$ sample being only 5% smaller than the one of the pure Rh compound. In the intermediate region where the three phases coexist, $\alpha^2$ decreases rapidly with $x$. On the Ir rich side of the phase diagram, in the purely superconducting region, $\alpha^2$ is small and levels off, i.e. it is identical for CeRh$_{0.25}$Ir$_{0.75}$In$_5$ and CeIrIn$_5$.

Apparently, the superconducting compositions favor the orbitals with smaller $\alpha^2$ values. This becomes even more evident when taking into account CeCoIn$_5$: The $\alpha^2$ value of CeCoIn$_5$ is smallest while it has the highest $T_c$ (Fig. 7.5). Actually, its $\alpha^2$ value falls rather nicely onto the phase diagram when using the same scaling as for the CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ substitution series. This strongly supports our conjecture that $\alpha^2$ is a parameter which correlates with the magnetic as well as the superconducting phases, in contrast to $a/c$ which only serves the superconducting samples.

The implication of the changing $J_z$ contribution on the spatial distribution of the 4$f$ electrons in the CEF ground state is obvious when recalling that the pure $J_z = |\pm 5/2\rangle$ is donut shaped, while the pure $|\pm 3/2\rangle$ is yo-yo shaped [37]. Upon going from CeRhIn$_5$ to CeIrIn$_5$ the orbital extends increasingly out-of-plane (see Fig. 7.5) such that it becomes less oblate with increasing Ir concentration. For CeCoIn$_5$ the 4$f$ orbital is prolate, i.e. has the largest extension in the $c$ direction and CeCoIn$_5$ has the highest superconducting transition temperature. We discuss possible correlations and implications in the following.

Intuitively one would expect that the lattice anisotropy follows the orbital anisotropy, a
Figure 7.4: The top panels show the experimental linear dichroism (LD) at the $M_5$ and $M_4$ edge for the Ir substitutions $x = 0.2$, $0.3$, $0.5$, and $0.75$ in CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ at 8 K. Data for $x = 0$ and $1$ were taken in a previous experiment [35]. The bottom panels show the corresponding simulations which reproduce the data very well.
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Figure 7.5: Orbital anisotropy $\alpha^2$ on the right scale as function of $x$ in CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ and for CeCoIn$_5$. The evolution with $x$ of the angular distributions of the $4f$ CEF ground-state orbitals in CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ and CeCoIn$_5$ is shown below the phase diagram.

behavior which has been observed e.g. in the Ce-monopnictides [40]. However, in the CeMIn$_5$ family this is obviously not the case. While the lattice constants of the CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ series nicely follow Vegard’s law [8], so that the lattice anisotropy $a/c$ in Fig. 7.2 changes accordingly with the Ir concentration, the orbital anisotropy $\alpha^2$ changes in a strongly non-linear manner (see Fig. 7.5). Furthermore, while the unit cell becomes shorter along the $c$-axis from Rh to Ir, the $4f$ orbital extends increasingly out of the $ab$ plane, suggesting an anti-correlation, rather than a correlation, between the $4f$ wave function’s flatness and the $a/c$ ratio. However, CeCoIn$_5$ indicates the opposite (i.e. correlating) behavior: in this compound, the $4f$ orbital is the most extended one along $c$, while the smallest $a/c$ ratio (largest $c/a$) is observed. Apparently, there is no obvious systematics between orbital and lattice anisotropy (compare Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.5).

We now focus on the orbital angular distribution with respect to the degree of $cf$-hybridization in this compound family. We emphasize that the degree of hybridization has been measured by independent experiments. The stronger $cf$-hybridization of the superconducting compounds CeIrIn$_5$ and CeCoIn$_5$ is reflected in a larger Fermi surface [18–22, 25] and also in a larger
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Quasielastic line width. Inelastic neutron scattering on powder samples found a line width of \( \approx 1.4 \text{ meV} \) half-width at half-maximum for the magnetically ordering Rh compound and line widths at least twice as large for CeIrIn\(_5\) and CeCoIn\(_5\) [35]. The importance of direction-dependent hybridization is an obvious consequence when combining the two experimental findings of \( cf \)-hybridization strength and angular distribution of the CEF wave function. The taller orbitals are more strongly hybridized. This is in agreement with the theoretical conjecture by Shim et al. [32] that the out-of-plane hybridization with the In2 ions is most important despite nearly identical Ce-In bond lengths (see Table 7.1, [39]), thus providing a channel for the In2-\( M \) interaction to contribute significantly to the total electronic energy minimization. This yields a natural explanation for why the physical properties depend so much on the transition metal atoms: the shape of the CEF wave function, i.e. the parameter \( \alpha^2 \), marks whether a compound is more itinerant and possibly superconducting, or more localized and antiferromagnetic.

How does this relate to the observed [26] linear correlation between the lattice anisotropy \( a/c \) and \( T_c \) for the superconducting plutonium and cerium 115 compounds? We already noted that this correlation only holds for the superconducting compositions, so that the \( a/c \) ratio by itself cannot be used to predict whether or not a compound becomes superconducting. For example, the \( a/c \) ratio of CeRhIn\(_5\) would indicate a finite \( T_c \) at ambient pressure, while experimentally no superconductivity has been recorded (see Fig. 7.2). Here, we infer that \( \alpha^2 \) is the parameter that distinguishes superconducting from non-superconducting compounds. Once the purely superconducting region of the phase diagram has been reached, \( \alpha^2 \) does not change any more and the \( a/c \) ratio seemingly tunes \( T_c \).

### 7.5 Summary

The CEF ground-state wave functions of the CeRh\(_{1-x}\)Ir\(_x\)In\(_5\) substitution series have been determined and a clear correlation between ground state properties and wave functions has been observed. These findings suggest that the shape of the cerium wave function – expressed through the parameter \( \alpha^2 \) – serves as a good predictor of whether a given material becomes superconducting or magnetic. More generally, anisotropic hybridization must be a necessary component in an appropriate description of Kondo lattice materials and of the evolution of their ground states as a function of a non-thermal tuning parameter.

We thank P. Thalmeier for fruitful discussions. The wave function density plots were calculated using the CrystalFieldTheory package for Mathematica written by M. W. Haverkort. Support from the German funding agency DFG under Grant No. 583872 is gratefully acknowledged. Work at LANL was performed under the auspices of the U.S. DOE, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of Materials Sciences and Engineering.
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8 Conclusions and outlook

The dense and ordered presence of Kondo impurities has striking and exceptional consequences for the (low-temperature) physics of $f$-electron systems. The strong interactions between the localized electrons and the conduction electrons leads to the emergence of a heavy-electron band and the formation of a (narrow) hybridization gap close to the Fermi level, as phase coherence develops between the local ‘impurities’ below $T^* \approx T_K$. Metal-to-insulator transitions, quantum criticality, unconventional superconductivity and unusual magnetic ordering are only some of the many phenomena arising in these strongly correlated electron systems [1]. An attribute of Kondo lattice systems is the prevalent competition between localized and itinerant behavior, which is often reflected in a non-integer valence ground state. Furthermore, intensive research on the field revealed that the anisotropic nature of the hybridization – which is strongly linked to the anisotropy of the crystal-field wave function – is of great importance for the mechanisms driving the ground-state formation.

The goal of this thesis was to provide a reliable and quantitative investigation of the hybridization and crystal-field effects in Kondo insulators by making use of the great potential of core-level spectroscopy. Especially in Kondo insulators, standard techniques for the study of the crystalline electric field (CEF), like inelastic neutron scattering (INS) and static magnetic susceptibility, turned out to encounter difficulties in the presence of hybridization, spin gaps or magnetic interactions, and yield only limited information about the CEF ground state. Here, linearly polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) comes into play, which was established as a complementary spectroscopic technique for an accurate determination of CEF ground-state wave functions [2]. Thanks to the polarization-dependent dipole selection rules, the orbital shape of the $4f$ ground state is reflected in the linearly polarized spectra. Up to now, the method has been mostly applied to tetragonal Ce-based heavy-fermion compounds [3–5]. With regard to the issue of hybridization, the recent availability of hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) opened up a new opportunity to probe directly and reliably the distribution of the valence states of the $4f$ ions. High-quality data can be obtained that are representative for the bulk material.

Impact of the presented studies The focus of this thesis lay on one of the more recent members – namely the Ce$M_2$Al$_{10}$ compound family ($M$ = Ru, Os and Fe) with its orthorhombic cage-like crystal structure (Chapters 3 and 4). These materials exhibit Kondo-semiconducting behavior with narrow and anisotropic hybridization gaps and soon became very prominent because of the unusual and mysterious antiferromagnetic order in CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ and CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$. In the isostructural CeFe$_2$Al$_{10}$ magnetic ordering is absent down to lowest temperatures ($\sim 50$ mK). The magnetic phase of the Ru and Os samples features a rather puzzling combination of properties: an unexpectedly high $T_N$ (higher than in most other ordered Ce materials), a small ordered moment ($\mu_{ord} \approx 0.3 - 0.4 \mu_B$/Ce) which is not aligned along the easy axis $a$ but along $c$, 
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and the presence of Kondo screening. Moreover, in all three 1-2-10 compounds the opening of a spin gap and a large anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility is observed. The c-f hybridization is suspected to play a major role for the mechanism behind the magnetic ordering, therefore a detailed investigation of the 4f valence and the local electronic structure of the 4f electrons was of great interest.

In Chapter 3 and 4 the XAS method has been successfully applied for the study of CeRu₂Al₁₀, CeOs₂Al₁₀ and CeFe₂Al₁₀. Ionic full multiplet calculations find two CEF ground states describing the polarization-dependent XAS data. By taking into account the anisotropy seen in magnetic susceptibility, one solution could be unambiguously identified as the 4f ground-state wave function. In combination with the CEF energy splittings obtained by INS it was finally possible to give full sets of CEF parameters for all members of the CeM₂Al₁₀ family. While the results for the Ru and Os samples are similar, the ground state for the non-ordering Fe compound is clearly different. The obtained ground-state wave functions, orbitals and crystal-field schemes are summarized in Fig. 8.1. The results show that linearly polarized XAS is able to determine the CEF ground-state wave function of orthorhombic Kondo insulators, and is neither hampered by the existence of spin gaps nor by the presence of strong c-f hybridization. Furthermore, the CEF description validated the theoretical predictions by Hanzawa obtained within a point-charge model [6]. Most strikingly, the weak ordered moments in the Ru and Os samples are largely explained by CEF effects.

Several groups used the CEF information obtained by XAS for further studies on these materials. For instance, for Ce(Ru,Os)₂Al₁₀ Kunimori et al. [7] and Kondo et al. [8] performed mean-field calculations for a two-sublattice model including an anisotropic exchange interaction on the basis of the CEF ground states, and in a polarized neutron scattering study by Robert et al. [9], the CEF parameters of CeRu₂Al₁₀ served as input in random-phase magnon simulations.

In Chapter 5 the varying degree of exchange interaction within the 1-2-10 series has been treated quantitatively by investigating the 4f valence in the systems. Hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy on the Ce 3d core levels provided a truly bulk-sensitive probe, and the spectra (including strong plasmon excitations) could be accurately reproduced by combining full multiplet calculations with a configuration interaction model. The deduced hybridization strength Vₜₐₜ and effective f binding energy Δₕ show that a substantial amount of Kondo screening is present in all three compounds. The exchange interaction in the Ru and Os compounds is of comparable strength (yet, slightly stronger in the Os sample), whereas in CeFe₂Al₁₀ it is significantly stronger. These results undoubtedly show that a high degree of f electron delocalization persists in these systems despite their ability to develop long-range antiferromagnetic order.

The CeM₂Al₁₀ compounds are the first materials with Kondo-insulating behavior showing also magnetic order, with strikingly unusual ground-state properties among the strongly correlated electron systems and a supposedly novel mechanism behind the magnetic ordering. They are ideally suited to investigate the competition ‘itinerant versus localized’ or ‘Kondo versus RKKY interaction’, however, the understanding of the 1-2-10 systems goes beyond the framework of the conventional Doniach phase diagram because of the coexistence of electronic ground states and their influence on each other. This has been explicitly addressed in literature [10, 11] by proposing a modified version of the Doniach phase diagram, in which a localized-to-itinerant transition takes place within the AFM phase, thereby emphasizing the influence of the Kondo effects.
Figure 8.1: Summary of the CEF ground-state wave functions and the $4f$ orbitals obtained by linearly polarized XAS for the members of the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ family. The crystal-field energies that were used in Chapter 3 and 4 for the determination of the CEF parameters are also included.

Effect on the magnetic order. This then might lead to a (further)$^1$ reduction of the ordered magnetic moments or determine their unusual direction along the c axis. Although the actual mechanism behind the AFM order remains an open question, our quantitative results obtained from the linearly polarized XAS and bulk-sensitive HAXPES studies are important ingredients to deepen the understanding of the Kondo-semiconducting state and to answer the question why and under which circumstances a certain ground state forms or not. Only on the basis of reliable numbers, which are now established for the crystal field and hybridization interaction of the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ compounds, it is possible to make quantitative predictions and better understand the Kondo-insulating behavior and its consequences.

After being successful with the orthorhombic CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ Kondo insulators, we tackled the long-standing problem of the crystal-field ground state of CeNiSn (Chapter 6). CeNiSn is one of the first Ce-based Kondo insulators, which also crystallizes in an orthorhombic structure where the local environment of the Ce ion has an even lower, monoclinic symmetry (point group $C_s$). No magnetic order is observed and the hybridization gap is extremely narrow ($\approx 2.4$ meV), but particular about CeNiSn (and its relatives CeRhSb and CeRhAs) is the ’V’-shaped form of the electronic density of states with a small finite value at the Fermi level, making the material rather semimetallic and re-classifying the hybridization gap as ’pseudogap’. In INS experiments

$^1$’Further’ is meant here with respect to the already small-sized moments due to CEF effects.
the gap formation was found to go along with a strongly Q-dependent spin gap which only emerges below the Kondo coherence temperature. Different theoretical models were proposed by independent groups [12–15] to explain the origin of the pseudogap formation, all of which set specific conditions to the crystal-field ground-state symmetry.

In Chapter 6 we have again exploited the potential of polarization-dependent XAS at the Ce $M_{4.5}$ edge at low temperature to provide a direct experimental determination of the 4f CEF ground state of CeNiSn. Reliable information about the CEF symmetry was still missing because the presence of strong hybridization and the proximity to phonon peaks hampered the analysis of INS spectra. The XAS study in Chapter 6 showed that it is justified to approximate the monoclinic symmetry by a trigonal crystal field. The measured linear dichroism ruled out the pure $|\pm 3/2\rangle$ with the threefold rotational axis along the crystallographic $a$ direction as a possible ground state (as it is suggested in the Ikeda and Miyake (IM) model [12]), which speaks in favor of the theoretical model proposed by Moreno and Coleman [15]. With the help of full multiplet simulations the trigonal CEF ground-state wave function $|\psi_{GS}\rangle = 0.63|\pm 1/2\rangle \pm 0.77|\mp 5/2\rangle$ was found to nicely describe the observed polarized XAS data. Furthermore, from the temperature dependence of the linear dichroism the energies of the excited Kramer’s doublets were estimated. The final CEF ground state is in good agreement with one of the proposed solutions from INS work on Cu-doped CeNiSn [16]. Actually, since our XAS results clearly rule out one of the two possible solutions discussed by the authors of Ref. [16], we now can conjecture which one of the theoretical models is likely to be applicable to CeNiSn, namely the one of Moreno and Coleman.

More precisely, in the anisotropic semiconductor theory by IM the anomalous density of states, the anisotropic transport properties and the weak semimetallic behavior are understood within the framework of a $k$-dependent $c$-$f$ hybridization matrix. In their picture the Kondo-insulating state is a consequence of nodal crystal-field states being responsible for the nodal character of the hybridization gap. However, Moreno and Coleman wondered why the particular semimetallic state is chosen from the continuum of fully-gapped CEF states and how the nodal physics can be understood in a many-body picture [17]. Their solution to that is a coupling between the Ce 4f orbital shape and a many-body Weiss effective field induced by Hund’s interactions in the (valence fluctuation) $f^2$ state. This coupling builds up an effective crystal field, which selects the nodal configurations out of the manifold of CEF ground states in order to minimize the kinetic energy of the f electrons. The quasioctahedral solution in Moreno and Coleman’s theory – according to their calculations – yields a better description of the transport/thermal properties and the ‘V’-shaped density of states in CeNiSn than the axially-symmetric IM state (which is represented by the pure $|\pm 3/2\rangle$). Therefore, finding a mixed ground-state wave function, and excluding the pure $|\pm 3/2\rangle$ state, is an important step towards a better understanding of narrow-gap Kondo insulators and motivates to further pursue the idea of an effective Weiss crystal field.

The delicate balance among the competing interactions and the question how the 4f orbital degrees of freedom influence the ground state formation in an isostructural series of heavy-fermion compounds is addressed in Chapter 7. The phase diagrams of the tetragonal HF family CeMIn$_5$ (with $M$ = Co, Rh and Ir) provide an ideal playground for this kind of study: CeRhIn$_5$ orders antiferromagnetically below $T_N = 3.8$ K, whereas in CeIrIn$_5$ and CeCoIn$_5$ superconductivity is observed with $T_c = 0.4$ and 2.3 K, respectively. This leads to extremely rich phase diagrams of the substitution series CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ and CeRh$_{1-y}$Co$_y$In$_5$, which comprise
antiferromagnetic regions, regions of coexisting antiferromagnetic and superconducting phases, or pure superconductivity at ambient pressure. The superconductivity in these compounds is unconventional and appears in the vicinity of magnetism. Moreover, substitution of one $M$ element by another goes along with significant changes of the Fermi surface.

For the polarization-dependent XAS study presented in Chapter 7 the CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ series was chosen. The changes in the linear dichroism $E \perp c - E \parallel c$ were systematically studied for two AFM samples ($x = 0$ and 0.2), two samples within the coexisting phase ($x = 0.3$ and 0.5) and two purely superconducting samples ($x = 0.75$ and 1). We determined the CEF ground-state wave function for each composition (which is of $\Gamma_7$-type, i.e. $|\psi_{\text{GS}}\rangle = \alpha |\pm 5/2\rangle + \sqrt{1-\alpha^2} |\mp 3/2\rangle$) and found a clear correlation between the CEF anisotropy – expressed by the squared mixing factor $\alpha^2$ – and the ground-state properties. Namely, for $4f$ orbitals with a larger spatial expansion along the tetragonal $c$ axis, superconductivity becomes favorable. These findings fit nicely with the theoretical predictions by Shim et al. [18] that the interaction between the out-of-plane In and the $M$ ion is strongest, and is in accordance with the idea of the hybridization being essential for the emergence of the superconducting state.

The importance of orbital physics is well-established in $d$ electron systems. Our results give the spectroscopic proof that such correlations also exist in $4f$ Kondo lattice materials and show that anisotropic hybridization has to be considered for a correct theoretical description of these systems. It is a non-trivial fact that the orbital shape of the $4f$ electrons can be used as an indicator for whether the magnetic ground state ‘wins’ over the superconducting one or not. In fact, it might be a missing piece in the construction of a plausible model for the (non-thermal) order parameter in heavy-fermion superconductivity.

All in all, thanks to the vivid activity in the field, including our investigations on CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$, CeNiSn and CeMIn$_5$, new prospects might arise from the theoretical point of view since reliable quantitative input is provided to account for hybridization and crystal-field effects. In the future still many unresolved problems in Kondo insulators, and Kondo lattice systems in general, are to be tackled both theoretically and experimentally [17]: What is the role of the Kondo effect and the heavy quasiparticles in the superconducting pairing mechanism? How can the existence of quantum critical points be understood (spin-density wave scenario vs. Kondo breakdown) and how is this connected to superconductivity and antiferromagnetic fluctuations? Do the sudden changes in the Fermi surface at a QCP go along with a loss of quasiparticle weights? How do the magnetic interactions in Kondo insulators evolve depending on the exchange interaction? When and why do they disappear at low temperatures?

**What comes next?** Having seen the impact of the orbital anisotropy in the above-mentioned Ce compounds, it is of considerable interest to analyze if similar trends can be observed in other Kondo lattice materials. Recently, electron- and hole-doping were shown to significantly alter the magnetic ground state of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ and CeOs$_2$Al$_{10}$ already at weak doping levels [8, 19–26]: Upon substitution of Ru by Rh or Os by Ir the systems are electron-doped and it turns out that this suppresses the $c$-$f$ hybridization and pushes both compounds into the more localized trivalent regime. Already at around $x = 3\%$ Rh/Ir content the direction of the ordered magnetic moment changes from $\mu_{\text{AFM}} \parallel c$ to $\mu_{\text{AFM}} \parallel a$, as expected from the paramagnetic susceptibility. At the same time the ordering temperature $T_N$ gradually decreases with increasing $x$ and the
size of the ordered moment becomes larger. On the other hand, adding holes into the system – by using Re as substituent for Os – increases the degree of hybridization and maintains the anomalous direction of the ordered moment, favoring a delocalized non-magnetic state already for 5 % Re content. In the case of CeRu$_2$Al$_{10}$ weak hole-doping (3 % Re) was found to align the ordered moment along the $b$ direction and the size of $\mu_{\text{AFM}}$ is further reduced compared to the undoped case.

These observations show that in the 1-2-10 compounds doping sensitively tunes the hybridization, which in turn holds a special role in the unusual antiferromagnetic order. A detailed investigation of how the CEF ground-state wave functions develop when 1) the order loses its anomalous character 2) the transition temperature changes or 3) the direction of $\mu_{\text{AFM}}$ switches is of great interest. Corresponding measurements are in preparation.

Moreover, the young field of topological Kondo insulators promises to give new interesting perspectives. A topological insulator is insulating in the bulk but features metallic surface states which are protected by time-reversal symmetry [27]. Dzero et al. [28] showed that also Kondo-insulating materials – due to their strong electron-electron interactions and large spin-orbit coupling – have the potential to host a topologically nontrivial insulating state, and theoretically predicted the topological Kondo insulator (TKI). In their theory they point out that the CEF ground-state symmetry determines whether the $k$-dependence of the hybridization can generate a nontrivial topological structure. A narrow conduction band and a strong intermediate valence character seem to be favorable for the existence of the TKI state. In a later study the same authors explicitly calculate the topological surface modes taking into account the influence of the CEF symmetry and including it in the Anderson lattice model [29]. A lot of theoretical effort has been performed since then to strengthen the concept of TKIs [30–34]. In particular, the cubic Kondo insulator SmB$_6$ was predicted to be a strong topological insulator [28, 30] and several experimental studies support this (see Ref. [35] for a brief review). Ce-based $f$ electron materials – e.g. CeNiSn, Ce$_3$Bi$_4$Pt$_3$ and CeRu$_4$Sn$_6$ – also moved into the focus of interest since they come with all necessary ingredients for the emergence of a topological state. Ce$_3$Bi$_4$Pt$_3$ is a promising candidate because it exhibits a cubic structure, which is predicted to be advantageous for strong topological-insulating behavior [33]. A prerequisite for the insulating state in cubic symmetry is that the $\Gamma_8$ quartet comprised of

$$|\Gamma_8^{(1)} \rangle = \sqrt{\frac{5}{6}} |\pm 5/2 \rangle + \sqrt{\frac{1}{6}} |\mp 3/2 \rangle$$

$$|\Gamma_8^{(2)} \rangle = |\pm 1/2 \rangle$$

has to be the ground state. In this context, the CEF anisotropies of the cubic uranium-based heavy-electron semiconductors U$_3$T$_3$Sb$_4$ (T = Ni, Pd, Pt) [36] and UTSn (T = Ni, Pt) [37] also are worth being studied in more detail. But also in Kondo insulators with lower symmetries, such as the tetragonal CeRu$_4$Sn$_6$ or the orthorhombic CeNiSn, a weak TKI state may develop [28, 35], and it depends on the detailed symmetry of the ground state whether nodes form in the hybridization gap structure or not. For the pure $|\pm 1/2 \rangle$ the hybridization gap is always open so that in the tetragonal case the $|\pm 1/2 \rangle$ ground state is favorable. It is therefore of high interest to investigate the CEF wave function in these potential TKI compounds.
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Abstract

The physics of heavy-fermion materials is governed by the hybridization between itinerant conduction electrons and localized $f$ electrons ($c$-$f$ hybridization). At low temperatures the Kondo effect leads to the emergence of heavy quasiparticles with a huge effective mass that can be up to 1000 times larger than the bare electron mass, giving the class of heavy fermions their name. The screening of the localized magnetic moments by the conduction electrons due to the Kondo effect competes with the indirect Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida exchange, which also has its origin in the hybridization interaction and wants to drive the system into a magnetically ordered ground state. Heavy fermions are regarded as dense Kondo lattice systems, in which the balance between the two interactions is of crucial importance for the ground-state properties. Valence fluctuations, Kondo insulating and semiconducting behavior, spin and charge gaps, unconventional superconductivity, quantum criticality and non-Fermi liquid behavior are observed in these materials, with remarkable consequences for magnetic, thermodynamic and electronic properties at low temperatures.

This thesis is mainly focused on the class of Kondo insulators, which also comprises Kondo semiconductors and semimetals. When the right conditions are met – i.e., for a certain number of electrons per unit cell and for certain symmetries of the electronic structure – the interaction between the conduction and $f$ electrons opens a narrow hybridization gap close to the Fermi level. The (anisotropic) hybridization gap is found to be responsible for many anomalous properties of Kondo insulators and several theoretical studies point out the importance of the crystalline electric field (CEF) ground-state symmetry for the gap formation.

Here we investigate the Kondo semiconductor CeNiSn, as well as the CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ compound family with $M = \text{Ru}, \text{Os}$ and Fe. CeNiSn has an orthorhombic crystal structure, is one of the first narrow-gap Kondo semiconductors and has been intensively studied in the past. Many explanations for the low-temperature behavior have been suggested, all of which stress the significance of the $4f$ CEF ground state, which will be investigated in the framework of this thesis. The CeM$_2$Al$_{10}$ compounds belong to a fairly new class of cerium Kondo semiconductors. They also crystallize in an orthorhombic structure and order antiferromagnetically in the case of $M = \text{Ru}$ and Os with the ordered moments being small and not aligned along the easy magnetic axis. In combination with the unexpectedly high ordering temperatures of $T_N = 27$ K (Ru) and 29 K (Os), the magnetic order is of rather unusual character. The physical properties show large anisotropies and presence of $c$-$f$ hybridization despite the high ordering temperatures. We therefore determine the CEF wave functions in this compound family and quantify the degree of $c$-$f$ hybridization in order to address speculations about the impact of hybridization on the magnetic order. In addition, on the search for parameters which correlate with ground-state properties in heavy-fermion compounds, we investigate the CEF ground states of the intermetallic substitution series CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ since its phase diagram covers all phases of interest, from antiferromagnetic to superconducting as well as regions of phase coexistence.

To shed light on the issues above, namely the CEF ground state and the hybridization
Abstract

strength, respectively, two new experimental approaches are used: polarization-dependent x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES). Commonly, the CEF is investigated by inelastic neutron scattering, however, in Kondo insulators a substantial broadening of the CEF excitations and the existence of spin gaps prevent the access to the CEF. Recently, linearly polarized XAS at the Ce M₄,₅ edge has been proven to be highly useful when it comes to the determination of the 4f ground-state wave function in tetragonal rare earth systems (and also in cubic compounds under the influence of an external magnetic field). In the present thesis the same technique is applied to the above-mentioned materials, demonstrating that linearly polarized XAS can be employed to obtain an unambiguous and reliable picture of the CEF ground state even in Kondo-insulating systems and even for symmetries lower than tetragonal. In addition to that, HAXPES measurements on the CeM₂Al₁₀ series are presented. A common technique for studying hybridization effects in rare earths, and their electronic structure in general, is photoelectron spectroscopy in the soft x-ray range \( h\nu \leq 1.5\ \text{keV} \). However, in this energy region surface effects are known to matter so that the picture about the hybridization interaction might be distorted with respect to the bulk. The use of hard x-rays \( h\nu = 5–10\ \text{keV} \) guarantees a sufficiently large probing depth for obtaining information about the actual bulk electronic structure. In a detailed quantitative analysis of HAXPES 3d core level spectra – using a combination of full multiplet calculations and a configuration interaction model (fm-CI model) – the hybridization strength can be quantified.

The XAS results show that the CEF ground states of CeRu₂Al₁₀ and CeOs₂Al₁₀ are very similar, while it is clearly different for the non-ordering system CeFe₂Al₁₀. The CEF description nicely explains the magnetic anisotropy observed in susceptibility data and to a large extent the small ordered moments along the c axis. We provide a reliable quantitative description of the CEF ground state of the CeM₂Al₁₀ compounds which now serves as input for further studies. Furthermore, the analysis of the HAXPES data in the fm-CI model allows to quantify the intermediate 4f valence and establishes that the exchange interaction increases within the series from Ru to Os to Fe. A substantial amount of Kondo screening is shown to be present even in the magnetically ordered Ru and Os compounds.

The polarized XAS study on CeNiSn demonstrates that the monoclinic CEF is well described in a trigonal approximation, and the determined 4f ground-state wave function is consistent with results from inelastic neutron scattering for Cu-doped CeNiSn. Thanks to this first successful direct experimental detection of the 4f ground state in CeNiSn, an important step is made towards a better understanding of the mechanism behind the gap formation in this archetype Kondo insulator.

Moreover, the systematic investigation of the CeRh₁₋ₓIrₓIn₅ substitution series by means of polarization-dependent XAS for the first time reveals a correlation between the CEF anisotropy and the formation of an antiferromagnetic, superconducting or coexisting (antiferromagnetism plus superconductivity) ground state. This discovery shows that the anisotropy of the 4f ground-state wave function is a good predictor for when these materials are magnetic or superconducting.
Kurzzusammenfassung


Hier untersuchen wir den Kondo-Halbleiter CeNiSn sowie die Familie der Ce\( M_2 \)Al\( _{10} \)-Systeme mit \( M = \) Ru, Os und Fe. CeNiSn hat eine orthorhombische Kristallstruktur, gehört zu einem der ersten Kondo-Halbleiter mit enger Bandlücke und wurde in der Vergangenheit intensiv untersucht. Mehrere Konzepte zur Beschreibung des Tieftemperaturverhaltens wurden entwickelt, von denen alle die Wichtigkeit des \( 4f \) CEF-Grundzustandes hervorheben, der im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit untersucht wird. Die Ce\( M_2 \)Al\( _{10} \)-Verbindungen wurden erst vor Kurzem als Kondo-Halbleiter klassifiziert und kristallisieren ebenfalls in einer orthorhombischen Struktur. Im Falle von \( M = \) Ru und Os tritt antiferromagnetische Ordnung auf, wobei die geordneten Momente klein und nicht entlang der magnetischen easy axis ausgerichtet sind. In Kombination mit den unerwartet hohen Ordnungstemperaturen von \( T_N = 27 \) K (Ru) und 29 K (Os) wird die magnetische Ordnung als sehr unüblich angesehen. Die physikalischen Eigenschaften zeigen stark anisotropes Verhalten und weisen auf die Existenz von \( c-f \)-Hybridisierung trotz hoher Ordnungstemperaturen hin. Wir bestimmen daher die CEF-Wellenfunktion dieser Verbindungen und quantifizieren den Grad der \( c-f \)-Hybridisierung, um damit Spekulationen über den
Einfluss der Hybridisierung auf die magnetische Ordnung nachzugehen. Auf der Suche nach Parametern, die mit den Grundzustandseigenschaften in Schwere-Fermionen-Verbindungen korrelieren, werden die Kristallfeld-Grundzustände der *intermetallischen* Substitutionsreihe CeRh_{1−x}Ir_xIn_5 untersucht, da hier im Phasendiagramm alle Phasen von Interesse auftreten, von antiferromagnetisch bis supraleitend sowie auch Bereiche von Phasen-Koexistenz.


Die XAS-Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die CEF-Grundzustände von CeRu_2Al_{10} und CeOs_2Al_{10} sehr ähnlich sind, wohingegen der CEF-Grundzustand des nicht-ordnenden Systems CeFe_2Al_{10} sich eindeutig davon unterscheidet. Die Kristallfeld-Beschreibung erklärt die magnetische Anisotropie, wie sie in der Suszeptibilität zu beobachten ist, und größtenteils das kleine geordnete Moment entlang der c-Richtung. Damit ist eine zuverlässige quantitative Beschreibung des CEF-Grundzustandes der CeM_2Al_{10}-Verbindungen erbracht, die nun als Input für weiterführende Studien verwendet werden kann. Darüber hinaus erlaubt die Analyse der HAXPES-Daten anhand des fm-CI-Modells, quantitative Werte für die (nicht ganzzahlige) Ce 4f-Valenz zu geben, und weist nach, dass die Austausch-Wechselwirkung von Ru über Os zum Fe hin zunimmt. Es zeigt sich, dass sogar in den magnetisch ordnenden Ru- und Os-Verbindungen ein beträchtliches Maß an Kondo-Abschirmung existiert.

Die polarisationsabhängige XAS-Studie an CeNiSn demonstriert, dass das monokline CEF in guter Näherung als trigonal angesehen werden kann, und die erhaltenen 4f Grundzustands-Wellenfunktion ist konsistent mit Ergebnissen aus inelastischer Neutronenstreuung für Cudotiertes CeNiSn. Diese erste erfolgreiche direkte experimentelle Bestimmung des 4f-Grundzu-
standes in CeNiSn ist ein wichtiger Schritt auf dem Weg zu einem besseren Verständnis des
treibenden Mechanismus hinter der Entstehung der Hybridisierungslücke in diesem Archetyp-
Kondo-Isolator.

Außerdem enthüllt die systematische Untersuchung der CeRh$_{1-x}$Ir$_x$In$_5$ Substitutions-Reihe
durch polarisierte Röntgenabsorption zum ersten Mal Korrelationen zwischen der CEF-Aniso-
tropie und der Ausbildung eines antiferromagnetischen, supraleitenden oder gemischt antiferro-
magnetisch-supraleitenden Grundzustandes. Diese Entdeckung zeigt, dass die Anisotropie der
4$f$ Grundzustands-Wellenfunktion ein geeigneter Indikator dafür ist, wann diese Materialien
magnetisch ordnen oder supraleitend werden.
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